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S A L E R O O M N O T I C E S
Should the description of a lot need to be amended after the publication of this catalogue, the
amended description will appear automatically on the DNW website, www.dnw.co.uk. All such
amendments are incorporated in the list of saleroom notices pertaining to this auction which are also
posted on the DNW website. Prospective bidders are strongly urged to consult this facility
before sending bids or bidding online.

B U Y E R S ’  P R E M I U M
Please note that the buyers’ premium in this sale is 20%.

C A T A L O G U E I L L U S T R A T I O N S A N D T H E I N T E R N E T
Prospective bidders are reminded that the DNW website features enhanced high-resolution enlarged
colour illustrations of every lot in this auction.

B I D D I N G I N DNW  A U C T I O N S
We are pleased to accept bids for items in this auction by several methods, apart from the Advance
Bidding facility which we strongly recommend. A commission form is enclosed with this catalogue
for your convenience; this should be completed and mailed to us so that we receive it by the day
before the auction. If  you are an established DNW client you may bid by email  to
auctions@dnw.co.uk (we strongly advise that you request email confirmation that your
bids have been received before the start of the auction); or you may telephone your bids to
us up to 16:00 on the day before the auction..

P R I C E S R E A L I S E D
The hammer prices bid at DNW auctions are posted at www.dnw.co.uk in real time. Telephone
enquiries are welcome from 10:00 on the day after the auction.

I M P O R T A N T I N F O R M A T I O N F O R B U Y E R S
All lots in DNW auctions are automatically reserved at the bid step which reflects 80% of the lower

estimate figure, unless otherwise instructed by the vendor. 

Lots marked ‘x’ are subject to importation duty of 5% 
on the hammer price unless re-exported outside the EU.



Important Notice
Advance Bidding Facility

www.dnw.co.uk

We advise all clients to take advantage of our easy-to-use advance bidding

facility, which provides you with total control over your bids right up to

the point that a lot is offered for sale.

Bids made online cannot be seen by others and do not go live until the

actual moment that the lot in question is being offered for sale. All bids

can be easily altered or cancelled by the bidder prior to this point. An

automated email will be sent confirming all bids and alterations.

Please use our website www.dnw.co.uk to register prior to bidding online.

There is no additional charge for online bidding.

It is recommended that all bidders execute their own bids, either prior to

the auction by using this facility or live as the auction is taking place.

We strongly recommend that those following the auction online register to

bid at least 10 minutes prior to the start of each session.

Whilst we are still happy to execute all bids submitted in writing or by

phone, fax or any other method, it should be noted that all bids left with us

will be entered at our offices using the same bidding facility to which all

clients now have access. There is, therefore, no better way of ensuring the

accuracy of your advance bids than to place them yourself online.

For any support queries please contact: Ian Anderson
ian@dnw.co.uk

(+44) 20 7016 1751
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Angola 758-759 
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Welcome to the first ever dedicated World Banknotes sale at DNW.  Standing at just under 
1000 lots, this is also the largest section of World Banknotes we have yet offered at one time.  
Thomasina, Mike and I have been hard at work gathering material from all across the globe in 
the hope that we can provide something for everyone. 

It would be remiss of me not to lead with a few words about the exceptional groups of notes 
from German East Africa and German Southwest Africa.  The former is an ever-popular se-
ries, with its earlier very attractive series and its later interim notes featuring a seemingly 
infinite number of varieties.  You can see the lion and lioness from the 5 Rupien on the cover 
of this catalogue. This auction is particularly special because it contains one of the extremely 
rare 500 Rupien notes, of which only 696 were ever released into circulation.  The German 
Southwest Africa notes are not as widely understood, probably because they are even rarer 
than the East Africa varieties.  This auction contains a full set of this elusive series, and in very 
nice condition too.  

A few other highlights include some lovely Hong Kong and Singapore die proofs, and Europe 
is not left out either, with strong groups of Spain and Portugal, and some excellent smaller 
sections and individual items from most other countries.  Marking something of a departure 
from the DNW norm, we have very nice sections of Middle East and North Africa from Libya, 
Egypt, Lebanon and Syria to name but a few.

One of our favourite items is the Fiji 5 Shilling note pictured underneath this foreword.  It is 
the first date and signature of the issue, and the serial number 1.  You can find it in the cata-
logue alongside several extremely attractive stage proof sets for George V and VI that are very 
likely unique survivors.  

Most special of all however, are two incredible Haj Pilgrim 100 Rupees with consecutive serial 
numbers.  These notes, issued in India and exclusively used by Haj pilgrims on their journey to 
and from Saudi Arabia, are the highest denomination of their type, are in very nice condition 
and carry thoroughly reasonable estimates.  

We all wish you the best of luck on the day, and we look forward to seeing as many of you as 
possible at the World Paper Money Fair in Valkenberg, and at the auction in the following 
week.  

Andrew, Thomasina and Mike

Foreword
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World Banknotes
Afghanistan

Ministry of Finance, Afghanistan, remainders for 2 and 5
Afghanis, 1936, incomplete serial numbers, uncirculated (2
notes)
TBB B201r, B202r, Pick 15, 16  £100-£150

751

Afghanistan Bank, 2, 5, 10, 50 and 100 Afghanis, SH1318
(1939), all fresh and original, the 100 about uncirculated,
others uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B301a-303a, 305a-306a, Pick 21-23, 25-26 £100-£150

752x

Algeria
Banque de l’Algerie, 5 Francs, 1933, 1941 (3), 1942 (3), 20
Francs, 1942, 50 Francs, 1929, 1933 (2), 1936 (2), 500
Francs, 1943, serial number S.139 685, Tunisia overprint, 5
Francs, 1941, 20 Francs, 1938, 100 francs, 1941, the
Algerian 50 francs very good, the remainder very fine or
better (17 notes)
TBB B123, 134-136, Pick 77, 91-93| TBB 207, 208, 215,
Pick 6, 8, 13  £180-£220

753

Banque de l’Algerie, 5000 Francs, 20 March 1942, serial
number W.66 1649819, edge tears, but a presentable
enough very good to fine, scarce
TBB B133a, Pick 90  £150-£200

754

Banque de l’Algerie, specimen 5 Nouveaux Francs, 71 July
1959, serial number T.00 000, black SPECIMEN stamp and
SPECIMEN perforation, in PCGS holder 62, uncirculated
TBB B146s, Pick 118s  £360-£420

755

Banque Centrale d’Algerie, printers design for 10/50 Dinars,
1985, various serial numbers, in PMG holder number 66
EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB unlisted, Pick unlisted  £120-£180

756

Banque Centrale d’Algerie, printers design for 0000 Dinars,
2010, several serial numbers, in PMG holder number 63
EPQ, choice uncirculated
TBB unlisted, Pick unlisted  £150-£200

757

Angola

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Angola, printers archival
specimen 5 Escudos, 1 January 1921, serial number range
240001-260000, CANCELLED perforation, ink annotations in
margin, including the order date ‘3.11.21’, very slight
mounting traces on reverse, thus original about uncirculated
and very scarce
Pick 57s  £150-£200

758

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Angola, printers archival
specimen 10 Escudos, 1 January 1921, serial number range
642001-1200000, CANCELLED perforation, ink annotations in
margin, including the order date ‘25.5.23’, one hard crease
at left, but entirely fresh and original good extremely fine,
very scarce
Pick 58s  £120-£160

759

Australia

Union Bank of Australia, uniface black and white composite
proof/essay for £1, 18-, with many elements hand cut out
and stuck on, and others drawn beautifully in what appears
to be pencil, some very minor edge damage, and a crayon
inscription on the reverse ‘Perkins Bacon’, about extremely
fine and unique
Unlisted  £500-£700

760

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 20% (+VAT where applicable)
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Commonwealth of Australia, £1, ND (1927), serial number
K/95 703788, fresh and original, good very fine
TBB B121d1, Pick 16d  £700-£900

761

Commonwealth of Australia, £5, ND (1941), serial number
R/44 559153, in PCGS holder number 40, extremely fine
TBB B133b, Pick 27b  £100-£150

762x

Commonwealth of Australia, £5, ND (1941), serial number
R/40 047918, in PCGS holder 45, extremely fine, and a very
attractive example
TBB B133b, Pick 27b  £150-£200

763

Commonwealth of Australia, £5, ND (1954), serial number
TA/03 523601, in PCGS holder 58 PPQ, choice about
uncirculated
TBB B140a, Pick 31a  £260-£320

764

Commonwealth of Australia, replacement $10, ND (1966),
serial number ZSB 07195*, lightly pressed, but a very
presentable very fine and a scarce replacement note
TBB B208ar, Pick 40ar  £300-£400

765

Reserve Bank of Australia, $5, 1997, serial number
HK97998216, $10, 1993, serial number BG93002859, $5,
2001, serial number CL01208271, and $20, 2002, serial
number AE02957452, in PCGS holders 66 PPQ, 67 PPQ, 66
PPQ, and 67 PPQ, gem uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B219e, B220a, B224a, B227a, Pick 51c, 52a, 56, 59a

£60-£80

766

Austria

Wiener Commission Bank Cassa-Schein, 1000 Gulden,
1872, serial number 1483, repairs, very good and extremely
rare
Pick unlisted  £260-£320

767

Wiener Wechselstuben Gesellschaft in Prag Cassa-Schein,
unissued 100 Gulden, 18-, no signatures or serial number,
fine and rare
Pick unlisted  £260-£320

768

Osterreichsche Nationalbank, 1000 Schilling, 1 July 1966,
serial number A556180F, uncirculated
TBB B251a, Pick 147  £100-£150

769x

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 20% (+VAT where applicable)
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Bahamas Government, 4 Shillings, 1941, serial number A/4
279433, in PCGS holder 55 PPQ, choice about uncirculated
TBB B108b, Pick 9b  £400-£500

770

Bahamas Government, £5, 1936, serial number A/2 222816,
a superb original uncirculated example of a scarce note
TBB B111c, Pick 12b  £800-£1,200

771

Bahamas Government, £5, 1936 (1944), red serial number
A/2 016688, in PMG holder number 30, very fine
TBB B111c Pick 12b  £150-£200

x772

Bahamas Government, £5, 1963, serial number A/2 000258,
graffiti, ink stamps, original very fine
TBB B115d, Pick 16  £220-£280

x773

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 20% (+VAT where applicable)
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Bahamas Government, $10, 1965, serial number A899884,
Sands and Higgs signature variety, in PMG holder number
64 EPQ, choice uncirculated, a nice example
TBB B121a, Pick 22a  £750-£850

x774

Bahamas Government, $10, 1967, serial number B250093,
in PCGS holder number 40, extremely fine, the scarcer three
signature variety
TBB B121b, Pick 22  £600-£700

x775

Bahamas Government, $100, 1966, serial number A004997,
blue on multicolour, Queen Elizabeth II at left, a classic
design, in PCGS holder number 58 PPQ, choice about
uncirculated, a rare note in superb condition
TBB B124a, Pick 25a  £8,000-£12,000

x776

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 20% (+VAT where applicable)
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Bahamas Monetary Authority, a specimen set from the 1968
issue, comprising $1/2, $1, $3, $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100,
all with red SPECIMEN overprint, in PMG holder numbers 64
-65EPQ, choice uncirculated to gem uncirculated (8 notes)
TBB B201as1, Pick 26s  £1,200-£1,800

x777

Central Bank of the Bahamas, $10, 1974, serial number
E804948, original uncirculated, thus scarce
TBB B303a, Pick 38a  £160-£220

778

Central Bank of the Bahamas, $20, 1974, serial number
L737106, in PMG holder 35, choice very fine
TBB B304b, Pick 39b  £320-£380

x779

Central Bank of the Bahamas, $50, 1974, serial number
A770729, $1 (2), 1974, serial number K/1 437704-5 and $5,
1974, serial number J593130, all with Donaldson signature,
the $1 and $5 extremely fine to about uncirculated, the $50
with graffiti on face, otherwise very fine and rare (4 notes)
TBB B301a,302a, 305a, Pick 35a, 37a, 40a  £300-£400

780

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 20% (+VAT where applicable)
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Central Bank of the Bahamas, $100, 1974, serial number
B677461, multiple pinholes, very fine, a scarce modern note
TBB B314a, Pick 49  £500-£600

x781

Bahrain

Bahrain Currency Board, 100 Fils (2), 1964, serial numbers
F483888 and Y922889, and 1/2 Dinar, 1964, serial number
DB626416, in PMG holders 66 EPQ, 66 EPQ and 64,
uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B101a, 103a, Pick 1, 3  £100-£150

x782

Bahrain Currency Board, 100 Fils, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 5 and 10
dinars, 1964, all original, very fine and the five very scarce
(6 notes)
TBB B101a-106a, Pick 1-6  £150-£200

x783

Barbados

Government of Barbados, colour trial $2, ND (1938), no
signatures or serial number, red Bradbury Wilkinson seal and
SPECIMEN overprint in margin, in PCGS holder 61,
uncirculated, but has mounting remains on reverse including
thinning where tape was pulled away, very scarce
nevertheless
TBB B103t1, Pick 3ct  £1,200-£1,600

784

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 20% (+VAT where applicable)
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Belgian Congo

Banque de Congo Belge, 10 Francs, 10 December 1941,
serial number C271584, in PMG holder 25, very fine
TBB B211a, Pick 14  £80-£120

785

Banque du Congo Belge, specimen 500 Francs, ND (1929),
series 1, zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and four
cancellation holes, in PCGS holder 66 PPQ, gem
uncirculated, rare and absolutely beautiful
TBB B220as2, Pick 18s  £2,200-£2,800

786

Banque Centrale du Congo Belge et du Rwanda-Urundi,
1000 Francs, 15 February 1955, serial number A 410971,
original about very fine
TBB B309, Pick 29  £240-£300

x787

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 20% (+VAT where applicable)
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Banque Centrale du Congo Belge et du Rwanda-Urundi,
obverse composite essay for a 1000 Francs, 1 March 1958,
zero serial number, partially painted in areas, extremely
attractive and unique
TBB B315, Pick 35 for type  £800-£1,200

x788

Belgium

Banque Nationale de Belgique, specimen 1000 Francs, ND
(1980), zero serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, mounting
traces on reverse, in PCGS holder number 64 apparent, very
choice uncirculated
Pick 144s  £200-£260

x789

Belize

Government of Belize, $1 (3), 1 June 1975, serial numbers
A/1 567823, A/1 772614 and A/1 772793, in PMG holders
66EPQ, 66EPQ and 65EPQ, gem uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B101b, Pick 33b  £100-£150

x790

Government of Belize, $2 (3), 1 January 1976, serial
numbers B/1 997608, B/2 074340 and B/2 086916, in PMG
holders 65EPQ, 64EPQ and 66 EPQ, uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B102c, Pick 34c  £150-£200

x791

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 20% (+VAT where applicable)
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Government of Belize, colour trial $2, ND (1975), no serial
number, two cancellation holes and red SPECIMEN overprint, in
PMG holder 69 EPQ, superb gem uncirculated
TBB B102t, Pick 34ct  £300-£400

792

Government of Belize, $5, 1 January 1976, serial number
C/2 551354, in PMG holder 65EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B103b, Pick 35b  £200-£260

793x

Government of Belize, $5, 1 January 1976, serial number
C/2 127972, in PMG holder number 64, choice uncirculated
TBB B103b, Pick 35b  £240-£300

794x

Government of Belize, specimen $5, ND (1975), no serial
number, three cancellation holes, red SPECIMEN overprint, in
PMG holder 68 EPQ, superb gem uncirculated
TBB B103s, Pick 35s  £300-£400

795

Government of Belize, $20, 1 June 1975, serial number E/1
214928, in PMG holder 64, uncirculated and scarce in high
grades
TBB B105b, Pick 37b  £600-£800

796

Government of Belize, $20, 1 June 1975, serial number E/1
300987, fresh and original, an attractive very fine
TBB B105b, Pick 37b  £150-£200

797x

Government of Belize, $20, 1 June 1975, serial number E/1
211928, heavily pressed, very fine
TBB B105b, Pick 37b  £300-£380

798x

Monetary Authority of Belize, $5, 1 June 1980, serial
number J/1 482073, in PCGS holder 67 PPQ, superb gem
uncirculated
TBB B202a, Pick 39a  £80-£120

799

Monetary Authority of Belize, $10, 1 June 1980, serial
number P/1 542116, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B203a, Pick 40a  £260-£320

800
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Bermuda

Bermuda Government, £1, 1 October 1966, serial number
R/2 934174, in PCGS holder 64, choice uncirculated
TBB B121d, Pick 20d  £150-£200

801

Bermuda Government, a full low numbered set of the 6
February 1970 issue, comprising $1, $5, $10, $20 and $50,
all serial number A/1 000009, together with (but removed
from) original leather presentation album, in PCGS holders
64PPQ, 64PPQ, 63PPQ, 65PPQ, uncirculated and 58PPQ,
about uncirculated. The lowest number set to come to
market for many years (5 notes)
TBB B124a-B128a, Pick 23a-27a  £1,500-£2,000

802

Bermuda Monetary Authority, $2, 7 May 2007, serial
number C/4 446455, in PMG holder number 58, choice
about uncirculated, much scarcer date
TBB B222b, Pick 50b  £200-£260

x803
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Bermuda Monetary Authority, $2, $5, $10, $20, $50 and
$100, 1 January 2009, all with serial number 001787, onion
prefix, uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B230a-235, Pick 57-62  £150-£200

804

Bermuda Monetary Authority, a specimen set of the 1
January 2009 issue, comprising $2, $5, $10, $20, $50 and
$100, all with Onion prefix, zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN

overprint and two cancellation holes, uncirculated and a
very pretty set of notes (6 notes)
TBB B230s-B235s, Pick 57s-62s  £100-£150

x805

Brazil

Imperio do Brasil, 20 Mil Reis, ND (1850), serial number
32175, black handstamp at centre, single manuscript
signature, paper still fairly strong and fresh, small repair at
top centre, very god and very rare
Pick A223  £150-200

806

Imperio do Brasil, 5 Mil Reis, ND (1866-70), serial number
53751, perforated SEM VALOR (no value), silhouette of ink
signature (burned out) at low right, with tissue paper stuck
behind for strength, fine and rare
Pick A240  £150-£200

807

Imperio do Brasil, 500 Reis, ND (21 December 1874),
Estampa 1, Serie 1, serial number 00007, manuscript
signature at low centre, mounting traces on reverse, along
with a large amount of hand-written text, fresh and original
good very fine, and a spectacular low numbered note
Pick A242  £500-£700

808
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British Caribbean Territories

British Caribbean Territories, colour trial $5, ND (1950), no
serial number, teal on multicolour, George VI at right, red
SPECIMEN overprint, three punch holes, original about
uncirculated, scarce
TBB B103t, Pick 3cts  £650-£850

x809

British Caribbean Territories, $20, 28 November 1950,
serial number A/1 489661, pink stain top right, fine,
nevertheless a scarce note
TBB B105a, Pick 5  £700-£900

x810

British Caribbean Territories, colour trial $1, ND (1953), no
signatures or serial numbers, small red SPECIMEN overprint an
two cancellation holes, faint mounting traces in left margin,
but uncirculated and rare
TBB B107t, Pick 7ct  £300-£400

811
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British Caribbean Territories, $2, 1 March 1954, serial
number C2-477108, an absolutely superb original
uncirculated example
TBB B108b, Pick 8b  £400-£500

812

British Caribbean Territories, colour trial $2, ND (1953), no
signatures or serial numbers, small red SPECIMEN overprint and
two cancellation holes, faint mounting traces at left, but
uncirculated and rare
TBB B108t, Pick 8ct  £340-£440

813

British Guiana

Government of British Guiana, a previously framed partial
reverse die proof for $1, ND (c.1929), mainly featuring the
portrait of George V with some other elements only partially
printed, extremely fine, rare
TBB B105a1, Pick 6  £100-£150

814

British Honduras

Government of British Honduras, $1, 2 October 1939, serial
number A063544, rust stains, in PCGS holder number 20,
very fine and scarce, ex Ruth W Hill collection
TBB B119a, Pick 20  £400-£500

815x

British North Borneo

British North Borneo Company, 26 Cents , 1895, serial
number 00219, mauve print, manuscript Treasurer signature,
in PMG holder number 12, fine, this is the highest grade
recorded on Track and Price, rare
TBB B101b, Pick 1  £400-£500

816x

British West Africa
West African Currency Board, 10 Shillings, 9 May 1941,
serial number F/8 766898, 20 Shillings, 26 May 1951, serial
number AT/6 557792, first original very fine, second original
extremely fine (2 notes)
TBB B107e, 108x, Pick 7b, 8b  £150-£200

817

West African Currency Board, 10 Shillings, 12 January
1955, serial number A/K 768213, 20 Shillings, 31 March
1953, serial number B/Z 979179, staple holes, original very
fine (2 notes)
TBB B109b1, Pick 9  £100-£150

818

West African Currency Board, 100 Shillings or £5, 26 April
1954, serial number A/S 42643, in PCGS holder 58, choice
about uncirculated, scarce
TBB B111b, Pick 11b  £1,000-£1,500

819
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Brunei

Government of Brunei, obverse and reverse die proofs for 10
Ringgit, ND (1972), red ink with no underprint, mounting
traces on reverse in corners, in PCGS holders 62,
uncirculated and very rare (2 notes)
TBB B108p, Pick 8  £400-£500

820

Government of Brunei, specimen 10 ringgit, ND (1972), no
serial number, single cancellation hole and red SPECIMEN

overprint, uncirculated
TBB B108s, Pick 8s  £200-£260

821

Bulgaria

Bulgarian National Bank, 50 Leva Zslato, ND (1916), serial
number 705144, extremely fine, thus scarce
Pick 19a  £120-£160

822

Bulgarian National Bank, 100 Leva Zslato, ND (1916), serial
number 1677750, original good extremely fine, scarce
Pick 20a  £120-£160

823

Bulgarian National Bank, 50 Leva Zlatni, ND (1917), serial
number Y045403, in PCGS holder 58, choice about
uncirculated
Pick 24b  £120-£160

824

Bulgarian National Bank, 100 Leva Zlatni, ND (1917), serial
number 763896, in PCGS holder 53, about uncirculated
Pick 25a  £220-£280

825
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Bulgarian National Bank, 1000 Leva, 1929, serial number
T218567, very fine, scarce
Pick 53a  £300-£400

826

Bulgarian National Bank, a full set of the 1943 issue,
comprising 20, 200, 250, 500 and 1000 Leva, some with
minor handling, thus about uncirculated to uncirculated (5
notes)
Pick 63a-67a  £200-£260

827

Bulgarian National Bank, a full set of the 1944-45 issue,
comprising 20 (2), 200, 250, 500, 1000 and 5000 Leva,
1000 Leva extremely fine, others about uncirculated to
uncirculated (7 notes)
Pick 68a, 68b-73  £360-£420

828

Bulgarian National Bank, a full set of the 1947-48 issue
comprising 20, 200, 250, 500, 1000 and later 20 Leva,
about uncirculated to uncirculated (6 notes)
Pick 74a-79  £150-£200

829

Burma

Reserve Bank of India, Burma, 10 Rupees, ND (1938), serial
number A/38 285074, usual staple holes at left, one fold, but
an original good extremely fine
TBB B202a, Pick 5  £150-£200

830

Burma State Bank, specimen 100 kyats, ND (1944), no serial
number, red specimen overprint, hole punched, toned,
staple holes in left margin, good extremely fine to about
uncirculated
TBB B404as1, Pick 21s  £200-£300

831x

Burundi

Banque du Royaume du Burundi, 50 Francs, ND (1964),
serial number J151689, large black BURUNDI overprint, in
PMG holder 55, about uncirculated, scarce
TBB B104, Pick 4  £300-£400

832

Cambodia

Banque Nationale du Cambodge, archival photograph
showing a design for the obverse of a 1 Riel, c.1955, zero
serial numbers, with De La Rue photography studio stamp
on reverse dated 1955, uncirculated, unique and important
similar to Pick 1, but with entirely different lettering

£220-£260

833
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Banque Nationale du Cambodge, archival photographs
showing designs for the obverse and reverse of a 20 Riels,
c.1955, zero serial numbers, each with De La Rue
photography studio stamp on reverse dated 1955, in PCGS
holders 64, choice uncirculated, unique and important (2
photos)
unlisted in Pick, and not at all similar to any of the notes
issued  £260-£320

834

Banque Nationale du Cambodge, archival photographs
showing designs for the obverse and reverse of a 50 Riels,
c.1955, zero serial numbers, each with De La Rue
photography studio stamp on reverse dated 1955, in PCGS
holders 64 and 62, uncirculated, unique and important (2
photos)
unlisted in Pick, and not at all similar to any of the notes
issued  £260-£320

835

Cameroon

Kaiserliches Gouvernment, Cameroun, 50 Mark, 12 August
1914, serial number 05306, blue text, red-brown eagle at
centre, grey-brown cardboard, two manuscript signatures,
sharp corners, uncirculated, a scarce note in superb
condition
Pick 2, Rosenberg 963  £460-£550

836x

Banque des Etats de l’Afrique Centrale, Cameroun,
specimen 5000 Francs, ND (1974), serial number O.00
00000, SPECIMEN perforation and stamp, in PMG holder 58,
about uncirculated
TBB B403as, Pick 17s  £700-£900

837

Canada

Bank of British North America, St John, New Brunswick,
Canada, proof $5, 1869, no serial number, mounting traces,
pencil annotations in the signature fields, in PMG holder
number 53, about uncirculated, nice engraving
Pick S354  £280-£380

838x
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La Banque Nationale, Quebec, Canada, a specimen set from
the 1922 Issue, $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100, all with Jacques
Cartier portrait, red SPECIMEN overprint and perforations, some
with one light central fold, good extremely fine to
uncirculated, an attractive set (5 notes)
Pick S871-5  £1,000-£1,500

x839

Bank of Canada, $1 (3), 1939, George VI, $1 (9), 1961,
replacement $1 (4), 1961, Queen Elizabeth II, original
extremely fine to uncirculated (16 notes)
TBB B321, 338, Pick 58, 75  £100-£150

x840

Bank of Canada, $100, 1954, serial number A/J 1518331,
Devils Face Hairdo, Coyne Towers signatures, original good
fine to about very fine
TBB B335a, Pick 72a  £70-£100

x841

Bank of Canada, a group of notes including $100, 1954,
Devils Face hairdo, Beattie-Coyne signatures, $50, 1937,
and $100, 1954, modified portrait, as well as several other
Bank of Canada and other small change issues, first good
extremely fine, second and small change notes generally
very fine, others mostly uncirculated (15 notes)
Pick 63c, 72b  £300-£400

x842

Bank of Canada, a group from the 1986-1991, $2 (5), $5 (5),
$10 (2), $20 (4), $50 (2), $100, about uncirculated to
uncirculated (19 notes)
TBB B357-362, Pick 94-99  £360-£460

x843

Bank of Canada, $5 (4), 2003, $10 (2), 2001, $50 (2), 2004,
£100 (3), 2004, the $100 notes about uncirculated, the
remainder uncirculated (11 notes)
TBB B365, 366, 369-370, Pick 101A, 102,104-5 £480-£550

x844
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Cape Verde

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Cape Verde, printers archival
specimen 1 Escudo, 1 January 1921, serial number range
200001-240000, perforated CANCELLED, in PCGS holder 64
PPQ, very choice uncirculated
Pick 32s  £200-£260

845

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Cape Verde, printers archival
specimen 5 Escudo, 1 January 1921, serial number range
084001-149000, perforated CANCELLED, in PCGS holder 65
PPQ, gem uncirculated
Pick 34s  £260-£320

846

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Cape Verde, 100 Escudos, 16
June 1958, serial number 1187892, in PMG holder number
66 EPQ, gem uncirculated
Pick 49a  £160-£200

847x

Cayman Islands

Cayman Islands Currency Board, replacement $40, 1974,
serial number Z/1 003271, in PCGS holder 58PPQ, choice
about uncirculated, scarce
TBB B109r, Pick 9r  £150-£200

848x

Cayman Islands Currency Board, $50, 1974 (1986), serial
number A/1 203668, fresh and original, uncirculated
TBB B110a, Pick 10  £120-£160

849

Cayman Islands Currency Board, $100, 1974 (1981), serial
number A/1 177369, original and fresh, about uncirculated
and scarce
TBB B111a, Pick 11  £240-£300

850

Cayman Islands Currency Board, a specimen set of the 1991
issue, comprising $5, $10, $25 and $100, 1991, all serial
number B/1 000000, with red SPECIMEN overprints, in PCGS
holders 66 PPQ, 65 PPQ, 58 PPQ and 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated and choice about uncirculated, extremely
scarce (4 notes)
TBB B112s-115s or BNP102, Pick 12s-15s or CS2 £400-500

851x

Cayman Islands Currency Board, a specimen set of the 1991
issue, comprising $5, $10, $25 and $100, 1991, all serial
number B/1 000000, with red SPECIMEN overprints, mounting
traces on reverse, in PCGS holders 63, 63, 64 and 64,
choice uncirculated, extremely scarce (4 notes)
TBB B112s-115s or BNP102, Pick 12s-15s or CS2

£340-£440

852x
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Cayman Islands Currency Board, $25, 1991, serial number
B/1 560438, in PCGS holder 68 PPQ, superb gem
uncirculated, thus an exceptional example for type
TBB B114a, Pick 14  £120-£160

853

Cayman Islands Currency Board, specimen $1 (3), 1996,
serial numbers B/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprints, in PCGS
holders 66 PPQ, 66 PPQ and 65 PPQ, gem uncirculated,
very scarce indeed, and likely the only chance to acquire
such modern specimens for some time (3 notes)
TBB B116as, Pick 16s  £200-£260

x854

Cayman Islands Currency Board, experimental $10, 1996,
serial number X/1 011583, in PCGS holder 58 PPQ, choice
about uncirculated, printed on experimental paper,
extremely rare, particularly in this excellent grade, and one
of the key notes for the entire Cayman Islands series
TBB B118b, Pick 18b  £500-£700

x855
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Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, specimen $1, $5 and
$10, 1998, serial numbers C/1 000000, red SPECIMEN

overprints, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, 66 PPQ and 66 PPQ,
gem uncirculated, very scarce (3 notes)
TBB B201as-203as, Pick 21s-23s  £260-£360

856x

Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, replacement $1, 2001,
serial numbers Z/1 005115, Z/1 009154 and Z/1 009206, in
PCGS holders 65 PPQ, 64 PPQ, and 45, uncirculated and
extremely fine respectively, last with small rust spots (3
notes)
TBB B206r, Pick 26r  £70-90

857x

Ceylon
Central Bank of Ceylon, reverse archival photograph
showing an unknown design for 100 Rupees, ND (c.1960),
with red handstamps on reverse with the date 13 Dec 1960,
and a copyright notice by Thomas De La Rue & Company
Limited, in PCGS holder 58, choice about uncircualted,
likely unique and interesting
Pick unlisted  £80-£120

858

Government of Ceylon, a group of notes comprising, 1
Rupee (2), 20 December 1941, 1 February 1941, 2 Rupees,
24 June 1942, 5 Rupees, 24 June 1945, 10 Cents, 1942, 25
Cents, 1942, 50 Cents (3), 1942, some with perforated
edges, several with rusty paper clip indentation and stains, 2
rupees about uncirculated, remainder very fine extremely
fine (9 notes)
TBB B221a, 226a, 227e, 228e, 237a, 238b, 239a,b, Pick 30,
34a, 35, 36, 43, 44, 45  £180-£220

859

Government of Ceylon, 5 Rupees, 12 July 1944, serial
number G/26 050454, in PCGS holder 45, extremely fine,
thus scarce
TBB B228d, Pick 36  £120-£160

860

Central Bank of Ceylon, 1 Rupee, 20 January 1951, serial
number A/16 676958, in PCGS holder 58 PPQ, choice
about uncirculated
TBB B301a, Pick 47  £100-£150

861

Central Bank of Ceylon, 5 Rupees, 3 June 1952, serial
number G/7 429668 and 5 Rupees, 16 October 1954, serial
number G/11 839985, also 1 Rupee (3), 1952-1954, prefixes
A/42 and A/45, all original, about very fine to very fine and
the first two scarce (5 notes)
TBB B303a,b, B305, B306, Pick 49, 51, 54  £200-£260

862x

Central Bank of Ceylon, specimen 10 Rupees, 26 August
1977, serial number M/289 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint,
ink date ‘9.5.77’ annotations in top margin, glue residue,
extremely fine
TBB B323s, Pick 69s  £200-£260

863x

Central Bank of Ceylon, obverse die proofs on separate
sheets for 50 and 100 Rupees, ND (26 August 1977), two
sheets for each denomination, with the two differently
coloured elements of the design on each, glue remains on
reverse, showing through to obverse in patches, ink
annotations, otherwise no folds or damage, thus about
uncirculated and rare (4 notes)
TBB B335p, B336p, Pick 81p, 82p  £240-£340

864
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Dong Woo Tai Money Exchange, 20 Coppers, Shanghai,
1921, serial number 36975, top corner tip missing, but
excellent paper quality, good fine to about very fine, rare
Pick unlisted  £300-£400

865

Dong Woo Tai Money Exchange, 20 Coppers, Shanghai,
1923, serial number 23952, superb paper quality, a solid
and original very fine with an odd design and a strange error
in the English where the 0 is missing from the 20 in each
corner, rare
Pick unlisted  £400-£500

866

Yokohama Specie Bank, Peking Branch, 1 Dollar Local
Currency, 15 August 1910, serial number AB042303,
original paper, some edge damage, good fine to about very
fine, rare
Pick S695 £1,000-£1,500

867
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Yunnan Fu-Tien Bank, $10, 1913, no western serial number
but several Chinese stamps and a signature on reverse, also
six other assorted world notes of a lower value, all notes
original very good (7 notes)
Pick S3009A  £150-£200

868

Bank of Communications, 5 Yuan, 1941, serial number
116728, and Central Bank of China, 400 Yuan, 1945, serial
number DE280881, and 1000 Yuan, 1945, serial number
AN6173874, in PCGS holders 65, 50 and 66 PPQ (3 notes)
Pick 157, 280, 287  £120-£160

869

Farmers Bank of China, 1 Yuan, 1 April 1935, serial number
JL057639, and 10 Yuan, 1935, serial number HC450010, in
PCGS holders 65 and 64 PPQ, uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 457a, 459a  £120-£160

870

People’s Bank of China, 1 Fen and 2 Fen, 1953, serial
numbers VI I III 9302719 and VIII I IX 8650628, also 2 Yuan,
1960, serial number VII IX VIII 5344595, in PCGS holders
64, 65 and 55, uncirculated and about uncirculated (3
notes)
Pick 860a, 861a, 875b  £120-£160

871

Central Bank of China, archival photographs showing
obverse and reverse designs for 50 Yuan, ND (1945), serial
number A/A 000000, in PCGS holders 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated, very rare and an interesting De La Rue record
of a note that wasn't made (2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £220-£280

872

Central Bank of China, archival photographs showing
obverse and reverse designs for 100 Yuan, ND (1945), serial
number A/A 000000, in PCGS holders 66 PPQ and 64,
uncirculated, very rare and an interesting De La Rue record
of a note that wasn't made (2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £220-£280

873

Central Bank of China, archival photographs showing
obverse and reverse designs for 500 Yuan, ND (1945), serial
number A/A 000000, in PCGS holders 64 PPQ and 64, very
choice uncirculated, very rare and an interesting De La Rue
record of a note that wasn't made (2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £220-£280

874

Central Reserve Bank of China, fully printed obverse and
reverse proof 10 Yuan on large format paper, 1940, no serial
number, in PCGS holder 64, choice uncirculated, scarce
Pick J12p  £220-£280

875
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People’s Bank of China, 100 Yuan, 1980, serial number
CP31695628, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem uncirculated,
becoming scarcer in high grades
Pick 889a  £150-£200

876

Colombia

Estado Soberano de Bolivar, obverse and reverse uniface
proofs for 10 pesos, 188-, small purple SPECIMEN stamps,
obverse with three small star shaped cancellation holes,
backed on thin card, about uncirculated to uncirculated,
scarce (2 notes)
Pick S127  £400-£500

877

Banco de la Republica, Columbia, obverse and reverse die
proofs for 2 Pesos Oro, ND (c.1972), no signatures or serial
numbers, obverse purple, reverse brown, ink annotations in
margin, traces of glue on reverse showing through to
obverse, thus about uncirculated and rare (2 notes)
Pick 413 for type  £100-£150

878

Banco de la Republica, Columbia, obverse and reverse die
proofs for 500 Pesos Oro, ND (7 August 1973), ink
annotations on each, minor handling, thus about
uncirculated to uncirculated, rare (2 notes)
Pick 416p  £150-£200

879
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Comoros

Banque de Madagascar et des Comores, 100 Francs, ND
(1963), serial number W.2967 762, in PCGS holder 66 PPQ,
gem uncirculated
TBB B102b, Pick 3b  £60-£80

880

Banque de Madagascar et des Comores, Comores, 500
Francs, ND (1963), serial number Y.598 204, in PMG holder
55 NET, staple hole with minor rust at left
TBB B103b, Pick 4b  £800-£1,000

881

Banque Centrale des Comoros, 10000 Francs, ND (1997),
serial number 01637574, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B305a, Pick 14  £80-£120

882
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Congo Democratic Republic

Banque Nationale du Congo, archival photographs showing
designs for the obverse of a 500 Francs, and the obverse and
reverse (2) of a 1000 Franc, ND (1961-64), the 500 Franc is
virtually identical to the 1961 issue, whereas the 1000 Franc
bares only some resemblance to the series of 1960, in PCGS
holders 30, very fine and 61, 62 and 60, uncirculated, very
rare and interesting (4 photos)
Pick unlisted  £150-£200

883

Conseil Monetaire de la Republique du Congo, colour trial
100 Francs, 1963, serial number AA000000, two
cancellation holes and small red SPECIMEN overprint, in PCGS
holder 67 PPQ, superb gem uncirculated, attractive
TBB B102aat, Pick 1ct  £120-£160

884

Banque Nationale du Congo, 1000 Francs, 15 December
1961, serial number E088835, in PCGS holder 58, choice
about uncirculated
TBB B205b, Pick 8a  £100-£150

885

Congo Republic

Republique Populaire du Congo, obverse part proof 10000
Francs, ND (1971), printed on thin, slightly blue paper,
uncirculated and scarce
TBB B101ap, Pick 1p  £80-£120

886

Costa Rica

Banco Central de Costa Rica, obverse and reverse archival
photos showing the final designs for 1000 Colones, c.1974,
backed on card, with some damage on face, in PCGS
holders 35, very fine and 61, uncirculated, likely unique and
interesting (2 notes)
TBB B544, Pick 250 for type  £80-£120

887

Cyprus

Government of Cyprus, 10 Shillings, 15 September 1948,
serial number F/7 482256, also 3 Pence, 18 June 1943, serial
number A/1 035922, first in PCGS holder 20, very fine, very
scarce, second in PMG holder 50, about uncirculated (2
notes)
TBB B123h, 128a, Pick 23, 28a  £200-£260

888

Government of Cyprus, 250 mils, 1 June 1955, serial
number A/5 064135, in PCGS holder 40, extremely fine, and
clearly a lovely original example with extremely minor foxing
preventing the PPQ designation
TBB B133a, Pick 33a  £320-£380

889

Government of Cyprus, 250 Mils, 1 March 1957, serial
number A/9 234988, also 500 Mils, 1 June 1955, serial
number A/1 007017, in PCGS holders 12, fine and 25, very
fine (2 notes)
TBB B133c, B134a, Pick 33c, 34a  £120-£160

890

Central Bank of Cyprus, specimen £1, 1966, no serial
number or date, red specimen overprint, in PMG holder
number 67 EPQ, superb gem uncirculated
TBB B203as, Pick 43a  £200-£260

891x

Central Bank of Cyprus, 250 Mils (6), 1 May 1973 and 1
June 1974, also 500 Mils (2), 1 June 1974 an 1 August 1976,
and £1, 1 May 1973, all graded by third parties, several of
the 250 Mils PCGS 66 or 67, other notes from 40 to 63 (10
notes)
TBB B301, B302, B303, Pick 41b, 42b, 43b  £240-£300

892
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Central Bank of Cyprus, 250 Mils (7), 1975-1982, 500 Mils
(4), 1979, £1 (2), 1978, and £5, 1975, all in holders, mostly
about uncirculated or uncirculated  (14 notes)
TBB B301-B304, Pick 41c-44c  £240-£300

893

Government of Cyprus, 500 Mils (2), 1 August 1976, serial
number K/40 025436, and 1 September 1979, serial number
N/51 212861, in PCGS holders 67 PPQ, superb gem
uncirculated, and 64 PPQ, very choice uncirculated, and
scarce in this exceptional condition (2 notes)
TBB B302j, B302l, Pick 42b, 42c  £150-£200

894

Central Bank of Cyprus, £1 (2) and £5, 1 June 1979, 50
Cents (5), 1983-1984, £1 (9), 1982-1984, 50 Cents, 1988, £1
(10), 1987-1994, £5 (2), 2003, £10, 2001 and £20 (2), 2004,
all graded, mostly uncirculated with a few about
uncirculated, also 50 Cents (21), 1984-89, £1 (8), 1989-95,
£1 (42), 1997-2004, uncirculated (104 notes)
Pick 46, 47, 49a, 50, 52, 53a,b,c, 61b, 62c, 63c  £200-£260

895

Denmark

Danmarks Nationalbank, 50 Kroner, 1944, serial number
f3125054, in PCGS holder number 25, very fine, striking
note and a classic design
TBB B909a, Pick 38a

896x

Danmarks Nationalbank, 100 Kroner, 1944, serial number e
3900111, some minor staining, glue residue, corner fold,
one light central fold, extremely fine
TBB B910a, Pick 39a  £150-£200

897x

Danmarks Nationalbank, 50 Kroner, 1963, serial number
A4632B 9969601, and 100 Kroner, 1962, serial number
A5621B 0599661, about uncirculated to uncirculated (2
notes)
TBB B915g, B916c, Pick 45, 46  £100-£150

898x

Danmarks Nationalbank, 1000 Kroner, 1992, serial number
C5922D 3662618, in PMG holder 63EPQ, choice
uncirculated, a large and striking note
TBB B924f, Pick 53g  £160-£220

899x

Dominican Republic
Banco Central de la Republica Dominicana, archival
photograph showing an unknown reverse design for 10
Pesos Oro, likely c.1950, produced by De La Rue but
lacking the usual handstamp on reverse, and showing the
Basilica of Santa Maria actually used on the 1000 Peso
notes, in PCGS holder 64, very choice uncirculated
Pick unlisted  £60-£80

900

East Africa

East African Currency Board, 5 Shillings, 15 December
1921, serial number C/8 98489, modern punch holes at top
left and right, otherwise an original very good to fine, scarce
TBB B209a, Pick 13a  £100-£150

901
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East African Currency Board, 20 Shillings, 1 July 1941, serial
number G/8 22505, fresh and original very fine
TBB B219d, Pick 30a  £150-£200

902x

East African Currency Board, specimen 20 Shillings, 1
September 1943, serial number L/9 00000, perforated
CANCELLED, ink date ‘23.1.46’ and annotations in top margin,
reverse glue residue, in ICG holder number 55* about
uncirculated
TBB B219fs, Pick 30s  £500-£700

903x

East African Currency Board, 100 Shillings, 1962, serial
number R4 24649, in PMG holder 30, very fine, with
original paper clearly visible through the holder
TBB B230c, Pick 44b  £260-£320

904x

East Caribbean States

East Caribbean Currency Authority, $5 (3), 1965, serial
numbers D11 255534, 255691 and 258232, in PMG holders
67EPQ, 66EPQ and 66EPQ, gem uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B102c10, Pick 14h  £150-£200

905x

Eastern Caribbean Central Bank, $10 (2), ND (1984), serial
numbers A539818A and B445879A, in PMG holders 66EPQ
and 65EPQ, gem uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B207a1, B207a2, Pick 23a1, 23a2  £80-£120

906x

Eastern Caribbean Central Bank, Monserrat, $50, ND
(2003), serial number A696121M, in PMG holder 66 EPQ,
gem uncirculated
TBB B229m, Pick 45m  £80-£120

907

Eastern Caribbean Central Bank, $100, 2003, serial number
C938907V, original and fresh, uncirculated and scarce in
such high grade
TBB B230, Pick 46v  £120-£160

908

Eastern Caribbean Central Bank, Monserrat, $100, ND
(2003), serial number A728007M, in PMG holder 65 EPQ,
gem uncirculated
TBB B230m, Pick 46m  £100-£150

909
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Egypt

National Bank of Egypt, archival specimen 50 Piastres, 31
January 1915, serial number run Q/20 000,001-100,000,
perforated CANCELLED, pencil annotations in top margin, in
PCGS holder number 65 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B109bs1, Pick 11s  £800-£1,200

910

National Bank of Egypt, £5, serial number W/42 060,154,
black, violet and yellow, boat on Nile at left, graffiti on
reverse, no hole at centre, presentable fine, scarce
TBB B111b, Pick 13, Hanafy M2b  £1,500-£2,000

x911
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National Bank of Egypt, printers archival specimen £10, 7
November 1919, serial number range X/26 000,001-X26
100,000, CANCELLED perforation, ink annotations in margins, in
PCGS holder 63, choice uncirculated, and only the second
date and prefix for type
TBB B113bs, Pick 14bs  £1,500-£2,000

912

National Bank of Egypt, £100, 15 December 1944, serial
number K/8 076502, Nixon signature, graffiti top left corner,
tears, very fine, scarce
TBB B115c, Pick 17  £200-£260

913
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National Bank of Egypt, £100, 15 December 1944, serial
number K/7 014275, Nixon signature, graffiti on obverse
and reverse, tape repairs, very good to about fine
TBB B115c, Pick 17d  £200-£260

914

National Bank of Egypt, £100, 3 April 1945, serial number
K/8 053320, Nixon signature, graffiti, pinholes, in PMG
holder number 25 NET, very fine
TBB B115c, Pick 17d  £260-£300

915

National Bank of Egypt, £5 (2), 30 September 1938 and 19
August 1942, prefixes M/40 and M/67, both original, first
fine, second very fine (2 notes)
TBB B117c, B117d, Pick 19b, 19c  £100-£150

916x

National Bank of Egypt, £5, 14 December 1945, serial
number M/11 027790, 21 December 1945, serial number
M/125 036769, Nixon signature, £10, 12 October 1935,
serial number X/48 038428, Cook signature, second with
graffiti, very good to very fine (3 notes)
TBB B117f, 122a, Pick 19, 23a  £200-£300

917

National Bank of Egypt, 50 Piastres, 12 March 1938, serial
number A/6 955210, original with visible embossing,
uncirculated
TBB B120, Pick 21a  £100-£150

918

National Bank of Egypt, 50 Piastres (2), 29 July 1941, serial
number A/20 625181, Leith Ross signature, 15 June 1950,
serial number A/56 894842, Nixon signature, original
uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B120a,d, Pick 21  £320-£400

919

National Bank of Egypt, 50 Piastres, 1935 A/2, 1939 A/7,
A/8, the A.2 example pressed very fine, the remainder
original extremely fine to about uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B120, Pick 21  £240-£300

920

National Bank of Egypt, £1, 22 November 1941, serial
number J/50 060625, in PMG holder number 55, about
uncirculated
TBB B121e, Pick 22c  £100-£150
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National Bank of Egypt, £1 (2), 26 May 1948, serial numbers
J/107 115050-051, Leith-Ross signature, both in PMG
holders 64, choice uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B121f, Pick 22d  £200-£260

922x

National Bank of Egypt, £10, 8 January 1944, serial number
X/80 019210, in PMG holder 53, about uncirculated
TBB B122b, Pick 23b  £300-£400

923x

National Bank of Egypt, £10, 9 June 1948, serial number
X/130 090826, in PMG holder number 55, minor stains,
about uncirculated, a nice example
TBB B122c, Pick 23c  £600-£800

924x

National Bank of Egypt, £10, 9 June 1948, serial number
X/130 069814, in PMG holder 40, extremely fine
TBB B122c, Pick 23c  £200-£260

925x

National Bank of Egypt, £1, 1951, serial number 100059,
good extremely fine to about uncirculated
TBB B123b, Pick 24  £500-£600

926x

National Bank of Egypt, £5, 1951, serial number AB/55
006341, in PMG holder 58, choice about uncirculated,
scarce in this grade
TBB B124b, Pick 25b  £200-£260

927x

National Bank of Egypt, £100, 1951, serial number CD/4
06092, graffiti at left, fine
TBB B127b, Pick 27b  £160-£200
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National Bank of Egypt, archival specimen 50 Piastres,
1957, serial number 000001-100000, El-Emary signature
variety, perforated CANCELLED, pencil annotations and date in
top margin, uncirculated
TBB B129cs, Pick 29s  £260-£300

929

National Bank of Egypt, £10, 1952 (2), 1957 (3), 1960 (2),
very fine to uncirculated (7 notes)
TBB B132a,b,d, Pick 32  £140-£200

930

National Bank of Egypt, archival specimen £10, 1959, serial
number range /75 000,001-/75 100,000, perforated SPECIMEN,
ink annotations and date ‘29/5/59’ in top margin, evidence
of mounting on reverse, paper has been skinned slightly,
about uncirculated
TBB B132as, Pick 32s  £440-£500

931

Egyptian Government Currency Note, colour trial 5 Piastres,
27 May 1917, serial number 800683, green on green and
tan underprint, reverse purple on green, uncirculated, scarce
TBB B201a, Pick 158  £1,500-£2,000
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Egyptian Government Currency Note, specimen 10 Piastres,
ND (c.1917), serial number 000561, with specimen number
375 on reverse, and red SPECIMEN overprint in English and
Arabic, in PCGS holder 50, about uncirculated, minor rust
spots, an extremely rare type that was never issued and is
only available in specimen form, absent from most
collections, even very advanced ones, and an exceptional
example for type
TBB B202s1, Pick 159  £15,000-£20,000

x 933

An Extremely Rare Specimen 10 Piastres
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Egyptian Government Currency Note, 5 Piastres, 1 June
1918, serial number G/89 41614, in PMG holder number
55, about uncirculated, minor foxing, radar serial number
TBB B204a, Pick 162  £300-£400

x 934

Egyptian Government Currency Note, 10 Piastres, 27 May
1917, serial number B/15 72801, small stain on reverse, in
ICG holder number 63*, uncirculated
TBB B206b, Pick 160  £400-£600

935

Egyptian Government Currency Note, 5 Piastres, ND
(1940), serial number Y/3 000001, in PCGS holder number
58 OPQ, choice uncirculated, a superb ‘Royal Number’ 1
serial number, rare
TBB B210b, Pick 164  £1,500-£2,000
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Egyptian Government Currency Note, 5 Piastres, 1940,
serial number A/3 558606, in ICG holder 55, almost
uncirculated, also 5 Piastres, 1940, serial number F/9
564388, in PMG holder 64, choice uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B210b, B212l, Pick 164, 165b  £180-£240

x 937

Egyptian Government Currency Note, 10 Piastres, ND
(1940), serial number J/8 000003, in PCGS holder 64 OPQ,
a scarce ‘Royal Number’
TBB B213f, Pick 168a  £700-£900

938

Central Bank of Egypt, archival specimen 25 Piastres (2),
1963, serial numbers 1/57 000001-1000000, 1/58 000001
-1000000, perforated CANCELLED, ink annotations in top
margin, uncirculated, consecutive specimens (2 notes)
TBB B301as, Pick 35s  £500-£600
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Central Bank of Egypt, £5, 1961, serial number TH/7
069610, TH/4 080332, the TH/7 example in PCGS holder
number 58 OPQ, about uncirculated, second uncirculated
(2 notes)
TBB B304, Pick 38  £320-£400

940

Central Bank of Egypt, archival specimen £5, 1961, serial
number 000001-1000000, perforated CANCELLED, ink
annotations in top margin, two light folds, good extremely
fine to about uncirculated
TBB B305as, Pick 39s  £300-£400

941

Central Bank of Egypt, archival specimen £5, 1964, serial
number range /206 000,001-100,000, perforated SPECIMEN,
ink annotations and date ‘8.2.65’ in top margin, mounting
traces and glue residue on reverse, about uncirculated
TBB B306, Pick 40as1  £300-£400

942

Central Bank of Egypt, colour trial £10, 1964, zero serial
number, purple on multicolour, Ahmed Zendo signature
variety, red SPECIMEN overprint, one cancellation hole, glue
residue along left margin this about uncirculated
TBB B307t, Pick 41cts  £500-£600

943

A small group of Egyptian notes, comprising National Bank,
£1 1941,1956, £5, 1958, Central Bank £5, £10 and £20,
1978, Egyptian Government, 5 Piastres, 1918, 5 Piastres,
1940 First Issue, Egyptian Currency Note, 5 Piastres (2), 10
Piastres (2), 1940 Ancient Ruins Issue, 5 and 10 Piastres,
1940 King Farouk Issue, very fine to uncirculated (18 notes)
Pick 22, 30, 31, 45, 46, 48, 162-168  £120-£180

944x

A Sizable Group of Egyptian Cheques, mostly dating from
anywhere between 1900 and 1935, including Barclays Bank
D.C.O. (21), and a large variety of other local companies
and institutions, a mixture of issued and unissued examples,
mostly very fine or better (57 cheques) £300-£400

945x

National Bank of Egypt, printers archival specimens for
cheques to the value of £10 Sterling (2), 19- (circa 1920),
serial number ranges A/2 1001-A2 2000 and A/3 3001-A/3
8000, and with zero serial numbers on reverse, both original
extremely fine, second with ink numerals and date in top
margin,very scarce (2 notes)
not listed  £200-£260

946

Ethiopia

Bank of Ethiopia, 100 Thalers, 1 May 1932, serial number
D/1 01047, fresh and original paper, very fine
TBB B105a, Pick 10a  £300-£400

947

Bank of Ethiopia, 100 Thalers, 1 May 1932, serial number
D/1 03409, several pinholes, fine and scarce
TBB B105a, Pick 10a  £150-£200

948x
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State Bank of Ethiopia, uniface colour trial $5, 1945, serial
number AA 000000, orange print, horizontal SPECIMEN

overprint, single cancellation hole, pinholes, otherwise
uncirculated
TBB B202t, Pick 13cts  £100-£150

949

State Bank of Ethiopia, $1, ND (1961), serial number A/64
044854, in PMG holder number 66 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B207a, Pick 18a  £80-£120

950

National Bank of Ethiopia, $1 (3), 1966, prefixes BR, BZ, GS,
$10 (3), 1966, prefixes AA, AH, V7, $50, 1966, serial
number C399737, very fine (7 notes)
TBB B301, 303-4, Pick 25, 27-28  £100-£150

951

European Union

European Central Bank, 500 Euros, 2002 (2011-16), serial
number N45062504049 (Austria), Draghi signature, in PCGS
holder 65PPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B107n3, Pick 26  £500-£600

952

Falkland Islands
Government of the Falkland Islands, £1, 15 June 1982,
serial number G64646, uncirculated, radar number
TBB B213e, Pick 8e  £70-£90

953

Government of the Falkland Islands, £10, 5 June 1975,
serial number A07008, uncirculated
TBB B216a, Pick 11a  £440-£550

954
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Government of the Falkland Islands, £10, 15 June 1982,
serial number B08603, original very fine
TBB B216c, Pick 11c  £100-£150

955

Government of the Falkland Islands, £5, 14 June 1983,
serial number A015262, in PCGS holder 68 PPQ, superb
gem uncirculated
TBB B217a, Pick 12a  £50-£70

956

Fiji

Government of Fiji, complete obverse and reverse stage
proofs for £5, ND (c.1934), no signatures or serial numbers,
comprising the two layers of the obverse and the two layers
of the reverse, plus one complete reverse, all with single
small SPECIMEN perforation, hand written ink annotations in
margins, including the date ‘Jan 10th 34’ and various
descriptions of colours, fresh and original, about
uncirculated to uncirculated and extremely rare, a lovely set
(5 notes)
TBB B310p, Pick 34 for type  £1,500-£2,000

957
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Government of Fiji, 5 Shillings, 1 March 1937, serial
number B/2 00001, a superb original good extremely fine
and an incredible serial number 1 note.  A remarkable find
TBB B313a, Pick 37a  £2,000-£2,600

958

Government of Fiji, complete obverse and reverse stage
proofs for 5 Shillings, ND (c.1938), no signatures or serial
numbers, comprising the two layers of the obverse and the
two layers of the reverse, plus one complete reverse, all with
typed annotations in margins, including the date ‘Jan. 21st.
1938’, fresh and original, about uncirculated to uncirculated
and extremely rare (5 notes)
TBB B313p, Pick 37 for type  £1,200-£1,600

959
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Government of Fiji, 10 Shillings, 1 June 1937, serial number
B/5 151,940, brown and blue, pressed good very fine, a
presentable enough example
TBB B314k, Pick 37  £750-£850

960

Government of Fiji, complete obverse and reverse stage
proofs for £1, ND (c.1938), no signatures or serial numbers,
comprising the two layers of the obverse and the two layers
of the reverse, plus one complete reverse, all with typed
annotations in margins, including the date ‘Jan. 21st. 1938’,
fresh and original, about uncirculated to uncirculated and
extremely rare, especially as these are the proofs for the
scarcer first portrait type (5 notes)
TBB B315p, Pick 39 for type  £1,200-£1,600

961
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Government of Fiji, archival photographs showing designs
for the obverse and reverse of £1, 1 July 1954, serial number
B/4 200000, also reverse designs for £5 and £10, backed on
card, showing the correct signatures but the incorrect prefix
for type, unique and interesting (4 photos)
TBB B330p, Pick 53a  £260-£320

962

Government of Fiji, £5, 1 December 1962, serial number
C/2 24071, very fine
TBB B331d, Pick 54  £700-£900

963x

Government of Fiji, £10, 1 October 1960, serial number C/2
25959, good fine, rare and a presentable example
TBB B332c, Pick 55c  £400-£500

964

Central Monetary Authority of Fiji, a specimen set of the
ND (1980) issue comprising $1, $2, $5, $10 and $20, first
two with prefix C/1 and others with prefix B/1, zero serial
numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints, red De La Rue ovals and
two cancellation holes, original uncirculated, very scarce (5
notes)
TBB B407as2-B411as2, Pick 76s-80s  £600-£800

965

Central Monetary Authority of Fiji, $5, ND (1980), serial
number B/1 740106, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B409a, Pick 78a  £50-£70

966

Central Monetary Authority of Fiji, a specimen set of the
ND (1982) issue comprising $1, $2, $5, $10 and $20,
prefixes C/6, C/6, B/2, B/4 and B/3, zero serial numbers, red
SPECIMEN overprints, and four cancellation holes, original
uncirculated, very scarce (5 notes)
TBB B412as2-B416as2, Pick 81s-85s  £600-£800

967

Central Monetary Authority of Fiji, $20, ND (1982), serial
number B/7 255605, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B416a, Pick 85a  £120-£160

968

France

Domaines Nationaux, Assignats, 500 Livres, 29 September
1790, serial number 28748, foxing, pinholes, good paper
quality, three light folds, very fine, scarce as an issued note
Pick A40  £120-£180

969

Banque de France, 20 Francs, 24 April 1912, serial number
W.1672 209, several pinholes, good fine to about very fine
and scarce
Pick 68b  £120-£160

970
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Banque de France, 100 Francs, 14 February 1924, serial
number V.10307 852, in PCGS holder 58, choice about
uncirculated
Pick 78a  £150-£200

971

Banque de France, 100 Francs, 25 February 1937, serial
number A.53383 291, in PCGS holder 55, choice about
uncirculated
Pick 78c  £100-£150

972

Banque de France, 50 Francs, 2 January 1931, serial number
S.7191 754, in PCGS holder 63 PPQ, choice uncirculated, a
superb example of a very attractive note
Pick 80a  £600-£800

973

Banque de France, 50 Francs, 20 October 1938, serial
number Z.8675 661, and 100 Francs, 9 January 1941, serial
number B.17738 246, in PCGS holders 53, about
uncirculated and 66 PPQ, gem uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 85b, 94  £150-£200

974

Banque de France, 500 Francs, 29 January 1942, serial
number C.4550 113727539, in PMG holder number 63,
choice uncirculated
Pick 95b  £200-£280

975x

Banque de France, 1000 Francs, 28 November 1940, serial
number L.690 893, in PCGS holder 62, uncirculated, tiny
pinholes at right
Pick 96a  £150-£200

976

Banque de France, 50 Francs, 3 October 1974, serial
number O.256 97862 and 100 Francs, 7 February 1974,
serial number G.796 99253, in PCGS holder 64, pinholes,
and 58 PPQ, choice about uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 148d, 149d  £150-£200

977

Siege De Mayence, 20 Livres, 1793, serial number 17691,
written on the reverse of an unissued assignat about
uncirculated, very scarce
Pick S1472  £200-£260

978
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Siege De Mayence, 10 Sols, 1793, serial number 31939,
uncirculated and scarce
Pick S1476b  £100-£150

979

Siege De Mayence, 3 Livres, 1793, serial number 76454,
previously mounted, tear at top left, extremely fine and
scarce
Pick S1477b  £100-£150

980

Siege De Mayence, 3 Livres, 1793, serial number 96624,
good extremely fine, scarce
Pick S1481a  £100-£150

981

Institut Departmental d’Emission de la Loire Inferieure,
specimen 1000 Francs, 24 June 1940, red SPECIMEN overprint,
edge tears, very fine and rare
SBallies 334s  £200-£260

982

Banque de France, a set from the 1945-49 Issue, 50, 100,
500, 1000 francs and 10,000 francs, 500 francs 1954, 1000
francs, 1955, 5NF, 10 NF and 50 NF from the 1959 issue, a
full set from the 1962-6 issue, a set from the 1968-81 10, 20,
50, 100 and 200 francs, the 10,000 francs multiple
pinholes, tear along central fold, a presentable and original
fine, very fine to uncirculated (23 notes)
127b, 128e, 129a, 130b, 132b, 133a, 134a, 141-143, 146
-159  £260-£360

983x

Banque de France, a group consisting of 50 Francs, 1923, 5
Francs, 1916, original very fine, 5 Francs, 1928, 10 Francs,
1936, original very fine, 20 Francs, 1918,50 Francs, 1933,
100 francs, 1914, 1924, 1934, 1000 Francs, 22 September
1923, all original, fine to about extremely fine (9 notes)
Pick 64g, 67j, 70, 71a, 72b, 73e, 74, 78a,c  £180-£220

984x

Banque of France, a group comprising 5 and 10 Francs,
1939, 50 Francs, 1937, 100 Francs, 1938, 1000 Francs,
1938, a set from the 1939-40 issue, 20, 50, 100, 500 francs,
a set from the 1941-3, 5, 10, 20 (2), 100 francs, 1942, about
uncirculated, Tresor Central, 500 Francs, 1944, fine to about
uncirculated, a nice group (16 notes)
Pick 83, 84, 85, 86, 90, 92-94, 95a, 97c, 98-10, 102 £260-
£360

985x

France, a sizeable miscellaneous group of notes including a
varied selection of Assignat (11) and some interesting
Banque de France issues, including 500 Francs, 1942,
pinholes, about uncirculated, others mixed grades but
almost entirely original examples (31 notes)  £240-£300

986x

French Afars and Issas

Tresor Public Territoire de Afars et des Issas, 500 Francs,
Djibouti, ND (1974), serial number S.56 916, visible
embossing, corner fold thus about uncirculated
TBB B102a, Pick 31  £160-£200

987
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Tresor Public Territoire de Afars et des Issas, 1000 Francs,
Djibouti, ND (1974), serial number E.86 570, original very
fine
TBB B103a, Pick 32  £160-£200

988

French Equatorial Africa

Caisse Centrale de la France d’Outre-Mer, French
Equatorial Africa, 10 and 20 Francs, ND (1947), serial
numbers O.17 46343, and V.7 73391, in PCGS 64, very
choice uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B407a, B408a, Pick 21, 22  £260-£320

989

Institute d’Emission de a’Afrique Equatoriale Francaise et du
Cameroun, specimen 500 Francs, ND (1957), serial number
O.00 00000, SPECIMEN perforation, in PMG holder 55 NET,
staples holes, but about uncirculated
TBB B506as, Pick 33s  £400-£500

990

French Somaliland

Banque de l’Indochine, French Somaliland,100 Francs, 2
January 1920, serial number G.6 491, fresh and original,
good very fine and scarce in anything above fine, a really
nice example
TBB B107a, Pick 5  £100-150

991

Banque de l’Indochine, French Somaliland, 100 Francs, 2
January 1920, serial number Q.4 717, 100 Francs, 1946,
serial number L.30 621, fine to very fine (2 notes)
TBB B107a, 132, Pick 5, 19A  £80-£120

992

Banque de l’Indochine, French Somaliland, specimen 100
Francs, Djibouti, ND (1931), serial number 0.00 000,
vertical SPECIMEN perforation, a superb original uncirculated
example of a very attractive note
TBB B112as, Pick 8s  £260-£320

993x

Banque de l’Indochine, French Somaliland, 20 Francs, 1945,
serial number T.16 0746, fine to very fine, scarce
TBB B127a, Pick 15  £240-£300

994x
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French West Africa

Banque de l’Afrique Occidentale, French West Africa, 25,
50 and 100 Francs, Grand-Bassam, 12 July 1923, serial
number S.154 014, 12 June 1924, serial number R.61 130
and 13 November 1924, serial number D.88 931, some
small holes and splits, fine and very scarce (3 notes)
TBB B102Gf, B103Gf, B104Gg, Pick 7Db, 9Db, 11Dd

£400-£500

995

Banque de l’Afrique Occidentale, French West Africa, 100
Francs, 26 April 1950, serial number Q.8820 272, in CGA
holder 58*, pinhole
TBB B124k, Pick 40  £100-£150

996

Gabon

Republique Gabonaise, part proof 10000 Francs, ND (1971),
printed on thin, slightly blue paper, about uncirculated, very
scarce
TBB B101ap, Pick 1p for type  £80-£120

997

Gambia

Central Bank of the Gambia, a set from the 1971-2 Issue, 1
Dalasi, prefix D, 5 Dalasi, prefix M, 10 Dalasi, prefix C, 25
Dalasi, prefix A, all with two punch holes, 1 and 10 Dalasi
red SPECIMEN over print, 5 Dalasi black SPECIMEN overprint, 25
horizontal SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B201-4s, Pick 4s-7s  £500-£600

998x

German East Africa

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, 5 Rupien, 15 June 1905,
serial number 08119, pinholes at top left, stain at low left,
very fine
Pick 1, Rosenberg 900 £100-£150

999x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien (4), 15 June 1905, serial numbers 00211, 00924,
16515 and 34404, mixed grades, with the first a very low
number, but fine, the second split and (literally) sewn back
together, very good, the third a lovely original about very
fine and the last very good (4 notes)
Pick 1, Rosenberg 900  £200-£260

1000

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 35468, a few areas of
minor tape residue on reverse but superb original paper,
extremely fine and rare in this grade and quality
Pick 2, Rosenberg 901  £400-£500

1001
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 18712, pinholes, very
fine
Pick 2, Rosenberg 901  £120-£180

1002x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien (4), 15 June 1905, serial number 09199, 23535,
27063 and 33400, two very good, two fine (4 notes)
Pick 2, Rosenberg 901  £180-£240

1003

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien (4), 15 June 1905, serial numbers 01739, 15846,
26448 and 26893, first a nice original fine, others very good
to about fine (4 notes)
Pick 2, Rosenberg 901  £200-£260

1004

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 50
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 0045, serial number on
obverse only, an original good fine with excellent paper and
an extremely low number
Pick 3a, Rosenberg 902  £150-£200

1005
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 50
Rupien (2), 15 June 1905, serial number 1360 and 3037,
serial numbers on obverse only, very good to about fine, the
scarcer of the two types (2 notes)
Pick 3a, Rosenberg 902  £150-£200

1006

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 50
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 27807, with number
on both sides, fresh and original paper, minor glue stains on
reverse in margins, good very fine and an extremely nice
example for type
Pick 3b, Rosenberg 902  £300-£400

1007

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 50
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 12757, stain in lower
margin, pinholes, fine
Pick 3b, Rosenberg 902  £150-£200

1008x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 50
Rupien (3), 15 June 1905, serial numbers 9118, 9646 and
13336, serial numbers on obverse and reverse, first fine,
others very good to fine (3 notes)
Pick 3b, Rosenberg 902  £220-£280

1009
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 100
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 8440, minor glue stains
on reverse, but a really spectacular note with original paper
and only a single central fold and other minor handling, thus
extremely fine and very difficult to find in this grade
Pick 4, Rosenberg 903  £1,000-£1,500

1010

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 100
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 17852, rust stains,
pinholes, about very fine
Pick 4, Rosenberg 903  £180-£220

1011

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 100
Rupien (3), 15 June 1905, serial numbers 1462, 5550 and
12157, first very good, others about fine (3 notes)
Pick 4, Rosenberg 903  £300-£400

1012
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 100
Rupien (3), 15 June 1905, serial numbers 3930, 4413 and
4936, second very good to about fine, others very good (3
notes)
Pick 4, Rosenberg 903  £300-£400

1013

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 500
Rupien , 2 September 1912, serial number 00275, brown on
pale blue, Kaiser Wilhelm II at right, reverse blue and brown,
ornate design, still retaining strong paper quality, original
about very fine, a superb example of the highest
denomination issued for German East Africa, a very striking
design, and only 696 were issued, making this an
exceptionally rare and desirable note.
Pick 5, Rosenberg 904  £7,000-£9,000

1014
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, a
remarkable selection of 1 Rupien notes, dating from August
to December 1915, including some much scarcer types, all
original and several very high grade (extremely fine to
uncirculated), no du;ilcation whatsoever, mostly very fine,
Pick 15c and 15d are extremely scarce (22 notes)
Pick 6, 8, 9a, 9b, 9Aa, 9Ab, 10a, 10b, 10c, 11a, 11b, 12a,
12b, 13, 14, 15a, 15b, 15c, 15d, 16a, 16b, 17  £240-£320

1015

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien, 1 September 1915 (2), 1 November 1915, blue-grey
paper, manuscript signatures, fine to very fine (3 notes)
Pick 6, 7, Rosenberg 911, 914a  £80-£120

1016x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien (2), 1 November 1915, Letter B, light green, without
text under date, 1 Rupien (2), 1 November 1915, Letter B,
light green, with text beneath date, fine to very fine (4)
Pick 8, 9, Rosenberg 915, 916  £80-£120

1017x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien (4), 1 November 1915, one with regular serial
numbers and three with strange or irregular serial numbers,
including one entirely hand written, one printed faintly then
overwritten by hand, and one printed upside-down
incorrectly, and reprinted with a different number, regular
note about uncirculated, others good extremely fine, rare
and interesting (4 notes)
Pick 9Ab  £100-£150

1018

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien (15), 1 November 1915, a wide variety of prefixes
and signatures, four examples about uncirculated with no
folds, others generally extremely fine with only a single
central fold (15 notes)
Pick 9Ab  £100-£150

1019

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 20
Rupien, 15 March 1915, serial number 30841, 42859, lilac
paper, manuscript signatures, 1 Rupie, 1 November 1915,
U80821, Y61425, beige paper, D08327, olive paper, S.J
stamp on reverse, fine to very fine (5 notes)
Pick 9Ab, 10b, 45a  £120-£180

1020x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien (9), 1 November 1915, grey-brown paper (3), three
different signatures, thick olive-brown paper (3), three
different signatures, thick grey paper (3), three different
signatures, very fine to extremely fine, with some much
scarcer varieties (9 notes)
Pick 10a, 10b, 10c  £100-£150

1021

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien, 1 November 1915, 1 December 1915 (8), 1
February 1916 (5), very good to very fine (14 notes)
Pick 11a, 13 (3), 15b, c, 16b (2), 19, 20, 21, 26A £150-£200

1022x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien (9), 1 December 1915, all prefixes J and K, every
note with a different signature, all original very fine and a
scarcer type in general
Pick 15b  £150-£200

1023

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien (13), 1 December 1915, grey-brown paper (8), all
with prefix K but all different signatures, dark brown paper
(5), prefix K (4) and prefix L (1), all with different signatures,
a few about uncirculated examples but mostly good very fine
to extremely fine, some scarce varieties (13 notes)
Pick 16a, 16b  £150-£200

1024

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien, 1 July 1917, serial number EP 87831, black stamp,
ER 7302, purple eagle stamp, IP 6329, black stamp, printed
using rubber, all with manuscript signatures, extremely fine
to about uncirculated, nice examples (3 notes)
Pick 22a,c,f  £60-£80

1025x
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien, 1 July 1917, serial numbers FP 38256, purple print,
FP94373, FP 97673, black text, one example good very fine,
the remainder about uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick 22d,e, Rosenberg 936d,e  £80-£120

1026x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien, 1 August 1915, serial number 62280, manuscript
signatures, 1 November 1915, serial number D 0003, one
hand written serial number, printed serial number D 03345,
very fine to good very fine (3 notes)
Pick 29, 33, 34a, Rosenberg 909a, 920, 921  £100-£150

1027x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien, 1 November 1915, serial numbers E 77122, E
78510, facsimile stamped signatures, D.O.A.B stamp on
reverse, very fine and good extremely fine (2 notes)
Pick 35, Rosenberg 921Ab  £200-£260

1028x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien, 1 October 1915, serial numbers 31889, 50370,
89060, 92663, on dark drown craft board, manuscript
signature, two example about uncirculated, the remaining
two very fine to extremely fine (4 notes)
Pick 38a, Rosenberg 912a  £120-£180

1029x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien, 1 February 1916, serial number B13370, dark
brown card, 10 Rupien (2), 1 June 1916, serial number B
69581, B71716, yellow-brown card, all with one hard
central fold and handling, good very fine to about extremely
fine (3 notes)
Pick 40, 41, Rosenberg 934d, 935a  £100-£150

1030x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien, 1 July 1917, serial number ER 31343, blue print,
manuscript signatures, one hard central fold and corner
folds, good very fine, a scarcer type
Pick 43b, Rosenberg 938  £150-£200

1031x

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 50
Rupien (3), 1 October 1915, serial numbers 24180, 13866,
18911, all on grey card, with manuscript signatures, first
example has D.O.A.B stamp on reverse, second; S.L stamp
on reverse, first example about extremely fine, the remainder
very fine (3 notes)
Pick 46a, Rosenberg 913a1  £150-£200

1032x
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German Southwest Africa

Kassenschein, German South West Africa, 5 Mark, 8 August
1914, serial number E 9722, black on green underprint, tape
repairs, few tears and pin holes, very good, presentable
enough example, scarcer type
Pick 1a, Rosenberg 942a  £600-£800

1033x

An excessively rare set from the ‘Kaiserlicher Gouvernment
Kassenscheine’ Issue, commonly referred to as ‘Seitz’ notes, named
after the Governor Theodor Seitz whose signature is printed on the
notes. This series was issued when German currency could not be

transported to German SouthWest Africa because of the British
Blockade. Very few examples have survived, this is the first time each

denomination has been offered at auction.

Kassenschein, German South West Africa, 10 Mark, 8
August 1914, serial number D. 16013, black text on pale
pink, tape repairs in left and right margins, tiny tears along
heavy folds, very good to fine, scarce
Pick 2a, Rosenberg 943b  £800-£1,200

1034x

Kassenschein, German South West Africa, 20 Mark, 8
August 1914, serial number C.41324, black on brown print,
large embossed seal, no folds, very minor handling, due to
the delicate nature of the paper these note wore very
quickly, it is extremely difficult to find an example with no
tears or folds,about uncirculated to uncirculated, a superb
example, rare
Pick 3a, Rosenberg 944b  £2,400-£3,000

1035x

Kassenschein, German South West Africa, 20 Mark, 8
August 1914, serial number C.4362, black text on brown
print, embossed seal, tears at centre due to this embossed
seal, a very presentable about fine, rare
Pick 3a, Rosenberg 944a  £1,000-£1,500

1036x

Kassenschein, German South West Africa, 50 Mark, 8
August 1914, serial number B.7246, black text on red
underprint, embossed seal, numerous tape repairs, tears at
centre due to the embossed seal weakening the paper, a
presentable about fine, no records listed on ‘Track and
Price’, scarcer four digit serial number type, extremely rare
Pick 4a, Rosenberg 945a  £1,600-£2,000

1037x

Kassenschein, German South West Africa, 100 Mark, 8
August 1914, serial number A06751, black text on blue
print, embossed seal, a few pinholes, hard horizontal and
vertical fold, tears along central fold due to embossed seal,
about very fine, a thoroughly presentable example of an
extremely rare note
Pick 5a, Rosenberg 946  £2,200-£2,800

1038x
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Swakopmunder Buchhandlung, German South West Africa,
10 Pfennig, 1916-1918, serial number 7431*, printed on
green linen, two manuscript signatures, very fine and very
scarce
Pick 6b, Rosenberg 948c  £150-£200

1039x

Swakopmunder Buchhandlung, German South West Africa,
25 Pfennig, 1916-1918, serial number 3848, red, black and
green on pale blue paper, multiple pinholes, very fine,
scarce
Pick 9, Rosenberg 952  £260-£300

1040x

Swakopmunder Buchhandlung, German South West Africa,
50 Pfennig, 1916-1918, serial number 30063, blue print on
blue linen, two manuscript signatures, good very fine, scarce
Pick 10a, Rosenberg 953  £260-£300

1041x

Swakopmunder Buchhandlung, German South West Africa,
50 Pfennig, 1916-1918, serial number 17387, blue on white
linen, one manuscript signature, multiple pinholes, minor
staining, very fine, scarce
Pick 11, Rosenberg 954h  £280-£320

1042x

Swakopmunder Buchhandlung, German South West Africa,
1 Mark, 1916-1918, serial number 31040, black and green
on yellow cardboard, two manuscript signatures, very fine
Pick 12, Rosenberg 955a  £340-£400

1043x

Swakopmunder Buchhandlung, German South West Africa,
1 Mark (2), 1916-1918, serial numbers 9962, 10267, printed
on light green card, first has multiple pinholes, very fine, the
second one hard central fold, tear along central fold
extending into the design thus very good, scarce (2)
Pick 13, Rosenberg 956a,b  £400-£600

1044x
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Otavi Mining and Railway Company, 1 Mark, 1916?, serial
number 19525, black print on green card, purple stamped
signature, reverse purple handstamp ‘Otavi-Mine Kasse
Tsumbe’, very fine and extremely rare and interesting
Pick -, Rosenberg-  £260-£300

1045x

Otavi Mining and Railway Company, 1 Mark, 1916?, serial
number 25030, black text on card, manuscript signature,
reverse black handstamp ‘Otavi-Mine Kasse Tsumbe’, fine,
rare and interesting
Pick -, Rosenberg-  £260-£300

1046x

Germany

Germany, a group of banknotes, mostly from the 1920s,
including both state and local issues, also several issues from
Austria and other neighbouring countries, and a few
examples of notgeld, along with a a postcard and a sheet of
1 Pfennig ‘good for’ stamps, mostly extremely fine or better
(75 items)  £60-£80

1047

Four Albums of German Notgeld, with roughly 40 pages per
album and 6 notgeld per page. and with no duplication and
a few non-paper notes, generally uncirculated and albums in
decent condition (circa 1000 notes)  £260-£320

1048

Germany - Federal Reupublic

Deutsche Bundesbank, 50 and 100 Deutsche Mark, 2
January 1960, serial numbers K6868056E and N0814633G,
also 100 50 Deutsche Mark, 2 January 1980, and 10 50
Deutsche Mark (2), 1 October 1993, uncirculated, the first
two becoming scarce in top grades (5 notes)
TBB B204a, B205a, B205i, B223c, Pick 21a, 22a, 34, 38

£150-£200

1049x

Ghana

Bank of Ghana, obverse and reverse die proofs for 50 Cedis,
7 February 1979, also reverse die proof for 20 Cedis of the
same issue, with ink annotations denoting the colours used,
about uncirculated, attractive and very rare (3 notes)
TBB B123p, 122p, Pick 22, 21  £240-£320

1050

Gibraltar

Government of Gibraltar, £1, 20 November 1971, serial
number H071904, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B116g, Pick 18b  £80-£120

1051

Government of Gibraltar, £5 (2), 1 May 1965, serial number
C712541 and 20 November 1971, serial number D523050,
both original and fresh, good extremely fine (2 notes)
TBB B117e, B117g, Pick 19b  £150-£200

1052x

Government of Gibraltar, specimen £50, 27 November
1986, zero serial number, also specimen £1, 1983,
specimen £5, 1975 and specimen £20, 1979, all with red
SPECIMEN overprint and De La Rue ovals and single
cancellation hole, in PCGS holder 65PPQ, 66PPQ, 65PPQ
abd 67PPQ, uncirculated, the £50 very scarce (4 notes)
TBB B118cs, B120as, B121as, B122as, Pick 20cs, 22as,
23bs, 24s  £600-£800

1053
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Government of Gibraltar, £5, 20 November 1975, serial
number E000075, uncirculated and a scarce low number
TBB B119a, Pick 21a  £150-£200

1054

Government of Gibraltar, specimen £10, 1 July 1995, serial
number AA000000, red SPECIMEN overprints, uncirculated and
scarce
TBB B124as, Pick 26s  £300-£400

1055

Greece

Ionian Bank Limited, Greece, cancelled 100 Drachmai, date
unreadable (1903-1919), serial number 167362, multiple
purple AKYPON (cancelled) stamps on both sides, edges
trimmed with serrated scissors, good, rare
Pick S152  £100-£150

1056x

Cassa Mediterranea, Greece, 1000 Drachmai, ND (1941),
serial number 0001 657944, in PCGS hlder 63 PPQ, choice
uncirculated, rare in this grade
Pick M6  £300-£400

1057

Cassa Mediterranea, Greece, 10000 Drachmai, ND (1941),
serial number 0001 234264, in PCGS hlder 58 PPQ, choice
about uncirculated, rare in this grade
Pick M8  £500-£700

1058

Biglietto a Corso Legale per le Isole Joine, Greece, 5, 100
and 5000 Drachmai, ND (1941), in PMG holders numbers
55, 55 EPQ and 64 respectively, about uncirculated to
choice uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick M12, M15, M18a  £280-£320

1059x

Biglietto a Corso Legale per le Isole Joine, Greece, a group
of the ND (1941 issue) comprising 50, 100 (2), and 1000 (2)
Drachmai, also Germany occupation issues, 1 Pfennig and
10 Pfennig, handstamps on reverse, and a sizeable group of
general German issues, Greek issues generally very fine,
German issues mostly extremely fine to uncirculated, a very
nice group (27 notes)
Pick M14, M15, M17, M19, M21  £200-£260

1060x

Auxiliary Payment Certificates, Greece, 50 Pfennig, ND
(1944), German and Greek handstamps on reverse, in WBG
holder number 58, about uncirculated choice
Pick M22  £500-£600

1061x

National Bank of Greece, 1 and 2 Drachmai, 21 December
1885 (1897), serial numbers 966 02203 and 897 08167,
second with some small brown stains, otherwise both
original extremely fine, scarce (2 notes)
Pick 40, 41  £120-£160

1062x
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National Bank of Greece, 5 Drachmai (2), 1922 NEON issue
and 5 Drachmai (2), 1905-17 issue, good very fine (4 notes)
Pick 50, 64a  £200-£260

1063x

National Bank of Greece, specimen 25 Drachmai, 1915,
zero serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, hole punched,
uncirculated
Pick 52s  £200-£260

1064x

National Bank of Greece, 25 Drachmai, 1916, 5 Drachmai,
1916, 100 Drachmai, Emergency Issue 1922, 5 Drachmai,
1922 Neon Issue, 5 Drachmai, 1923 (2), 1926, 100
Drachmai, 1927, Bank of Greece, 50 and 100 (2), 1000
Drachmai (2), 1928, 5000 Drachmai (2), 1932, 50, 100 and
1000 Drachmai, 1935, 100, 500 (2) and 1000 Drachmai,
1939, 1000 on 100, 1939, full sets from the Inflation issues
1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, set from the 1941 and 1944 Issue,
and a group of more modern issue (approx 120 notes)
Pick 52, 54, 61, 64, 70, 87, 91, 92, 93, 98, 100, 103-6, 117
-135, 168-172  £220-£280

1065x

National Bank of Greece, specimen 100 Drachmai, 1917
(2), serial number BB51 00000 and HH00 00000, red
SPECIMEN overprint, hole punched, uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 53s  £360-£460

1066x

National Bank of Greece, specimen 5 Drachmai, 1908, zero
serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, on large format paper,
one corner fold, about uncirculated
Pick 54s  £100-£150

1067x

National Bank of Greece, specimen 100 Drachmai, 1918,
zero serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, hole punch, extra
paper at top, stamped date ‘13 October’ in top margin,
uncirculated
Pick 55s  £200-£280

1068x

National Bank of Greece, specimen 500 Drachmai, 1918,
zero serial number, extra paper at top, handtamped dated
‘ AUG 19 1919’, red SPECIMEN overprint, hole punched,
uncirculated and scarce
Pick 56s  £600-£800

1069x

National Bank of Greece, 100 Drachmai = 50 Drachmai (2),
both left and right halves, 25 Drachmai = 12 1/2 Drachmai
(2), both left and right halves, and 5 Drachmai = 2 1/2
Drachmai (2), both left halves, all 1922 emergency issue,
generally very fine and quite scarce (6 notes)
Pick 58, 60, 61  £150-£200

1070x

National Bank of Greece, 5 Drachmai, 2 October 1918
(1922), serial number OH1046 540692, NEON at right, about
uncirculated and scarce in this grade
Pick 64a  £150-£200

1071x
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National Bank of Greece, specimen 5 Drachmai, 1918
(1922), serial number N1451 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint,
and two small cancellation holes, uncirculated and scarce
Pick 64s  £150-£200

1072

National Bank of Greece, a small group of specimens 5
Drachmai, 1918, 25 Drachmai, 1919, 50 Drachmai, 1921,
all hole punched, with red SPECIMEN overprint, the 100
Drachmai with extra paper at top with handstamps ‘May 22
1922’, about uncirculated to uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick 64s-66s  £600-£800

1073

National Bank of Greece, a group of 1/4 and 1/3 notes from
the 1926 emergency issue, including 500 Drachmai (2), 1/3
of Pick 68, 50 Drachmai (4), 1/4 of Pick 66 (1) and 1/3 of
Pick 75 (2), also 2/3 of 100 Drachmai, very fine (7)
Pick 67, 80, 82  £80-£120

1074

National Bank of Greece, 1000 Drachmai, 23 November
1921, serial number BH060 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint,
hole punched, fold along top margin, corner missing top
right, corner fold, extremely fine, scarce and attractive
Pick 69s  £700-£900

1075
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National Bank of Greece, specimen 5 Drachmai, 28 April
1923, serial number ZT021 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint
and three small cancellation holes, about uncirculated to
uncirculated, very scarce
Pick 73s  £100-£150

1076x

National Bank of Greece, specimen 5 Drachmai, specimen
50 Drachmai, 1923, red specimen overprint, hole punched,
both with horizontal fold in margin, good extremely fine to
about uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 73s, 75s  £280-£320

1077x

Bank of Greece, 500 Drachmai (2), 1928 third provisional
issue, serial numbers 557388 and 306192, 50 and 1000
Drachmai from the same issue, also 10 Drachmai, 1926 and
100 Drachmai, 1928, finally 500 and 5000 (2) Drachmai,
1932, the 1000 Drachmai is serial number 000024 - a very
low number, 50 Drachmai good very fine, 1932 500
Drachmai uncirculated, 5000 Drachmai very fine, others
fine, the 1928 500 Drachmai notes scarce (9 notes)
Pick 88, 91, 97, 99, 100b, 102, 103  £240-£300

1078x

National Bank of Greece, specimen 50 Drachmai (3), 30
April 1927, 13 May 1927 and 24 May 1927, zero serial
numbers, all with red SPECIMEN overprints and three
cancellation holes, this note was never officially issued
without overprint, these three notes represent all three
possible dates for the specimens, uncirculated, scarce (3
notes)
Pick 90s  £360-£460

1079x

National Bank of Greece, specimen 100 Drachmai (2), 25
May 1927 and 14 June 1927, zero serial numbers, first with
four CANCELLED perforations, both with red SPECIMEN overprints,
second with three cancellation holes, this note was never
officially issued without overprint, these two represent two
of the possible three dates of issue found on the specimens,
uncirculated and scarce (2 notes)
Pick 91s  £280-£360

1080x

Bank of Greece, 50 Drachmai, ND (1928), serial number
NT024 645722, red new bank name overprint, in PMG
holder number 58, choice uncirculated
Pick 97  £150-£200

1081x

Bank of Greece, specimen 500 Drachmai and 5000
Drachmai, 1932, red SPECIMEN overprint, hole punched, about
uncirculated to uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 102s, 103s  £320-£380

1082x

Priviledged Bank of Epirus and Thessaly, Greece, specimen
2 Drachmai, 21 December 1885, serial number 000 00,000,
small cancellation hole, about uncirculated and scarce
Pick S105s  £120-£160

1083x
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Bank of Greece, 50 Drachmai (3), 1939, consecutive serial
number X018 244101-2 and a specimen example, in PMG
holders number 64, choice uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick 107a, 107as  £150-£200

1084x

Bank of Greece, a small group comprising 50 (2), 100, 500
and 1000 Drachmai, 1 January 1939, also 1000 Drachmai
on 100 Drachmai (4), 1939 provisional issue, about
uncirculated or better (9 notes)
Pick 107-110, 111  £150-£200

1085x

Bank of Greece, specimen 500 Drachmai, 1 January 1939,
serial number A-040 000,000, CANCELLED perforation, in PCGS
holder 62, uncirculated, scarce
Pick 109s  £200-£260

1086

Bank of Greece, 1000 Drachmai, 1939, serial number B-184
603027, in PMG holder number 64, choice uncirculated
Pick 111  £70-£100

1087x

Bank of Greece, Ithaka Treasury note, 50,000,000
Drachmai, 6 October 1944, serial number A00006, printed
on lined paper with handstamps on obverse and reverse,
extremely fine and a very low number, scarce
Pick 151  £100-£150

1088x

Bank of Greece, Nauplia Provisional Treasury, 100,000,000
Drachmai, 19 August 1944, serial number 586706, red
overprint on reverse of a 5,000,000 Drachmai, 1944, also
100,000,000 Drachmai 17 October 1944, also partisan
issues, 25 Oka (2), 5 June 1944, one 25 Oka good fine,
other notes extremely fine (4)
Pick 162, 156, S162  £150-£200

1089x

Bank of Greece, 10,000 Drachmai, ND (1947), serial
number A.01 119 496, heavily pressed, fine
Pick 178  £80-£120

1090x

Bank of Greece, colour trial 20,000 Drachmai, ND (1947),
no serial numbers, small red SPECIMEN overprint and single
cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce
Pick 179ct  £400-£500

1091

Bank of Greece, 10 Drachmai, 1954, serial number AG-
439493, in PMG holder number 55, about uncirculated,
scarce in this condition
Pick 186  £650-£750

1092x

Bank of Greece, specimen 100 Drachmai, 31 March 1954,
serial number A.09 000000, black SPECIMEN overprint and De
La Rue ovals, in PMG holder 50 NET, paper pulls, about
uncirculated
Pick 192s  £100-£150

1093x

Bank of Greece, specimen 100 Drachmai, 31 March 1954,
serial number A.09 000000, black SPECIMEN overprint and De
La Rue ovals, minor mounting traces otherwise uncirculated
Pick 192s  £100-£150

1094x

Bank of Greece, 1000 Drachmai, 1956, serial number G.03
504175, in PMG holder number 53, about uncirculated
Pick 194a  £60-£80

1095x

Bank of Greece, a group of modern issues comprising notes
from 1964 to 1995, generally uncirculated (27 notes)
Pick 195, 196, 198, 199, 201, 204, 205, 206  £80-£120

1096x

Kingdom of Greece, a group of notes including most types
from 1917-1953, with a few multiples, mostly uncirculated
(27 notes)
Pick 303a, 303b, 304b, 305, 308, 310, 314-326  £80-£120

1097x

Kingdom of Greece, a small group from the 1917-20 Issues,
1922 postage stamp, a full set from the 1941 Greek state
Issue, very fine to uncirculated (11 notes)
Pick 303, 305, 308-311, 316-319  £60-£80

1098x
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Bank of Greece, a group of Second World War occupation
and inflationary issues, plus a few later issues, mostly
extremely fine to about uncirculated (48 notes)
from Pick 116-135, 168, 171  £80-£120

1099x

A Group Short Snorters, mainly on Greek Banknotes, dating
from 1944-1949, and consisting of a huge variety of notes.
Each is signed by usually multiple servicemen, many of
which are identifiable. Some notes come with information
on the signatories. Mixed grades, generally around fine, but
a few better, a fascinating group of items for collectors of
banknotes and military ephemera (24 notes) £340-£440

1100x

Co-operative Credit Notes of Zagora, 100 Drachmai, serial
number 183, 500 Drachmai, serial number 338 and 5000
Drachmai, serial number 88, all 1 July 1945, first extremely
fine, others very fine (3 notes)
Pick unlisted, Schwan-Boling 101, 102, 104  £80-£120

1101x

Co-operative Credit Notes of Zagora, 100 Drachmai, serial
number 772, 500 Drachmai, serial number 183, 1000
Drachmai, serial number 9892 and 1217, 5000 Drachmai,
serial number 394 and 891, all 1 July 1945, extremely fine
to uncirculated (6 notes)
Pick unlisted, Schwan-Boiling 101-4   £180-£220

1102x

Guadeloupe

Guadeloupe and Dependencies, Colonial Treasury, 50
Centimes, 18 August 1884, serial number 52,587, one hard
horizontal and vertical fold, original strong paper, one small
hole at centre due to hard central folds, very fine and scarce
TBB B215a, Pick 1  £600-£700

1103x

Guinea

Banque Centrale de Guinee, a group of archival
photographs showing a full set of designs for an unproduced
series, comprising obverses and reverses for 50, 100, 500
and 1000 Francs, all dated 22 December 1959, none of
these designs bear any resemblance to the notes issued in
1960, all in lovely condition, unique and important (8
photos)
Pick unlisted  £400-£500

1104

Banque Centrale de Guinee, a group of archival
photographs showing a full set of designs for an unproduced
series, comprising obverses and reverses for 100, 500, 1000
and 5000 Francs, and the obverse of a 50 Francs, all dated
22 December 1959, none of these designs bear much
resemblance to the notes issued in 1960, all in lovely
condition, unique and important (9 photos)
Pick unlisted  £400-£500

1105

Banque Centrale de la Republique de Guinee, specimen set
of the 1985 issues comprising 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 5000
Francs, all with zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints,
uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B319s-B323s, Pick 29s-33s  £200-£260

1106
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Haiti

Republique d’Haiti, obverse and reverse archival
photographs showing unknown designs for 1 Gourde,
c.1915, faded but in excellent condition otherwise, unique
and an important record of a note that was never produced
(2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £200-£260

1107

Republique d’Haiti, archival photographs showing two
different obverse designs and one reverse design for 25
Gourdes, ND (c.1976), featuring two different views of the
Palais National, backed on card, with ink date 9.9.76,
bearing little resemblance to anything actually produced,
unique and very interesting (3 photos)
Pick unlisted  £200-£260

1108

Republique d’Haiti, 1 Gourde printed on Tyvek (2), 17
August 1979, serial numbers AA629709 and AA629761, in
PCGS holders 64 PPQ and 65 PPQ, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B802a, Pick 230Aa  £80-£120

1109

Hong Kong

Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China, Hong Kong,
$10, 20 September 1940, serial number T/G 624130,
manuscript signature low left, small hole at centre, good
Pick 55b  £70-£90

1110

Chartered Bank, consecutive run $10 (10), 1 January 1977,
serial number F0482340-50 and F042371, the F042371
extremely fine, the remainder about uncirculated to
uncirculated (12 notes)
TBB B369f, Pick 74  £150-£200

1111x

Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, an engraved
vignette used on the $5 of 1916, printed by Waterlow &
Sons, backed on card, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
Pick 166 for type  £240-£320

1112

Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, obverse and
reverse archival photographs showing designs for a $10,
dated 30 November 1954 on reverse, along with a De La
Rue photography department handstamp, in PCGS holders
63 and 64, very choice uncirculated, almost certainly a
unique record of a superb unissued design (2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £500-£700

1113
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Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, specimen
$500, 1 June 1935, no serial number, red Bradbury
Wilkinson seal, two cancellation holes, mounting remnants
on reverse, in PCGS holder 58, choice about uncirculated,
rare and attractive
Pick 179as  £3,000-£3,600

1114

Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, $10, 14
January 1958, serial number P/J 996,453, one central fold,
pressed extremely fine
Pick 179A  £50-70

1115

Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, obverse die
proof for $10, ND (c1970), no signatures or serial number,
green print as issued, typed annotations in margins,
including date 1969, signature titles match the 1970-1976
issue of this type, in PCGS holder 64, choice uncirculated
and rare
Pick 182g for type  £400-£500

1116
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Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, obverse die
proof for $100, ND (c1970), no signatures or serial number,
red print as issued, typed annotations in margins, including
date 1969, signature titles match the 1970-1972 issue of this
type, in PCGS holder 64, choice uncirculated and rare
Pick 183c for type  £500-£700

1117

Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, obverse and
reverse die proof for $100, ND (c1972), no signatures or
serial number, red print as issued, typed and hand-written
annotations, in PCGS holders 64 and 62, uncirculated and
rare (2 notes)
Pick 185 for type  £600-£800

1118

Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, obverse (2)
and reverse die proofs for $500, ND (c1973), no signatures
or serial number, brown print as issued, hand-written biro
annotations at centre, previously mounted but in PCGS
holders 62, 58 and 63, about uncirculated to uncirculated
and rare (3 notes)
Pick 186 for type  £700-£900

1119

Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, reverse die
proof for $100, ND (1977), ink annotations in margins, in
PCGS holder 63, choice new, minor mounting remains on
reverse
Pick 187 for type  £300-£400

1120
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Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, obverse (2)
and reverse die proofs for $500, ND (c1978), no signatures
or serial number, one obverse with brown print, one with
black print, reverse brown print as issued, hand-written ink,
pencil and biro annotations at centre, minor mounting
remnants, in PCGS holders 63, 62 and 53, uncirculated and
about uncirculated and rare (3 notes)
Pick 189 for type  £700-£900

1121
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Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, obverse (2)
and reverse die proofs for $1000, ND (c1977), no signatures
or serial number, one obverse with golden yellow print, one
with green print, reverse golden yellow print as issued,
hand-written ink, pencil and biro annotations at centre and
margins, minor mounting remnants, in PCGS holders 61, 62
and 62, uncirculated and rare (3 notes)
Pick 190 for type  £800-£1000

1122
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Government of Hong Kong, $1, ND (1935), serial number
D165267, in PCGS holder 58, choice about uncirculated,
scarce in this grade, totally original, just with tiny rust spots
in the top right accounting for lack of PPQ
Pick 311  £900-£1,200

1123

Government of Hong Kong, obverse and reverse archival
photographs showing designs for a $1, dated 26 April 1954
on reverse, along with a De La Rue photography department
handstamp, in PCGS holders 64, very choice uncirculated,
very likely unique and the only record of this absolutely
beautiful design (2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £500-£700

1124
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Iceland

Islands Banki, Iceland, remainder 5 Kronur, 1920, serial
number 415287, uncircualted
Pick 15r  £80-£120

1125

Landsbanki Islands, colour trial 5 Kronur, 15 April 1928, no
serial number, green on multicolour, red Bradbury
Wilkinson Company seal overprint, two punch holes, reverse
SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE overprint, uncirculated
TBB B605t, Pick 27cts  £280-£320

1126x

Landsbanki Islands, obverse and reverse die proofs for 5
Kronur, 15 April 1928 (1932), no signatures or serial
numbers, ink annotations in margins, including details of
colours used, good extremely fine and very rare (2 notes)
TBB B605, Pick 27  £360-£420

1127

Landsbanki Islands, obverse die proof for 5 Kronur, 15 April
1928 (1932), no signatures or serial numbers, ink
annotations in margins, including details of colours used,
good extremely fine and very rare
TBB B605, Pick 27  £260-£320

1128

Landsbanki Islands, obverse and reverse die proofs and
obverse underprint stage proofs (3) for 100 Kronur, 15 April
1928 (1932), no signatures or serial numbers, ink
annotations in margins, including details of colours used,
mounting traces on reverse, fine and very rare (5 notes)
TBB B608, Pick 30  £800-£1,200

1129
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Sedlabanki Islands, colour trial 1000 and 5000 Kronur, 29
March 1961, serial numbers EA000000 and G000000, each
with red SPECIMEN overprint and two cancellation holes,
uncirculated and about uncirculated respectively (2 notes)
TBB B805ht, B806at, Pick 46ct, 47ct  £200-£260

1130x

India

Government of India, 5 Rupees, ND (1917), serial number
N/9 390555, Taylor signature, original very fine, scarce
Pick 4b  £200-£260

1131x

Government of India, 10 Rupees, ND (1917), serial number
C/43 181078, Denning signature, usual spindle holes at left,
original good fine
Pick 5b  £150-£200

1132

Government of India, 10 Rupees, ND (1970-30), serial
number J/80 244513, lightly pressed or slightly water
damaged and with small hole in top right corner, but an
attractive fine example
Pick 7b  £150-£200

1133

Reserve Bank of India, 2 Rupees, ND (1937), serial number
A/3 747544, Taylor signature, in PMG holder 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated, also 10 Rupees, ND (1937), serial number
C/64 215679, Taylor signature, in PMG holder 62 NET,
uncirculated, minor restoration (2 notes)
Pick 17a, 19a, Jhun 4.2.1, 5.1  £100-£150

1134x

Reserve Bank of India, 2 Rupees, ND (1943), serial number
D/61 528766, in PCGS holder 64 PPQ, very choice new
Pick 17b  £100-£150

1135
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Reserve Bank of India, 1000 Rupees, Karachi, ND (1937),
serial number A/4 053811, usual pinholes at left, minor
restorations (pinholes in watermark field), several bank
stamps in watermark area on reverse, in PMG holder
number 45, extremely fine and rare
Pick 21d  £7,500-£8,500

x 1136

An Extremely Rare 1000 Rupees of 1937
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Government of India, 1 Rupee (2), 1940, black serial
numbers K/3 292697-698, in PMG holders 66 EPQ and 64
EPQ, gem and choice uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 25a, Jhun 4.1.1A  £80-£120

x 1137

Reserve Bank of India, 100 Rupees, ND (1949-57), black
serial number A/12 235780, pinholes, in PCGS holder
number 53, about uncirculated, Ex Ruth W Hill Collection, a
nice example of the scarcer type
TBB B224, Pick 42a  £360-£460

1138

Reserve Bank of India, 100 Rupees, ND (1957-62), serial
number AA/66 423424, in PMG holder number 64, choice
uncirculated
TBB B225b, Pick 43b  £240-£300

1139

Reserve Bank of India, 1000 Rupees, ND (1975), serial
number A/1 434088, spindle holes but an original good very
fine
Pick 65a  £120-£160

x 1140

Government of India, 1 Rupee, 1964, serial number A/20
0488058, in PCGS holder 58, choice about uncirculated, a
scarce type
Pick 76b  £200-£260

1141
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Government/Reserve Bank of India, Persian Gulf Issue, 1
and 10 Rupees, ND (1957-62), prefixes Z/11 and Z/13, first
fine, second original very fine (2 notes)
Pick R1, R3  £120-£160

x 1142

Reserve Bank of India, Persian Gulf Issue, 100 Rupees, ND
(1957-62), serial number Z/1 000877, in PCGS holder 30,
very fine, and a clearly original example with a relatively low
serial number, very scarce
Pick R4  £2,000-£2,600

x 1143
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Reserve Bank of India, Haj Pilgrim Issue, 100 Rupees, ND
(1959), serial number HA 020594, H.V.R Lengar signature,
red on multicolour underprint, Asoka column at right,
reverse red, vignette of two elephants, Bank seal at low
centre, usual pin holes at left, slight toning, but with superb
paper and no graffiti, in PMG holder number 30 very fine, a
key note for collectors of both India and the Gulf States,
extremely rare, consecutive to the subsequent lot
Pick R6, Razack-Jhunjhunwalla 6.13.2.1  £30,000-£36,000

x 1144

An Exceptionally Rare Pair of 100 Rupees of 1959
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Reserve Bank of India, Haj Pilgrim Issue, 100 Rupees, ND
(1959), serial number HA 020595, H.V.R Lengar signature,
red on multicolour underprint, Asoka column at right,
reverse red, vignette of two elephants, Bank seal at low
centre, usual pin holes, slight toning but an extremely
attractive example, in PMG holder number 30 very fine, only
two records on ‘Track and Price’, extremely rare,
consecutive to the previous lot
Pick R6, Razack-Jhunjhunwalla 6.13.2.1  £30,000-£36,000

x 1145
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Bank of Khalistan, $100, ND (c.2001), no serial number,
Signed by Dal Khalistan Int'l Chairman, these are not official
banknotes, but are widely collected regardless, good
extremely fine and scarce
Pick unlisted  £120-£160

x 1146

Indonesia

Republik Indonesia Serikat, obverse and reverse composite
essays for 50 Rupiah, 1 January 1950, serial number
A000000, incorporating both machined and hand painted
elements pasted on to board, in PCGS holders 64, very
choice uncirculated and 58 choice about uncirculated,
unique and lovely (2 notes)
Pick unlisted  £1,200-£1,600

1147
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Republik Indonesia Serikat, obverse essay for 50 Rupiah,
ND (c.1960-64), no serial number, featuring the same
portrait as features on the 1960 issue but with an entirely
different surround, in PCGS holder 64, very choice
uncirculated, unique
Pick unlisted  £1,000-£1,500

1148

Bank Indonesia, obverse archival photograph showing the
final hand painted design for 5000 Rupiah, ND (1957), serial
number 5000 AA 000, De La Rue studio handstamp on
reverse, with date 15 Jan 1958, in PCGS holder 55, about
uncirculated
TBB B516a, Pick 54A for type  £100-£150

1149
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Persia

Imperial Bank of Persia, printers archival specimen 1
Toman, 1890-1908 (1904), serial number range A/A 000001
- A/B 1000000, CANCELLED perforation, ink date in top left, in
PCGS holder 64, very choice uncirculated, this is the very
first specimen printed following the change from red to black
serial numbers, and is the archival representation of the first
200000 notes printed, very rare
TBB B102bs, Pick 1bs  £2,000-£2,600

1150

Imperial Bank of Persia, printers archival specimen 10
Tomans, 1890-1923 (1904), serial number range E/A 05001-
E/B 10000, CANCELLED perforation, in PCGS holder 63, choice
uncirculated, mounting traces on reverse, it is worth noting
that specimens of the 10 Tomans are considerably scarcer
than those from the 25, 50 and 100 Tomans
TBB B106as, Pick 4s  £3,600-£4,200

1151
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Imperial Bank of Persia , 1 Toman, Shiraz, January 192,
serial number A/Y 035172, minor repairs, in PMG holder
number 45, choice extremely fine, a very presentable
example of a rare note, scarce place of issue
TBB B113a, Pick 11  £2,000-£2,600

x 1152

Imperial Bank of Persia, 10 Tomans, Shiraz, 4 February
1923, serial number D/G 004525, heavily repaired along
vertical and horizontal fold, some of the print has been filled
in, good, an extremely rare note and place of issue
TBB B116a, Pick 14  £1,500-£2,000

x 1153
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Iran

German Military Issues for Persia, 5 Tomans on 20 Mark, 19
February 1914, serial number N.0232430, blue and pale tan,
Imperial eagle top right, red Farsi text low centre, original
paper, in WBG holder, number 50 TOP, about uncirculated,
extremely scarce in this condition
Pick M3, Rosenberg 488  £1,500-£2,000

1154x

Bank Melli Iran, obverse and reverse proofs for 100 Rials,
SH1311/1932, both sides stuck together to form one single
double sided sheet, with slight damage to top right, good
extremely fine and scarce
TBB B105ap, Pick 22p  £300-£400

1155

Bank Melli Iran, obverse and reverse proof for 10 Rials, ND
(1313/1934), as issued without serial number, in PMG
holders, the holders are reversed, obverse proof tear in lower
margin, number 63 NET, choice uncirculated, reverse proof
top left corner reattached, stain on reverse, number 62 NET
choice uncirculated, scarce (2 notes)
TBB B108p, Pick 25p  £220-£280

1156

Bank Melli Iran, 5 Rials (2), 1317 (1938), 1321 (1942), 10
Rials (2), both 1321 (1942), 20 Rials, 1321 (1942) and 50
Rials, 1321 (1942), generally fine to very fine (6 notes)
TBB B126b, 126d, 127d, 128e, 129d, Pick 32A, 33A, 34A,
35A  £200-260

1157

Bank Melli Iran, 10 and 50 Rials, 1317 (1938), first with blue
seal on reverse, second with red seal, also a few later issues,
first two good extremely fine, others uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B127c, B129, B134, B149, B154, B155, Pick 33A, 35A,
39, 54, 64, 65  £100-£150

1158x

Bank Melli Iran, 20 Rials, ND (1938), serial number 420006,
original good extremely fine
TBB B128, Pick 34A  £260-£300

1159x

Bank Melli Iran, 100 Rials (3), 1317 (1938), serial number
H471217, 1319 (1940), serial number A/812819 and 1321
(1942), serial number B/295128, first pressed good
extremely fine, others good fine (3 notes)
TBB B130a, 130c, 130e, Pick 36A  £200-260

1160

Bank Melli Iran, 500 Rials (2), 1317 (1938), first with
western serial numbers C398225, no seal on reverse, second
with Farsi serial numbers A/ 052551, red seal on reverse,
very fine and extremely fine respectively (2 notes)
TBB B131a, B131d, Pick 37a, 37d  £800-£1,000

1161

Bank Melli Iran, 500 Rials (2), 1317 (1938), serial number
B759102 and 1921 (1942), serial number A/929353, about
very fine and very good (2 notes)
TBB B131a, B131e, Pick 37  £180-240
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Bank Melli Iran, reverse proof 50 Rials, ND (1944), green on
orange underprint, Tomb of Cyrus, reverse proof 100 Rials,
purple print, Sasanian bridge, 50 Rials in PMG holder
number 63 choice uncirculated, 100 Rials tape on reverse
good extremely fine (2 notes)
TBB B137p, 139p, Pick 42p, 44p  £340-£440

1163

Bank Markazi Iran, reverse proof 500 Rials, ND (1951), blue
on green and pink underprint, painting form Chehel Sotoun
in Isfahan, one spot of foxing, uncirculated and very
attractive
TBB B147p, Pick 52p  £150-£200

1164

Bank Melli Iran, 1000 Rials, ND (1951), serial number 1/
114923, pressed good very fine
TBB B148, Pick 53  £500-£600

1165x

Bank Melli Iran, 1000 Rials, ND (1951), serial number
1/964548, in PMG holder 50, about uncirculated, a very
scarce type in high grade
TBB B148, Pick 53  £600-£800

1166

Bank Melli Iran, reverse die proof for 100 Rials, ND (1954),
red print, Oil Refinery in Abadan, in PMG holder number
64, choice uncirculated, unusual in red
TBB B157p, Pick 67p  £120-£180

1167

Bank Melli Iran, reverse proof 20 Rials, ND (1958), brown
print, as issued, the denomination in each corner hasn't been
filled in, in PMG holder number 64 EPQ, choice
uncirculated
TBB B159p, Pick 69pp  £120-£180

1168

Bank Markazi Iran, consecutive 10 Rials, 1961, uncirculated
(100 notes)
TBB B201, Pick 71  £200-£260

1169x

Bank Markazi Iran, an obverse die proof 100 Rials, dated
21.11.63, purple border, portrait of Shah Pahlavi at right,
colour as issued, uncirculated, archival annotations in
margins, scarce
TBB B210p, Pick 80p  £180-£220

1170

Bank Markazi Iran, obverse die proof 50 Rials, 1970, green
print, Shah Pahlavi at right, ink date at low right,
uncirculated and scarce
TBB B215p, Pick 85p  £120-£180

1171

Bank Markazi Iran, obverse plate proof 1000 Rials, dated
1969, brown print, Shah Pahlavi at centre, archival
annotations in lower margin, in PMG holder number 64,
choice uncirculated
TBB B224p, Pick 94pp  £220-£280

1172
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Bank Markazi Iran, proof 1000 Rials, ND (1971), obverse
and reverse as issued, no serial numbers, punch holes, ink
date ’7-4-71’ and annotations in top margin, about
uncirculated
TBB B224p, Pick 94pp  £260-£300

1173

Bank Markazi Iran, obverse and reverse proof 5000 Rials,
1969, both with purple print, obverse Shah Pahlavi and
Farmanfarma-Amuzegar signatures, reverse Golestan Palace,
typed date ‘13.11.69’ and annotations in lower margins,
about uncirculated to uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B225p, Pick 95pp  £420-£480

1174

Bank Markazi Iran, progressive proofs for 10,000 Rials, ND
(1972-73), obverse (2) first; brown print, farsi text at top
centre, Shah Pahlavi at centre, second; green print, ornate
border, value in each corner, reverse; green print, National
Assembly building in Tehran, all in PCGS holders numbers,
62, 63, 62 respectively, uncirculated to choice uncirculated
(3 notes)
TBB B227p, Pick 96p  £500-£600

1175

Bank Markazi Iran, a specimen set from the 1974 Issue, 25,
50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 10,000 Rials, all with serial
number A/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, De La Rue seals,
two cancellations holes, uncirculated (8 notes)
TBB B230s, Pick 100s  £2,000-£2,600

1176x

United States Military Base Chits, Iran, a series of canteen
and mess hall coupons (26) for use in 9 different facilities
around the military base in Teheran, with values ranging
from 5 cents to 25 Rials, all cancelled with punch holes,
generally uncirculated, rare and interesting (26 notes)
Pick Not Listed  £100-£150
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Iran, a superb quality vignette of Ruhollah Khomeini, dated
1991 and hand signed, possibly by the engraver, potentially
intended for use on banknotes, about uncirculated and very
rare  £150-£200

1178

Bank Melli Iran, specimen 10 and 20 Rials, 1953, zero serial
numbers, red De la Rue seals and SPECIMEN overprints, and
two cancellation holes, minor mounting damage and glue
stains, but about uncirculated and scarce (2 notes)
TBB B149bs1, B150bs, Pick 59s, 60s  £300-£400

1179

Iraq

Government of Iraq, 1 Dinar, 1931 (1934), serial number
G683873, in PMG holder 25, very fine, small split at top
centre, very scarce
TBB B109e, Pick 9e  £1,000-£1,500

1180x

Government of Iraq, 1/4 Dinar, ND (1942), serial number
L490786, split and rejoined, very good, scarce
TBB B118a, Pick 16  £80-£120

1181x

National Bank of Iraq, 5 Dinars, 1947, serial number
E003987, small head watermark, fresh and original, good
very fine and scarce
TBB B214a, Pick 40a  £400-£500

1182

National Bank of Iraq, 5 Dinars, 1947, serial number
G864893, large head watermark, original very fine, scarce
TBB B214b, Pick 40b  £400-£500

1183

Central Bank of Iraq, 1/2 Dinar, 1947, serial number 1/A
279775, in PMG holder 58, choice about uncirculated
TBB B302a, Pick 43  £300-£400

1184x

Central Bank of Iraq, 1 Dinar, 1947, serial number 1/C
998373, original about very fine
TBB B305a, Pick 48  £100-£150

1185

Israel

Bank Leumi, 500 Prutah, ND (1952), serial number
F356312, in PCGS holder 58, choice about uncirculated
TBB B301a, Pick 19a  £300-£400

1186x
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Bank Leumi, 10 Israeli Pounds (2), ND (1952), serial number
H678223-24, in PMG holders 58 EPQ, choice about
uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B304a, Pick 22a  £400-£500

1187x

Bank of Israel, 5 Lirot, 1958, serial number A/3 500000, in
PMG holder 65 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B408a, Pick 31a  £30-£50

1188x

Italian Somaliland

Cassa Per La Circolazione Monetaria Della Somalia, 10
Somali (2), 1950, serial numbers A027 082775 and 082776,
original good very fine, very scarce as a consecutive pair (2
notes)
TBB B303c, Pick 13  £400-£500

1189

Italy

Valuta Austrianae, Verona, Regno Lombardo-Veneto, 1
Fiorino, 15 June 1859, serial number 551630, about
uncirculated and rare
Crapanzano-Giulianini VA1  £500-£700

1190

Moneta Patriottica, Venetian Republic, 50 Lire, 1848, about
uncirculated, also a small group of other denominations, 1
Lira (3), 2 Lire, 3 Lire (4) and 5 Lire (5), mixed grades 14
notes, the 50 Lire very scarce, particularly in high grade
Pick S189, Crapanzano MP5, Gavello 49  £150-£200

1191x

Assedio di Palmanova, 6 Lire, 1848, serial number 1930,
original good very fine, very scarce, ex. Medici Collection
Pick S249  £500-£700

1192

Banca d’Italia, 100 lire, 7 June 1920, serial number F326
2753, Stringer-Sacchi signatures, strong paper, very fine
TBB B402f, Pick 39f, Gavello 15/36  £50-70

1193

Banco di Napoli, Italy, a vertical strip of three specimen 1
Lire, 1 March 1874, hole punched, minor glue residue,
about uncirculated to uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick S820, Crapanzano NA44  £360-£460

1194x
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Banco di Napoli, Italy, printers archival specimen 50 Lire, 6
September 1881, serial number E/P00001-H/X10000,
perforated SPECIMEN, with counterfoil, pencil date ‘Mar 14.87’
in top margin, uncirculated and rare
Pick S845s, Crapanzano NA 124  £600-£800

1195x

A Group of Mixed Italian notes, comprised mainly of local
or private small change issues, with a few later Banca
d’Italia, including Banco De S. Spirito, 25 bajocchi, 1798,
good fine, others mixed grades (85 notes) £100-£150

1196x

Jamaica

Bank of Jamaica, obverse and reverse archival photographs
showing an unknown design for 50 cents, ND (c1968), serial
number A874382, dated 14.3.68 on backing card, in PCGS
holder 63, choice uncirculated, unique and important (2
photos)
Pick unlisted  £260-£320

1197

Bank of Jamaica, Numismatic Products, 1976 Issue, serial
numbers *002074, *002174, including $1, $2, $5, $10, in
blue leather presentation album (2 albums)
TBB BNP203, Pick PCS1  £100-£150

1198x

Japan

Bank of Japan, 10 Yen, ND (1945), plate 79, in PCGS holder
50, about uncirculated
Pick 77b  £60-£80

1199

Jordan

Hashemite kingdom of Jordan, 1 Dinar, ND (1949), serial
number B/D 951378, original paper, an attractive very fine
TBB B107a, Pick 6  £100-£150

1200x

Katanga

Banque Nationale du Katanga, 100 Francs (2), 31 October
1960, serial numbers AO 055259-260, in PMG holders 64
EPQ, choice uncirculated, scarce as a consecutive pair in
this grade (2 notes)
TBB B206a, Pick 8  £800-£1,000

1201

Banque Nationale du Katanga, 100 Francs, 31 October
1960, serial number FY 859560, and 10 Francs, 15
December 1960, serial number EI 436949, both original and
fresh about extremely fine (2 notes)
TBB B203b, B206a, Pick 5, 8  £150-£200

1202

Banque Nationale du Katanga, specimen 500 Francs, 17
April 1962, serial number ZZ000000, red specimen
overprint, in PCGS holder 63, choice uncirculated, scarce
TBB B210as, Pick 13s  £220-£280

1203

Keeling Cocos Islands

Keeling Cocos Islands, a partial set of the 1902 issue
comprising 1/10, 1/4, 1/2, 2 and 5 Rupees, missing only the
1 Rupee, previously pasted down, the 1/10 missing a small
piece of corner, the 5 with two worm holes, generally
extremely fine (5 notes)
TBB B117a-B119a, B121a-B122a, Pick S123-S125, S127-
S128  £100-£150

1204
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Kenya

Central Bank of Kenya, reverse archival photograph showing
the final design for 5 Shillings, ND (1 July 1967), in PCGS
holder 61, unirculated
TBB B101a, Pick 1  £60-£80

1205

Central Bank of Kenya, a group of specimen notes
comprising 50 Shillings, 17 June 2009, 100, 200, 500 and
1000 Shillings, 16 July 2010, 10 Shillings, 2 January 1992
and 20 Shillings, 1 July 1998, about uncirculated to
uncirculated (7 notes)
TBB B125s, B132s, B138s-B143s, Pick 24s, 35s, 47s-51s

£400-£500

1206

Kuwait

Kuwait Currency Board, colour trial 1/4 Dinars, ND (1961),
serial number A/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprints and single
cancelation hole, in PCGS holder 66 PPQ, gem
uncirculated, scarce and attractive
TBB B101t, Pick 1ct  £1,600-£2,200

x 1207

Kuwait Currency Board, 5 Dinars (2), ND (1961), serial
numbers A/3 656884 and A/3 780861, both with washed
remains of graffiti at left, but still decent good fine examples
(2 notes)
TBB B104a, Pick 4a  £150-£200

x 1208
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Kuwait Currency Board, colour trial 10 Dinars, ND (1961),
serial number A/5 000000, black on multicolour underprint,
red SPECIMEN overprint, single hole punch, in PMG holder
number 64, choice uncirculated
TBB B105at, Pick 5cts  £1,500-£2,000

x 1209

Central Bank of Kuwait, a set of the looted 1980 issue,
comprising 1/4, 1/2, 1, 5 and 10 dinars, all with Arabic
handstamps on obverse and ‘Ministry of Defense’
handstamps on reverse, between about extremely fine and
about uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B212a-B216a, Pick 11d-15d  £80-£120

1210

Kuwait Central Bank, a set from the 1968 issue comprising
1/4, 1/2, 1, 10 and 20 Dinars, all with serial number CE/189
000011, PMG holder numbers 65EPQ-67EPQ (6 notes)
TBB B223a, Pick 23f  £200-£260

x 1211

Kuwait Central Bank, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 5, 10 and 20 Dinars, ND
(2014), various prefixes, all serial number 000044, in PCGS
holders 67, 68, 67, 67, 67 and 68, all PPQ, superb gem
uncirculated (6)
TBB B229a-234a, Pick 29-34  £80-£120

x 1212

Lebanon

Banque de Syrie et du Liban, Lebanon, 1 Livres, 1939, serial
number Q.144613, very fine
TBB B201, Pick 15  £100-£160

1213

Banque de Syrie et du Liban, Lebanon, 5 Livres, 1939, serial
number X.5 308, rusty pinholes, very fine
TBB B202, Pick 16  £300-£360

1214
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Banque de Syrie et du Liban, Lebanon, 5 Livres, 1945, serial
number W.14 537, tape repairs at top centre, staining, very
good and scarce
TBB B219a, Pick 49  £260-£360

1215

Banque de Syrie et du Liban, Lebanon, specimen 25 Livres,
1950, zero serial number, perforated SPECIMEN, uncirculated,
very attractive and scarce
TBB B221s, Pick 51s  £1,000-£1,500

1216

Banque de Syrie et du Liban, Lebanon, 50 Livres, 1950,
serial number M.89 839, pinholes, original very fine,
excellent paper quality, a nice example, scarce
TBB B222, Pick 52  £700-£900

1217

Banque de Syrie et du Liban, Lebanon, 100 Livres, 1952,
serial number W/4 49976, graffiti in watermark area, about
fine and scarce, even in poorer grades
TBB B229a, Pick 60  £80-£120

x 1218
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Banque de Syrie et du Liban, Lebanon, colour trial 50
piastres, 1 August 1942, no serial number, two cancellation
holes, red Bradbury-Wilkinson Specimen seal at low left,
minor mounting traces, uncirculated and rare
TBB B304t, Pick 37ct  £400-£500

1219

Banque Du Liban, Lebanon, a specimen set from the 1978
issue comprising 5 Livres (2), 10 Livres, 25 Livres, 50 Livres,
100 Livres, all with zero serial number, red diagonal SPECIMEN

overprint, red DE LA RUE seals, two punch holes, uncirculated
(6 notes)
TBB B502s-505, 507, Pick 62-66  £400-£600

x 1220

Banque Du Liban, Lebanon, specimen 100 Livres, 1968,
zero serial number, red specimen overprint, De La Rue seals,
two punch holes, minor mounting traces, uncirculated
TBB B507s, Pick 66s  £100-£150

1221

Syria

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, specimen 100
Livres, 1 December 1935, no serial number, Bradbury-
Wilkinson specimen seal at low right, perforated CANCELLED,
one central fold, some handling, good extremely fine, scarce
and attractive
TBB B211as, Pick 38as  £1,200-£1,600

1222
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Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 5 Livres, 1939,
serial number K/72 090, ‘SYRIE 1939’ overprint at centre,
fairly extensive repairs, very god to fine and rare
TBB B213b, Pick 39Bb  £300-£400

1223x

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 100 Livres, 1939,
serial number 400333, ‘SYRIE 1939’ overprint at top centre,
extensive repairs, particularly in margins, very good and rare
TBB B218a, Pick 39Fa  £300-£400

1224x

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 100 Livres, 1939,
serial number 494262, SYRIE in top margin, one diagonal
green stripe, about fine
TBB B218a, Pick 39Fa  £260-£300

1225

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 100 Livres, 1939,
serial number P 247963, LIBAN in top margin, SYRIE 1939
overprint on face, pink chevron overprint, reverse graffiti,
thinning along central folds, very good
TBB B218b, Pick 39Fc  £160-£200

1226

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 1 Livre, 1
September 1938, serial number J/FC 007468, pink double
chevron overprint, completely original about extremely fine,
superb paper quality and a lovely exxample
TBB B301d, Pick 40e  £100-£150

1227

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 1 Livre, 1
September 1938, serial number J/GF 023088, blue rhombus
overprint, some handling but original good extremely fine,
superb paper quality
TBB B301e, Pick 40f  £100-£150

1228

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 5 Livres (3), 1
September 1939, serial number K/Y 039480, two pink
stripes, K/BH 093109, green chevron, K/BV 074481, blue
rhombus, very good to fine (3 notes)
TBB B302c,d,e, Pick 41c,d,e  £160-£200

1229

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 10 Livres (3), 1
September 1939, serial numbers L/AK 064298, L/AK
080030, L/AM 001579, all with blue chevron overprint, very
good to fine (3 notes)
TBB B303d, Pick 42d  £100-£150

1230
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Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 25 Livres (2), 1
September 1939, serial number M/C 083591, one diagonal
stripe, M/S 058929, double chevron overprint, very good (2
notes)
TBB B304b,d, Pick 43a,c  £100-£150

1231

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 1 Livres, 1949,
serial number A.294725, spots of staining, about very fine
TBB B309, Pick 63  £100-£150

1232

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, specimen 1
Livres, 1949, zero serial number, rusty staple hole at low
left, about uncirculated
TBB B309s, Pick 63s  £200-£260

1233

Republique Syrienne, 25 Piastres, 1942, serial number A
714368, uncirculated
TBB B405a, Pick 53  £100-£150

1234

Republique Syrienne, 10 Piastres, 1944, in PMG holder
number 65 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B408a, Pick 56  £240-£300

1235x

Institut d’Emission de Syrie, colour trial 1 Livres, 1950, no
serial number, purple, red SPECIMEN overprint, single
cancellation hole, uncirculated
TBB B501at, Pick 73ct  £260-£300

1236

Institut d’Emission de Syrie, 100 Livres, 1950, serial number
215065, tape repairs, very good to about fine
TBB B506a, Pick 78  £600-£700

1237x

Central Bank of Syria, colour trial £25, 1966, zero serial
number, brown-purple print, red SPECIMEN overprint, two
cancellation holes, uncirculated
TBB B612t, Pick 97ct  £160-£200

1238
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Central Bank of Syria, specimen £50, 1973, zero serial
numbers, also partial proof of the same note, missing only
the dark green central colour, first with red specimen
overprint in Arabic, both with ink annotations in margins,
extremely fine and very scarce (2 notes)
TBB B613as, Pick 97s  £300-£400

1239x

Central Bank of Syria, £100 (2), 1971, 1974, £500 (2), 1976,
1979, about uncirculated to uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B611, 614, Pick 98c,d, 105a  £100-£150

1240

Central Bank of Syria, specimen £1, £5, 1977, both with
zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprint, two cancellation
holes, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B615as, B616as, Pick 99s, B100s  £100-£150

1241

Central Bank of Syria, specimen £5 and £10, 1977, zero
serial numbers, red CANCELLED overprints in Arabic and
English, two cancellation holes, ink annotations in margins,
about uncirculated and scarce (2 notes)
TBB B616as, B617as, Pick 100s, 101s  £180-£220

1242x

Lesotho

Lesotho Monetary Authority, specimen 2, 5 and 10 Maloti,
ND (1979), serial numbers R/79, J/79 and C/709 000000, red
SPECIMEN overprints and two cancellation holes, uncirculated
and scarce (3 notes)
TBB B101s-B103s, Pick 1s-3s  £150-£200

1243

Central Bank of Lesotho, specimen set of the 1981 issue
comprising 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 Maloti, all serial number
A/81 000000, red SPECIMEN overprints and two cancellation
holes, uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B201s, Pick 4s  £400-£500

1244

Central Bank of Lesotho, 50 Maloti, 1989, serial number
A236988, uncirculated
TBB B210, Pick 13a  £120-£160

1245
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Libya

Military Authority in Tripolitania, Libya, 500 Lire, ND
(1943), serial number 02T 082669, a fresh and original good
very fine, rare even in much poorer condition
TBB B007a, Pick M7  £1,000-£1,500

x 1246

Kingdom of Libya, a set comprising 5 Piastres, 10 Piastres,
£1, £1/2, £1, £5, 1952, fine to very fine (5 notes)
TBB B101-2, 104-6, Pick 12-14, 15-17  £550-£600

1247

Kingdom of Libya, £1/2, 1952, serial number D/1 911690,
entirely original paper, good fine and quite scarce in any
grade
TBB B104a, Pick 15  £150-£200

1248
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Kingdom of Libya, £1, 1952, serial number C/1 827564,
very fine
TBB B105, Pick 16  £160-£200

1249

National Bank of Libya, £1/2, 1955, red serial number D/6
840588, £1, 1955, serial number C/7 455273, £5, 1955,
serial number B/4 403625, very good to about fine (3 notes)
TBB B301c, 302a, 303a, Pick 19-21  £360-£400

1250

National Bank of Libya, a small group from the 1955 issue,
£1/2, serial number D/5 019895, £1, C/7 554436, £5, B/4
405891, very good (3 notes)
TBB B301b, 302, 303, Pick 19-21  £400-£480

1251

National Bank of Libya, £1, 1955, serial number C/10
397905, in PCGS holder 58, choice about uncirculated, thus
scarce
TBB B302a, Pick 20a  £500-£700

1252

National Bank of Libya, colour trial £1, 1955, serial number
C/7 000000, brown print, red horizontal SPECIMEN overprint,
single cancellation hole, minor mounting traces otherwise
uncirculated
TBB B302at, Pick 20cts  £300-£400

1253

Bank of Libya, a set from the 1963 First Issue, £1/4, £1/2, £1,
£5 and £10, very fine to about very fine (5 notes)
TBB B401-405, Pick 23-27  £500-£600

1254

Bank of Libya, a partial set from the 1963 issue, £1/2, serial
number 4 D/10 170828, £1, 4 C/24 063765, £5, 4 B/8
279474, £10, 4 A/4 962072, £1/2 about very fine, the
remainder very fine (4 notes)
TBB B402a-405, Pick 24-27a  £400-£500

1255

Bank of Libya, £1/2, 1963, serial number 4 D/9 555773, £1
(2), 1963, serial numbers, 4 C/14 439262, 4 C/19 231030,
very fine (3 notes)
TBB B402a, 403a, Pick 24a, 25  £100-£150

1256
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Bank of Libya, specimen £1, 1963, serial number 4 C/11
000000, perforated, black SPECIMEN overprint in Arabic, rusty
paper clip marks, rust has corroded paper in lower margin,
good very fine to about extremely fine
TBB B403as, Pick 25s  £220-£280

1257

Bank of Libya, £5, 1963, serial number 4 B/5 659316, in
PCGS holder 53, about uncirculated
TBB B404a, Pick 26  £360-£420

1258

Bank of Libya, £1/4, 1963, serial number 4 F/14 027186, in
PCGS holder 64 PPQ, very choice uncirculated, thus scarce
TBB B406a, Pick 28  £300-£400

1259

Bank of Libya, £1/2, £1, and £5, 1963, the 1/2 fine, the
remainder very fine (3 notes)
TBB B406a, 407, 409, Pick 28, 29, 31  £200-£240

1260

Bank of Libya, £1/2, 1963, serial number 5 D/17 637192,
about uncirculated
TBB B407a, Pick 29  £300-£360

1261x

Bank of Libya, specimen £1/2, 1963, serial number 5 D/15
000000, black SPECIMEN overprint in Arabic, perforated
SPECIMEN, in PCGS holder 62, uncirculated
TBB B407as, Pick 29s  £260-£300

1262

Bank of Libya, specimen £1, 1963, serial number C/29
000000, red SPECIMEN overprint in Arabic, perforated, in PCGS
holder 53, about uncirculated
TBB B408as1, Pick 30s  £260-£300

1263

Bank of Libya, specimen £5, 1963, serial number B/13
000000, red SPECIMEN overprint in Arabic, in PCGS holder 58,
choice about uncirculated
TBB B409as1, Pick 31s  £300-£360

1264
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Central Bank of Libya, a group from the 1971 Issue, 1/4
Dinar, serial number 1 E/1 507605, ½ Dinar, serial number
1 D/2 486917, 5 dinars (2), serial numbers 1 B/2 154699/
700, all without inscription, 1/4 and 1/2 dinar pressed very
fine, the 5 dinars toned but very fine (4 notes)
TBB B501a, 502a, 504, Pick 33-34a, 36  £200-£260

1265

Central Bank of Libya, 1/4, 1/2, 5 and 10 Dinar, ND (1971),
with inscription, about uncirculated to uncirculated (4
notes)
TBB B501b, 502b, 504b, 505b, Pick 34b, 35b, 37b, 38b

£200-£260

1266

Central Bank of Libya, a set from the 1971 Issue with
inscription, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 5 and 10 Dinars, the 5 Dinars in
PMG holder number 64 EPQ, choice uncirculated, the
remainder extremely fine to about uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B501-505b, Pick 34b-37b  £260-£360

1267

Central Bank of Libya, 1/2 Dinar, ND (1971), serial number
1 D/18 025370, in PMG holder 68 EPQ, superb gem
uncirculated
TBB B502b, Pick 34b  £80-£120

1268x

Central Bank of Libya, 1/2 Dinar (28), ND (1971),
consecutive serial numbers 1 D/19 677818-45, uncirculated
(28 notes)
TBB B502b, Pick 34b  £750-£850

1269

Central Bank of Libya, a group from the 1980-1991 Issues, 5
dinars (2), 2 B/32 460694, 2 B/71 209467, 3 B/1 432533 , 4
B/15 532756, 10 dinars (2), 2 A/27 572531, 4 1/51 524580,
good extremely fine to uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B509, 510, 514, 519, 520, Pick 45a, 46a, 50, 55, 56

£100-£150

1270

Central Bank of Libya, 1/2 Dinar, ND (1984), serial number
3 D/6 219985, in PMG holder 64 EPQ, a very rare type in
high grade, and this is amongst the finest known
TBB B512a, Pick 48  £400-£500

1271x

Central Bank of Libya, partial specimen set from the 1991
Issue, 1/4, 1/2, 5 and 10 Dinars, perforated, red SPECIMEN

overprint in Arabic, uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B521s, Pick 57s  £400-£500

1272

Central Bank of Libya, specimen 10 Dinars, 17 February
2011, serial number 1/I/0 000000, red hollow SPECIMEN

overprint in Arabic, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B542, Pick 78A  £300-£400
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Kingdom of Libya, 5, 10 Piastres, 1952, United Kingdom of
Libya, 5 Piastres, Bank of Libya, £10 (2), 1963 First Issue, £5
(2), 1963 Second Issue, Central Bank, 5 Dinars, 1971, with
inscription, 10 Dinars, 1971 without inscription, 10 Dinars,
1989, Bank of Libya £10 (2) very good to fine, the
remainder very fine or better (10 notes)
TBB B101-2, 201, 405, 409, 504-5, 520, Pick 5, 12-3, 27,
31, 36-7, 56  £200-£260

1274

Lithuania

Lietuvos Bankas, obverse and reverse stage proofs for 50
Litu, 1928, including top print in brown for the obverse and
reverse, and obverse underprints (4), ink annotations, about
uncirculated to uncirculated and likely unique (6 notes)
TBB B126, Pick 24 for type  £800-£1,200

1275

Lietuvos Bankas, specimen 100 Litu, 1991, serial number AA
000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated and rare
TBB B161as, Pick 50s  £300-£400

1276

Lietuvos Bankas, specimen 500 Litu, 1991, serial number
AA000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, about uncirculated to
uncirculated, scarce
TBB B162as, Pick 51s  £500-£700

1277

Lietuvos Bankas, specimen 1000 Litu, 1991, serial number
AA000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, about uncirculated to
uncirculated, scarce
TBB B163as, Pick 52s  £600-£800

1278

Lietuvos Bankas, stage proofs for 20 Litu (2), 1993, obverse:
multicolour underprint, without signature, serial numbers,
reverse: fully printed, not actually identical to the 1993 issue
as the position and colour of certain elements are slightly
different, about uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B168 for type, Pick 57 for type  £200-£260

1279

Lietuvos Bankas, uncut pair of stage proof 20 Litu, 1993,
obverse: multicolour underprint, without signature, serial
numbers, reverse: fully printed, not actually identical to the
1993 issue as the position and colour of certain elements are
slightly different, extremely fine (2 notes)
TBB B168 for type, Pick 57 for type  £200-£260
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Luxembourg

Banque Internationale de Luxembourg, specimen 100
Francs, 8 March 1981, serial number A0000000, small red
SPECIMEN overprint and three cancellation holes, in PCGS
holder 68 PPQ, superb gem uncirculated
TBB B119as1, Pick 14As  £100-£150

1281

Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, partial proof for 10 Francs,
ND (c.1953), obverse featuring underprint only, reverse fully
printed, original very fine, with some mounting traces at left,
very rare
TBB B331p, Pick 48p  £70-£90

1282

Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, specimen 50 Francs, 25
August 1972, serial number D000000, red SPECIMEN overprint,
two cancellation holes, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B340bs1, Pick 55s  £100-£150

1283

Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, obverse and reverse black
and white die proofs for 100 Francs, ND (1970), extremely
minor evidence of mounting, but about uncirculated and
rare (2 notes)
TBB B341p, Pick 56p  £150-£200

1284

Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, specimen 100 Francs (2), 14
August 1980, serial numbers A000000 and D000000, both
with red SPECIMEN overprints and two cancellation holes, in
PCGS holders 66 PPQ, gem uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B342as1, B342bs, Pick 57s  £200-£260

1285

Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, specimen for an unissued
type of 20 Francs, ND (1982), serial number A000000, red
SPECIMEN overprint and single cancellation hole, in PCGS
holder 67 PPQ, superb gem uncirculated, the same design
as the 1966 issue but in purple, often mistaken for a colour
trial, rare
TBB B343as, Pick not listed (incorrectly stated as 54s on
PCGS holder)  £150-£200

1286

Institut Monetaire Luxembourgois, specimen 1000 Francs,
ND (1985), serial number A000000, red SPECIMEN overprints
and two cancellation holes, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B402as2, Pick 59s  £120-£160
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Macau

Banco Naconal Ultramarino, Macau, 5 Avos, ND (1942),
serial number 144632, in PCGS holder 64 PPQ, very choice
uncirculated
TBB B016a, Pick 14  £120-£160

1288

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Macau, 10 Patacas, 1963,
serial number 5869378, in PMG holder number 66 EPQ,
gem uncirculated
TBB B052a, Pick 50a  £100-£150

1289x

Banco Naconal Ultramarino, Macau, printers archival
specimen 500 Patacas, 8 April 1963, serial number range
068001-94000, mounting remains, about extremely fine and
scarce
TBB B053as2, Pick 52s  £500-£600

1290

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Macau, 100 Patacas , 1984,
serial number QZ49980, in PMG holder number 58 EPQ,
choice uncirculated
TBB B058, Pick 61b  £160-£200

1291x

Banco Naconal Ultramarino, Macau, printers archival
specimen 100 Patacas , 12 May 1984, serial number
PK00001 - PK75000, red ESPECIME overprint, ink annotation in
top right margin, about uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B058hs1, Pick 61s1  £220-£280

1292

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Macau, 500 Patacas, 2003,
serial number BR018534, flawless uncirculated
TBB B065d, Pick 79  £100-£150

1293

Madagascar

Institut d’Emission Malagache, Madagascar, 500 Francs =
100 Ariary (2), ND (1966), serial numbers Y.8 37222-23, in
PCGS holders 55, choice about uncircualted, pinholes,
stains and rust (2 notes)
TBB B108a, Pick 58a  £300-£400

1294

Madeira

Alfandega do Funchal, Madira, 200 Reais on thick board,
ND (c late 1800’s-early 1900’s), serial number 84, in PCGS
holder 30, very fine, extremely rare
Pick unlisted  £500-£700

1295

Malawi

Reserve Bank of Malawi, obverse archival photograph
showing the final design for 10 Shillings, 1964, serial
number 123456, in PCGS holder 55, choice about
uncirculated, residue on face
TBB B102a, Pick 2  £60-£80
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Reserve Bank of Malawi, obverse and reverse colour die
proofs for 2 Kwacha, 1964 (1971), no signatures or serial
number, ink annotations on face, about uncirculated to
uncirculated and very rare (2 notes)
TBB B107p, Pick 7p  £300-£400

1297

Reserve Bank of Malawi, colour trial 50 Tambala, 1964
(1974-75), no serial number, red specimen overprints and
single cancelation hole, in PCGS holder 66 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B109t, Pick 9ct  £200-£260

1298

Reserve Bank of Malawi, colour trial 1 Kwacha, 1964 (1974
-75), no serial number, red SPECIMEN overprints and single
cancelation hole, in PCGS holder 66 PPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B110t, Pick 10ct  £260-£320

1299

Reserve Bank of Malawi, colour trial 5 Kwacha, 1964 (1974
-75), no serial number, red SPECIMEN overprints and single
cancelation hole, in PCGS holder 66 PPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B111t, Pick 11ct  £300-£400

1300

Reserve Bank of Malawi, specimen 20 Kwacha, 1 July 1983,
serial number AA000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, in PCGS
holder 64, very choice uncirculated
TBB B117as, Pick 17s  £300-£400

1301

Malaya & British Borneo

Board of Commissioners of Currency Malaya and British
Borneo, $5, 21 March 1953, serial number A/26 762126,
pressed very fine, and a nice looking example
TBB B102a, Pick 2  £100-£150
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Board of Commissioners of Currency Malaya and British
Borneo, $50, 21 March 1953, serial number A/5 545517,
pressed but a very presentable and clean example, very fine
and scarce
TBB B104a, Pick 4  £400-£500

1303

Board of Commissioners of Currency Malaya and British
Borneo, $1, 1 March 1959, serial number A/74 037096, in
PMG holder number 58 EPQ, choice about uncirculated
TBB B108a, Pick 8A  £100-£150

x 1304

Malaysia

Bank Negara Malaysia, obverse and reverse die proof $1,
ND (1967-72), obverse black print, border, Tuanku Abdul
Rahman at right, reverse black print, Bank logo, obverse
archival annotations red ink at right, in PCGS holders
numbers 62 and 50 PPQ, uncirculated and about
uncirculated respectively, rare (2 notes)
TBB B101p, Pick 1p  £800-£1,200
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Bank Negara Malaysia, obverse and reverse die proof $5,
ND (1967-72), obverse; black print, Tuanku Abdul Rahman
at right, value at low left and right, reverse; black prin,
guilloche pattern, Bank logo at left, in PCGS holders
numbers 63, choice uncirculated and 55 choice about
uncirculated, extremely rare (2 notes)
TBB B102p, Pick 2p  £1,000-£1,400
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Bank Negara Malaysia, colour trial/proof $500, ND (1982),
no serial number or signature, obverse purple on
multicolour, reverse colour scheme as issued, some minor
handling, about uncirculated to uncirculated, excessively
rare, no records on Track and Price
TBB B125p, Pick 25p  £2,000-£3,000

x 1307

Maldives

Government of the Maldives, proof 100 Rufiyaa, ND (1951),
no signatures or serial numbers, ink annotations on reverse
including order number and date 29/1/60, original
extremely fine and rare
TBB B107p, Pick 7p  £300-£400

1308

Government of the Maldives, a set from the specimen 1983
Issue, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 Rufiyaa, red SPECIMEN overprint, in
PMG holder number 66 EPQ to 67EPQ, gem uncirculated to
superb uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B201as1-206as1, Pick 9-14s  £260-£360

1309

Government of the Maldives, a group of proofs from the
1983 issues, 2 rufiyaa (2), 5 rufiyaa (2), 10 rufiyaa (2), the
first: obverse and reverse as issued, no signatures or date,
second: obverse multicolour underprint, reverse as issued,
about uncirculated to uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B201p, Pick 9s  £240-£300
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Mali
Banque Centrale du Mali, 1000 Francs, ND (1970-84), serial
number M.23 36272, in PMG holder number 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B203c, Pick 13d  £100-£150

1311x

Banque Centrale du Mali, obverse proof for 5000 Francs,
ND (1972), on thin, slightly blue paper, about uncirculated
and scarce
TBB B204a, Pick 14a  £80-£120

1312

Malta
Government of Malta, £1, ND (1940), serial number A/16
366457, in PCGS holder 64 PPQ, very choice uncirculated
TBB B119b, Pick 20b  £80-£120

1313

Government of Malta, partial proof 10 Shillings, ND (1961
-63), obverse showing underprint only, reverse fully printed,
ink annotations on reverse, including date 2.12.65, very fine
and rare
TBB B124p, Pick 25p  £90-£120

1314

Central Bank of Malta, £1, 1967 (1969), serial number A/9
419120, in PCGS holder 58 PPQ, choice about uncirculated
TBB B202a, Pick 29  £90-£120

1315

Central Bank of Malta, 2, 5, 10 and 20 Liri, 1967 (1989), all
serial number 000585, also 2, 5, 10 and 20 Liri, 1967
(1994), all serial number 000615, all uncirculated, and two
nice low serial number sets (8 notes)
TBB B214a-B221a, Pick 41-48  £200-£260

1316

Martinique

Banque de la Martinique, remainder 1 Franc, ND (1870’s),
no serial number, uncirculated, scarce in this grade
TBB B201r, Pick 5Ar  £100-£150

1317

Banque de la Martinique, remainder 1 Franc, ND (1870’s),
no serial number, one small corner bend otherwise
uncirculated, scarce in this grade
TBB B201r, Pick 5Ar  £100-£150

1318

Mauritania
Banque Centrale de Mauritanie, 1000 Ouguiya, 1973, serial
number P 001 29743, specimen 1000 Ouguiya, 1973,
specimen number 720, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated
(2 notes)
TBB B103a, B103as, Pick 3a, 3s  £160-£200

1319

Mauritius

Government of Mauritius, 5 Rupees, ND (1945), serial
number H014305, one light central fold, original about
uncirculated, a nice example
TBB B314c, Pick 22  £550-£650

1320x

Government of Mauritius, 1 Rupees, ND (1954), serial
number F279,617, E.S. O’Connor and Sidney M Rich
signatures, some staining, original good very fine
TBB B323d, Pick 26  £150-£200

1321

Government of Mauritius, 5 Rupees, ND (1954), serial
number D289347, in PCGS holder number 58PPQ, choice
about uncirculated
TBB B324a, Pick 27  £200-£260

1322x
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Government of Mauritius, 5 Rupees, ND (1954), serial
number N 191491, Bates and Hermans signatures, in PMG
holder number 58, choice about uncirculated, scarcer
signature variation
TBB B324c, Pick 27  £500-£600

1323x

Government of Mauritius, 10 Rupees, ND (1954), serial
number E951197, fresh and original, good extremely fine
and very scarce in anything higher than very fine,
particularly with original paper
TBB B325b, Pick 28  £700-£900

1324

Government of Mauritius, replacement 25 Rupees, ND
(1987), serial number Z/1 000884, fine, a low number
replacement
TBB B403b, Pick 32b, Mehilba RD2  £60-£80

1325

Government of Mauritius, 50 Rupees, ND (1987), serial
number A/1 836365, in PCGS holder 55, choice about
uncirculated
TBB B404b, Pick 33b  £150-£200

1326

Government of Mauritius, 50 Rupees, ND (1987), serial
number A/4 263214, in PMG holder number 64 EPQ,
choice uncirculated
TBB B404c, Pick 33c  £150-£200

1327x

Government of Mauritius, 50 Rupees, ND (1987), serial
number A/11 095780, also 5 and 25 Rupees, prefixes A/44
and A/9 respectively, first in PMG holder 64, choice
uncirculated, others uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B404c, 401c, 403b, Pick 33c, 30c, 32b  £100-£150

1328x

Memel

Memel Chamber of Commerce, a full set of the 22 February
1922 issue, comprising 1/2, 1, 2, 5 (2), 10, 20, 50, 75 and
100 Marks, all with fully issued serial numbers, the 5 Marks
good extremely fine, others about uncirculated to
uncirculated, the higher denominations very scarce
TBB B101a, B102a, B103b, B104a, B104b, 105, B106b,
B107b, B108, B109, Pick 1, 2, 3b, 4a, 4b, 5, 6b, 7b, 8, 9

£550-£650

1329

Monaco

Principaute de Monaco, 50 Centimes, 20 March 1920, serial
number A 34134, one tiny rust spot in top margin, otherwise
uncirculated and scarce in this grade
TBB B102a, Pick 3  £100-£150
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Mongolia

Commercial and Industrial Bank, Mongolia, 5 Tugrik (2),
1925, serial numbers CA074343 and CB148618, in PCGS
holders 20, very fine (2 notes)
TBB B203a, Pick 9  £150-£200

1331

Morocco

Banque D’Etat Du Maroc, 500 francs, 1948, serial number
P.479, 11964110, original uncirculated, a nice example
TBB B215f, Pick 15  £200-£280

1332x

Banque D’Etat Du Maroc, specimen 500 Francs, 29 May
1951, serial number A5 00000, black SPECIMEN overprint,
black De La Rue oval seals, specimen number 23,
uncirculated and scarce unissued design
TBB B233, Pick 45A  £600-£800

1333x

Banque du Maroc, specimen 5 Dirhams, 1970, serial
number A/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, DLR red seals,
hold punched, in PMG holder number 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B404as1, Pick 56s  £100-£150

1334x

Mozambique

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, printers
archival specimen 1000 Reis, 1 March 1909, serial number
1150001-1250000, CANCELLED perforation, steamship seal type
1, ink annotations in margins, including order date ‘26.8.18’,
slight paper thinning in small patch at top right, otherwise
about uncirculated and rare
Pick 32s  £120-£160

1335

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, printers
archival specimen 10 Mil Reis, 1 March 1909, serial number
range 70001-77500, CANCELLED perforation, steamship seal
type 1, ink annotations in margins, including ’Reprint,
Originals sunk by Germans’, which refers to the sinking of
the shipment of notes en-route to Mozambique during the
First World War. The entire group of notes was pre-printed,
and new archival specimens were produced for the re-
printed run. This is one of only a single pair produced.
Tears in counterfoil, but the body of the note is original and
uncirculated, rare and interesting
Pick 38s  £240-£340

1336

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, printers
archival specimen 50 Mil Reis, 1 March 1909, serial number
range 67001-72000, CANCELLED perforation, steamship seal
type 1, ink annotations in margins, including order date
‘15.10.18’, about uncirculated and a rare example of the
highest denomination for this series, all but impossible to
obtain in any other format
Pick 42s  £500-£700

1337

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, 10 Centavos, 1
January 1920, serial number 533414*, in PCGS holder 15,
fine, small hole at right, rare
Pick 62  £150-£200
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Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, printers
archival specimen 500 Escudos, 27 March 1941, serial
number range 00,001 - 04,000, perforated CANCELLED, ink
annotations in top margin detailing order number and order
date, mounting traces on reverse, in PCGS holder 64, very
choice uncirculated, very rare
Pick 78s  £150-£200

1339

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, 2 1/2 Escudos,
1 August 1941, serial number A1141069 and 5 Escudos, 1
September 1941, serial number B038789, first in PCGS
holder 35, good very fine, second also very fine, virtually
unobtainable in higher grades (2 notes)
Pick 82, 83a  £120-£160

1340

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, colour trial 100
Escudos, 27 March 1961, serial number C0000000, red
SPECIMEN overprint and two cancellation holes, in PCGS
holder 65 PPQ, gem uncirculated, a lovely example of a very
scarce note
TBB B175t, Pick 109ct  £120-£160

1341

Nepal

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 100 Mohru, ND (1960), zero
serial numbers, also issued example of the same note, serial
number A/2 062282, first good extremely fine, second in
PCGS holder 66 PPQ, gem uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B204as, B204a, Pick 11s, 11  £240-£300

1342

Nepal Rastra Bank, archival photograph showing an
unissued design for 100 Mohru, ND (1957), similar to the
100 Mohru issued 3 years later but with the portrait on the
right, and with some extra details later omitted or moved,
also a photo of a design for the reverse of a 5 Rupees,
bearing no resemblance to any note issued in Nepal, De La
Rue photography department hand stamps on reverse, first
with date 17 Jan 1957, second dated 29 August 1956, in
PCGS holders 63 and 64, choice uncirculated, unique and
interesting (2 photos)
TBB B204, Pick 11s for similar  £300-£400

1343

Nepal Rastra Bank, 1000 Rupees, ND (1969), serial number
A/2 058640, in PCGS holder 68 PPQ, superb gem
uncirculated
TBB B214a, Pick 21  £80-£120

1344

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 1 Rupee, ND (1974), serial
number 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated
TBB B215as1, Pick 22s  £80-£120

1345

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 1000 Rupees, ND (2003),
serial number 123456, large red SPECIMEN overprint,
uncirculated
TBB B259as, Pick 51s  £150-£200
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Bank van Nederlandse Antillen, obverse and reverse
archival photographs showing unknown designs for 5
Gulden, ND (1973), serial number A000000, backed on
card with ink date 12/7/73, in PCGS holder 63, choice
uncirculated, unique and very pretty (2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £300-£400

1347

Netherlands Antilles, 2 1/2 Gulden, 1964, serial number
B210135, in PMG holder number 64, choice uncirculated
TBB B101b, Pick A1b  £100-£150

x 1348

Netherlands Indies

Nederlandsch-Indie Muntbiljet, a partial set of the 2 March
1943 issue, comprising 1, 2 1/2, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100
Gulden, the 2 1/2 Gulden very fine, others extremely fine to
about uncirculated, all original and fresh paper (7 notes)
Pick 111-117  £200-£260

x 1349

New Caledonia

Banque de l’Indochine, New Caledonia, , specimen 100
Francs, Noumea, ND (1957), serial number 0.00 000,
vertical SPECIMEN perforation, black SPECIMEN overprint and No.
0104, a superb original uncirculated example
TBB B315ds, Pick 42s  £260-£320

x 1350
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New Zealand

Bank of New Zealand, a fully printed reverse die proof for an
unused design of £1, dating from the early 20th century, and
featuring the three vignettes used so often on notes of this
period, including an ink annotation in the top margin stating
“back plate cancelled”, in PCGS holder 63, choice
uncirculated, with minor mounting traces on reverse, a really
fascinating item which is very probably a unique record of a
design that was never produced
Pick unlisted  £1,200-£1,600

1351

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, £1, 1 October 1926, zero
serial number, portrait King Tawhiao at centre, perforated
CANCELLED, ink annotations ‘APPROVED BY BANK FOR SIZE
OF NUMBERING 19/5/27’ in top margin, staple hole, visible
embossing, uncirculated and extremely rare
Pick S234  £1,200-£1,800

x 1352
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Reserve Bank of New Zealand, 10 Shillings, 1 August 1934,
serial number  9Z 469608, in PMG holder 25, very fine
TBB B101a, Pick 154  £260-£320

1353x

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, £5, ND (1961), serial
number J8 354011, also $5, ND (1968), serial number 027
019953, and $20, ND (1975), serial number CE 917133,
first very fine, others about uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B107e, B112b, B114c, Pick 160e, 165b, 167c

£160-£220

1354

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, $5, ND (1968), serial
number 048 107271, uncirculated
TBB B112b, Pick 165b  £120-£160

1355

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, $10, ND (1971), serial
number 10J 239331, uncirculated
TBB B113c, Pick 166b  £100-£150

1356

ERROR: Reserve Bank of New Zealand, $1, ND (1981),
serial number ALD 537848, ink transfer error on reverse,
uncirculated and scarce
TBB B116b, Pick 169b  £100-£150

1357

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, progressive proofs showing
the various stages of underprints for $1 (6), ND (1981),
including obverse (3), reverse (2) and one with both sides
fully underprinted, uncirculated and very rare (6 notes)
TBB B116p, Pick 169p for type  £200-£260

1358

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, proofs for $1 (2), ND (1981),
no serial numbers, first fully printed obverse and reverse,
second with only underprint on obverse, fully printed
reverse, pencil X in one corner of each proof, otherwise
uncirculated and rare (2 notes)
TBB B116p, Pick 169p  £140-£340

1359

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, specimen $1, ND (1981),
serial number 000000, Russell signature, no overprints or
perforations, about uncirculated to uncirculated, rare
TBB B116as1, Pick 169s  £120-£160

1360

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, progressive proofs showing
the various stages of underprints for $2 (6), ND (1981),
including obverse (3), reverse (1) and both sides fully
underprinted (1) and one with the reverse fully printed and
only underprint on obverse, a few pencil Xs, about
uncirculated and very rare (6 notes)
TBB B117p, Pick 170p  £340-£440

1361
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Reserve Bank of New Zealand, proof for $2, ND (1985), no
serial number, Hardie Signature, pencil X at low right, but
about uncirculated to uncirculated and rare
TBB B117p, Pick 170p  £200-£260

1362

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, progressive proofs showing
the various stages of underprints for $5 (6), ND (1981),
including obverse (3), reverse (2) and one with both sides
fully underprinted, uncirculated and very rare (6 notes)
TBB B118p, Pick 171p  £220-£280

1363

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, proofs for $5 (2), ND (1981),
no serial numbers, Russell signature, first fully printed
obverse and reverse, second with only underprint on
obverse, fully printed reverse, about uncirculated and rare (2
notes)
TBB B118p, Pick 171p  £340-£440

1364

ERROR: Reserve Bank of New Zealand, $10, ND (1981),
serial number NKB 172372, ink transfer error on reverse,
original good very fine and scarce
TBB B119b, Pick 172b  £120-£160

1365

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, progressive proofs showing
the various stages of underprints for $10 (6), ND (1981),
including obverse (3), reverse (2) and one with both sides
fully underprinted, about uncirculated and very rare (6
notes)
TBB B119p, Pick 172p  £300-£400

1366

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, proofs for $10 (2), ND
(1981), no serial numbers, Russell signature, first fully
printed obverse and reverse, second with only underprint on
obverse, fully printed reverse, about uncirculated and rare (2
notes)
TBB B119p, Pick 172p  £340-£440

1367

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, $100, ND (1985), serial
number YAB 000992, fresh and original, uncirculated and a
fairly low number
TBB B122b, Pick 175b  £200-£260

1368

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, $100, ND (1985), serial
number YAD 149695, in PMG holder number 58, choice
about uncirculated
TBB B122b, Pick 175b  £360-£400

1369x
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Nicaragua

Banco Central de Nicaragua, printers archival photographs
showing finaly obverse and reverse designs for 1, 10 and 20
Cordobas, 8 August 1962, backed on card, all extremely
similar to the issued notes with a few minor differences in
borders, in PCGS holders 55-62, about uncirculated to
uncirculated (6 photos)
TBB B401a, B403a, B404a, Pick 107, 109, 110  £300-£400

1370

Banco Central de Nicaragua, specimen 5 centavos, ND
(1991), serial number A/B000000, in PCGS holder number
67PPQ, superb gem uncirculated
TBB B462as, Pick 168s  £60-£80

1371x

Nigeria

Central Bank of Nigeria, archival photographs showing
designs for an unissued 2 Shillings, 1 July 1958, serial
number A123456, backed on card, with ink date 31 May
58, in PCGS holder 58, about uncirculated, likely unique
and important (2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £260-£320

1372

Central Bank of Nigeria, colour trial 10 Shillings, 15 August
1958, serial number E/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint and
two cancellation holes, in PCGS holder 58PPQ, choice
about uncirculated
TBB B202at, Pick 3ct  £120-£160

1373x

Oman

Central Bank of Oman, specimen 1/4 Rial, ND (1977), serial
number A/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, in PMG holder
64 EPQ, choice uncirculated
TBB B203s, Pick 15s  £400-£500

1374

Central Bank of Oman, specimen 1/2 Rial, ND (1977), serial
number A/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, in PMG holder
66 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B204s, Pick 16s  £500-£700

1375

Central Bank of Oman, specimen 1 Rial, ND (1977), serial
number A/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, in PMG holder
63, choice uncirculated
TBB B205s, Pick 17s  £400-£500

1376

Central Bank of Oman, 10 Rials (2), ND (1977), serial
numbers A/3 916002 and A/3 916003, in PMG holders 66
EPQ, gem uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B207a, Pick 19a  £80-£120

1377x

Central Bank of Oman, 50 Rials, ND (1982), serial number
A/2 995122, one small rust spot, otherwise uncirculated
TBB B209a, Pick 21a  £150-£200

1378
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Central Bank of Oman, 5 Rials (4), 1990, consecutive serial
numbers B/6 499203-206, first in PMG holder 66EPQ,
others 65EPQ, gem uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B215a, Pick 27  £100-£150

1379x

Central Bank of Oman, 10 Rials (2), 1993, consecutive serial
numbers B/6 894309-310, in PMG holders 64EPQ and
65EPQ, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B216b, Pick 28b  £80-£120

1380x

Central Bank of Oman, 50 Rials (2) consecutive 1995, serial
numbers J/1 2822504 and J/1 2822505, in PMG holders
64EPQ and 65EPQ, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B226a, Pick 38  £180-£240

1381x

Central Bank of Oman, 50 Rials, 1995, serial number
2822506, entirely uncirculated
TBB B226a, Pick 38  £120-£180

1382x

Pakistan

Reserve Bank of India, Government of West Pakistan, 10
rupees, ND (c.1947-1948), serial number G/24 587367, with
‘Government of West Pakistan’ handstamp in watermark
area, ink annotations, original about very fine and very rare,
there is an IBNS article about these handstamps, which were
used shortly after partition in Pakistan (as opposed to
Bangladesh, then East Pakistan) before official overprints
could be produced
TBB and Pick unlisted with handstamp, but the note is India
TBB B208, Pick 24  £300-£400

1383x

Reserve Bank of India, Government of Pakistan, 10 rupees
(2), ND (1948), serial numbers J/15 501324-325, significant
edge damage, but excellent paper quality and no internal
folds, usual staple holes at left, on balance very fine to
extremely fine (2 notes)
TBB B104a, Pick 3  £300-£400

1384x

State Bank of Pakistan, archival photograph showing the
final design for 100 Rupees, ND (1953), produced by De La
Rue, but missing the usual handstamp on the reverse, in
PCGS holder 64, very choice uncirculated
Pick unlisted  £100-£150

1385

Government of Pakistan, specimen 10 Rupees, ND (1972),
specimen 1 Rupee, ND (1975-81),100 Rupees, ND (1976
-84), all with zero serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, DLR
overprint, hole punched, in PMG holders numbers 66-67
EPQ, gem uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B211cs1, 114as1, Pick 24As  £600-£700

1386x

State Bank of Pakistan, obverse archival photograph
showing an unissued design for 100 Rupees, ND (c.1976
-82), serial number M/000000, mounting traces on reverse,
in PCGS holder 62, uncirculated, presumably intended for
issue in 1976 as it bears some resemblance to Pick 31,
interesting and important
Pick unlisted  £500-£700

1387
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State Bank of Pakistan, archival photographs showing
reverses for unissued designs of 5 and 10 Rupees, ND
(c.1977), in PCGS holders 61, uncirculated and 64, very
choice uncirculated, neither of the scenes pictured were
ever used on Pakistani banknotes, thus rare and interesting
(2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £500-£700

1388

State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 10 Rupees, ND (1981-82),
serial number 000000, perforated SPECIMEN, in PCGS holder
64, very choice new, small burn at top of security strip,
scarce
TBB B219as, Pick 34s  £360-£420

1389

Pakistan, a propaganda note denominated 1000, issued for
Eid, with pro Pakistan Government and Jinnah messages on
both sides, fragile patch at low right, overall very fine and
quite rare
unlisted  £120-£160

x 1390

State Bank of Pakistan, Haj Pilgrim Issue, 10 Rupees, ND
(1972), serial number T 992321, 100 Rupees (2), ND (1975),
serial numbers A/6 547458, 545667, State Bank of Pakistan,
100 Rupees, ND (1960), serial number AX 968465, issued
100 Rupees very fine, the remainder usual staple holes,
about uncirculated to uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB BR204b, BR208, B208d, Pick R4, R7, 18  £80-£120

1391
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State Bank of Pakistan, Haj Pilgrim Issue, 10 Rupees, ND
(1978), serial number A/6 559063, and 10 Rupees, ND
(1978), serial number A/5 989059, later with Urdu
inscription, usual pinholes, about uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB BR207a, BR208b, Pick R6, R7  £80-£120

x 1392

Palestine
Palestine Currency Board, 500 Mils, 20 April 1939, serial
number H564483, very good, with original paper
TBB B101c, Pick 6c  £100-£150

x 1393

Palestine Currency Board, £10, 7 September 1939, serial
number A998344, an original and fresh very fine, rare in this
condition
TBB B104c, Pick 9c  £3,600-£4,200

x 1394

Portugal

Banco de Portugal, one design and one example of
watermarked paper for the printing of 20 Reis/Escudo notes,
date unclear but likely very early 20th century, the design
drawn in pencil and ink on paper with an entirely different
watermark reading ‘Almasso Prado’, actual watermarked
paper with SPECIMEN perforation, first very fine, second
extremely fine, probably unique and interesting (2 notes)
Pick number unclear  £260-£320

1395

Banco de Portugal, a group of archival photographs showing
designs for various notes, only some of which were actually
printed, mostly dating from the 1910’s and 1920’s, in PCGS
holders, mostly 61, uncirculated, mostly faded (14 photos)
recognisable types are Pick 113, 132, 121, 122, 81, 118,
others unlisted £1,000-£1,500

1396
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Banco de Portugal, proof 10 Escudos, 1919, no serial
number or signature, blue print on brown and green
underprint, single hole punch, horizontal fold in top margin,
good extremely fine to about uncirculated
Pick 117p  £1,000-£1,500

x 1397

Banco de Portugal, obverse and reverse proof for 5 Escudos,
1920, no serial number and signatures, green and orange
underprint, Portrait J Dad Regras, Bank title at top, one hole
punch, good extremely fine
Pick 120p  £500-£600

x 1398

Banco de Portugal, archival photograph showing an obverse
design for an unknown 10 Escudos, 7 July 1923, serial
number 000000, backed on card, with ink date 7/10/27, in
PCGS holder 63, choice uncirculated, unique and important
Pick unlisted  £260-£320

1399

Banco de Portugal, archival photographs showing obverse
and reverse designs for an unproduced 100 Escudos, ND
(c.1926), the reverse featuring the famale allegory of
education that was used on the HSBC $100 notes for
decades, backed on card, with pencil date 9-2-26, in PCGS
holder 62, uncirculated, slightly faded, unique and
fascinating (2 photos)
Pick unlisted  £260-£320

1400
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Banco de Portugal, complete stage proofs for 100 Escudos,
1928, comprising obverse and reverse die proofs in full
colour, and obverse (3) and reverse (2) underprint sheets, all
with ink annotations in margins, a few with mounting traces
on reverse, good extremely fine to uncirculated, extremely
rare and very beautiful (7 notes)
Pick 140p  £1,500-£2,000

1401
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Banco de Portugal, archival photograph showing the final
obverse design for 1000 Escudos, 5 September 1929, serial
number 00000, in PCGS holder 61, uncirculated with some
paper thins
Pick 145 for type  £150-£200

1402

Banco de Portugal, archival photograph showing an obverse
design for an unknown 10 Escudos, 1 January 1931, serial
number 000000, in PCGS holder 63, choice uncirculated,
unique and important
Pick unlisted  £260-£320

1403
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Banco de Portugal, complete stage proofs for 500 Escudos,
1932, comprising obverse and reverse die proofs in full
colour, and obverse (3) and reverse (3) underprint sheets, all
with ink annotations in margins, a few with mounting traces
on reverse, repair to obverse die proof sheet, otherwise
about uncirculated to uncirculated, extremely rare and very
attractive (8 notes)
Pick 147p  £1,600-£2,000

1404
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Banco de Portugal, complete stage proofs for 1000 Escudos,
1932, comprising obverse and reverse die proofs in full
colour, and obverse (3) and reverse (3) underprint sheets, all
with ink annotations in margins, a few with mounting traces
on reverse, repair to die proof sheets, otherwise about
uncirculated to uncirculated, extremely rare and very
attractive (8 notes)
Pick 148p  £1,600-£2,000

1405
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Banco de Portugal, 100 Escudos, 21 February 1935, serial
number ZX 14899, in PCGS holder 64, very choice
uncirculated and a very scarce date
Pick 150  £400-£500

1406

Banco de Portugal, archival photo showing the obverse
design for 1000 Escudos, ND (c1936), serial number
000000, in PCGS holder 58, choice about uncirculated,
similar to Pick 152, but that note was printed by Waterlow,
and this is a Bradbury photograph
Pick 152 for the note issued instead  £200-£260

1407

Banco de Portugal, a group of various stage proofs on
watermarked for 100 Escudos, 1947, comprising a front and
back fully printed proof, a fully printed reverse die proof,
and two separate obverse and reverse underprint proofs,
about extremely fine to about uncirculated, rare (4 notes)
Pick 159 for type  £500-£700

1408

Banco de Portugal, a proof on watermarked paper showing
the obverse and reverse underprints for 100 Escudos, 1961,
ink annotation, good extremely fine and rare
Pick 165 for type  £200-£260

1409

Banco de Portugal, obverse and reverse archival photos
showing the final design for 20 Escudos, 26 May 1964,
signatures and serial numbers missing, backed on card,
(strangely) dated 1-7-74, in PCGS holder 62, uncirculated (2
notes)
Pick 167 for type  £100-£150

1410
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Banco de Portugal, archival photographs showing obverse
and reverse designs for an unknown 500 Escudos, 30
November 1965, serial number C00000-C99999, backed on
card, with ink date 4.10.67, in PCGS holder 62,
uncirculated, unique and an important record (2 photos)
Pick unlisted, likely an early design attempt for Pick 170
£300-£400

1411

Banco de Portugal, archival photos showing unknown
obverse and reverse designs for 1000 Escudos, 2 April 1967,
serial number DF97216, in PCGS holders 64, uncirculated
and 58, about uncirculated, unique and interesting (2 notes)
Pick 175 for the note issued instead  £260-£320

1412

Banco de Portugal, obverse and reverse archival
photographs showing unadopted designs for 1000 Escudos,
2 April 1967, serial number BQR00000, backed on card,
with pencil date 1.4.66, in PCGS holder 62, uncirculated,
unique and important (2 photos)
Pick 175 for the design issued instead  £260-£320

1413

Banco de Portugal, obverse and reverse archival
photographs showing final designs for 100 Escudos, 30
November 1965, serial number C00000-C99999, backed on
card, ink date 2.10.67, in PCGS holders 62 and 63,
uncirculated (2 photos)
Pick 178  £150-£200

1414

Portugal, a large and varied group of notes spanning the
entire 20th century, and including some relative rarities such
as 50 Escudos, 18 November 1932, 2.50 Escudo, 17
November 1922, 500 Reis, 27 December 1904, and several
70’s-90’s high denomination notes in decent grade, 50
Escudos original fine, but very scarce, others mixed but all
entirely original and very few below good very fine (31
notes)
Pick 105, 127, 146  £300-£400

1415x
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Portuguese Guinea

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Guine, 1000 Escudos, 30
April 1964, serial number 204395, also 500 Escudos, 27 July
1971, serial number 198215, the 500 Escudos with tiny rust
spot on top edge, otherwise both notes original uncirculated
(2 notes)
TBB B148, B151, Pick 43, 46  £300-£400

1416

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Guine, colour trial 1000
Escudos, 30 April 1964, serial number 000000, red SPECIMEN

overprint, two cancellation holes, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ,
gem uncirculated, scarce
TBB B148at, Pick 43ct  £200-£260

1417

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Guine, colour trial 100
Escudos, ND (1971), serial number 000000, red SPECIMEN

overprint and two cancellation holes, in PCGS holder 65
PPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B150dt, Pick 45ct  £120-£160

1418

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, 500 Escudos, ND (1971),
serial number 199110, in PMG holder number 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B151, Pick 46a  £300-£400

1419x

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Guine, colour trial 500
Escudos, 27 July 1971, serial number 000000, red SPECIMEN

overprint and two cancellation holes, in PCGS holder 66
PPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B151at, Pick 46ct  £200-£260

1420

Qatar & Dubai

Qatar & Dubai Currency Board, 1 Riyal (11), 1966, one of
each prefix from A/1-A/11 (complete set), original fine to
very fine, and a surprisingly difficult set to obtain (11 notes)
TBB B101a, Pick 1a  £600-£800

1421x
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Qatar & Dubai Currency Board , 5 Riyals, 1966, serial
number A/2 888288, and 10 Riyals, 1966, serial number A/1
141385, both with annotations in watermark area, first
original about fine, second crumpled at centre, very good to
fine (2 notes)
TBB B102a, B103a, Pick 2a, 3a  £200-£260

1422

Qatar & Dubai Currency Board , 10 Riyals, 1966, serial
number A/1 515267, and 1 Riyal, 1966, serial number A/9
384004, in PMG holders 25, very fine and 40, extremely fine
(2 notes)
TBB B101a, B103a, Pick 1a, 3a  £260-£340

1423x

Qatar & Dubai Currency Board , 10 Riyals (2), 1966, serial
numbers A/1 280108 and A/2 147899, original about fine (2
notes)
TBB B103a, Pick 3a  £200-£260

1424

Qatar & Dubai Currency Board , 50 Riyals, 1966, serial
number A/1 811651, tears, splits and annotations, but a
presentable enough good, rare in any grade
TBB B105a, Pick 5a  £800-£1,200

1425

Qatar

Qatar Monetary Authority, 1 Riyal, ND (1973), serial
number A.3 178908, in PMG holder number 64 EPQ,
choice uncirculated
TBB B101a, Pick 1a  £140-£180

1426x

Qatar Monetary Agency, specimen 1 Riyal, ND (1973),
serial number A/7 000000, single cancelation hole and red
SPECIMEN overprint, in PMG holder 62, uncircuated
TBB B101s, Pick 1s  £600-£800

1427

Qatar Monetary Agency, 5 Riyals (2), ND (1973), serial
numbers A/3 827878-79, in PMG holders 65 EPQ, gem
ucirculated, and a nice consecutive pair (2 notes)
TBB B102a, Pick 2a  £300-£400

1428x

Qatar Monetary Agency, 10 Riyals (2), ND (1973), serial
numbers A/1 120624-25, in PMG holders 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated, scarce as a pair (2 notes)
TBB B103a, Pick 3a  £400-£500

1429x

Qatar Monetary Agency, 50 Riyals, ND (1973), serial
number A/1 656968, foxing, very fine, scarce in any grade
TBB B104a, Pick 4a  £1,200-£1,800

1430x
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Qatar Monetary Agency, 100 Riyals, ND (1973), serial
number A/1 946426, in PMG holder 25, very fine
TBB B105a, Pick 5a  £300-£400

1431x

Qatar Monetary Agency, specimen 10 Riyals, 1981 (1985),
no serial numbers, single mid-sized cancellation hole at left,
ink annotations in top margin, dated ‘Nov 85’, in PMG
holder 65 PPQ, gem uncirculated and scarce
TBB B109s, Pick 9s  £800-£1,200

1432

Qatar Monetary Authority, specimen 50 Riyals, 1980, serial
number J/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, single
cancellation hole, in PMG holder number 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B110as1, Pick 10s  £400-£500

1433x

Qatar Monetary Authority, specimen 1 Riyal , 1985, serial
number W/11 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, single hole
punch, in PMG holder number 64 EPQ, choice uncirculated
TBB B113as, Pick 13s  £360-£400

1434x

ERROR: Qatar Central Bank, 50 Riyals, 2003, serial number
511880, print error with part of obverse showing on reverse,
original very fine, scarce
TBB B210a, Pick 23a  £120-£160

1435x

Réunion

Caisse Centrale de la France d’Outre Mer, Reuniion,
specimen 5000 Francs, ND (1947), serial number O.00 000,
SPECIMEN perforation and stamps, in PMG holder 58 NET, biro
annotation at centre, choice about uncirculated
Pick 48s  £500-£700

1436

Issuing Institute of Overseas Territories, Reunion, 10
Nouveaux Francs on 500 Francs, ND (1971), serial number
W.1 82107, in PMG holder number 58 EPQ, choice about
uncirculated
Pick 54b  £380-£440

1437x
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Rhodesia

Standard Bank of South Africa Limited, Rhodesian issue, 10
Shillings, 22 June 1925, serial number R 1/2 397976,
original good very fine, and this is a very scarce date, there is
also a potential error in the date, which looks much more
like either 32 June 1925 or as if the first 2 has been printed
upside-down
Pick S146a  £500-£700

1438

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, £1, 5 October 1964, serial
number G/7 560757, and 10 Shillings, 7 October 1964,
serial number H/2 672798, both original very fine (2 notes)
Pick 24a, 25a  £100-£150

1439

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $1 (10), featuring every date
except one from 1970 until 1974, August 1971 is very fine,
others all between about uncirculated and uncirculated, a
very nice and almost entirely complete date set, some of
these are really quite scarce! (10 notes)
TBB B107a-B107k, Pick 30a-30k (107d/30d is absent)

£300-£400

1440

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, specimen $1, 17 February 1970,
serial number L/19 000000, perforated SPECIMEN, original and
fresh, good extremely fine to about uncirculated, rare as a
specimen
TBB B107as, Pick 30s  £200-£300

1441

ERROR: Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $1, 19 July 1971, no
serial numbers, purple CANCELLED stamps on both sides,
original, faint paperclip mark and corner bend, about
uncirculated and rare
TBB B107e, Pick 30e  £150-£200

1442

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, a small group of $1 notes (6), one
of each issued date; 1 March 1976, 1 November 1976 and
18 April 1978, as well as a pair of replacements from 1
November 1976 and 18 April 1978, and an additional
example from 1 March 1976, with serial number L/82
000085, original uncirculated and the last example a low
number from the first prefix, thus rare (6 notes)
TBB B107l, Pick 34a  £200-£260

1443

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $1, $2, $5 and $10, 1979, all
with the last possible prefix for their denomination, and with
serial numbers ending in 974, about uncirculated to
uncirculated, directly from the vaults of the Zimbabwe
Reserve Bank and never released into circulation, thus very
rare (4 notes)
TBB B107o, B108q, B109d, B110k, Pick 38, 39b, 40, 41

£400-£500

1444
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Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $2 (10), featuring every date
except one from 1970 until 1974, also $5, 1972, all except
one is original, mostly extremely fine or better, the $5
uncirculated, some much scarcer dates included (11 notes)
TBB B108a-B108k, Pick 31a-31k (B108c/31c is absent)

£300-£400

1445

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $2 (5), with one from each issued
date; 1 March 1976, 1 November 1976 and 18 April 1978,
as well as a replacement example from each of the first two
dates, original uncirculated examples, replacements quite
scarce (5 notes)
TBB B108l-B108o, Pick 35a-35c  £100-£150

1446

ERROR: Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, replacement $2, 10 April
1979, serial number X/1 036299, a superb original
uncirculated example of one of the rarest replacement notes
for Rhodesia. Pick inaccurately allocates this note - it is
actually part of the later series, Pick 39a, and was printed
with the incorrect watermark. Several prefixes were printed
before being replaced by the correct notes, and even some
replacement notes, such as this one.
TBB B108p, Pick 35d for type  £300-£400

1447

ERROR: Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $2, 10 April 1979, serial
number K/149 377376, about uncirculated to uncirculated,
entirely original and rare. Pick inaccurately allocates this
note - it is actually part of the later series, Pick 39a, and was
printed with the incorrect watermark. Several prefixes were
printed before being replaced by the correct notes.
TBB B108p, Pick 35d for type  £150-£200

1448

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, original labels for blocks of $1,
$2, $5 and $10, 1979, these would have been stuck on the
outside of blocks of 1000 notes to show the bank which
serial numbers were in each block. Each label features a
colour coded design and the full range of numbers in the
block, as produced, but with minor evidence of mounting as
you would expect. Interesting items, and it might amusing
collectors to try and locate a note from the blocks in
question (4 items)
Pick 38-41 for related notes  £60-£80

1449

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, a full set of notes from the 1979
issue, comprising $1, $2 (both dates), $5 and $10, along
with a replacement note for each date, all original and fresh,
uncirculated and the replacements somewhat scarce, a
lovely group (10 notes)
TBB B108q-B110k, Pick 39a-41a  £260-£320

1450
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Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $5 (3), 1 March 1976, prefix
M/13, 20 October 1976, prefix M/19, and a replacement of
the latter date, prefix Y/1, original uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B109b, B109c, Pick 36a, 36b  £100-£150

1451

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $10, 17 February 1970, serial
number J/6 000084, fresh and original about uncirculated,
and a great example of a low number and first prefix, this
rare
TBB B110a, Pick 33a  £300-£400

1452

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $10, 24 February 1971, serial
number J/11 132257, fresh and original, good extremely fine,
a scarce early date
TBB B110c, Pick 33b  £100-£150

1453

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $10 (6), all dates from 1972 to
1975, original, first three very fine, others good extremely
fine to about uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B110d-B110i, Pick 33d-33i  £240-£300

1454

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $10, 19 November 1975, serial
number J/37 500000, original uncirculated and a great serial
number
TBB B110h, Pick 33h  £100-£150

1455

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $10, 1 March 1976, serial
number J/44 338807 and a replacement from the same year,
serial number Z/1 013245, first about uncirculated to
uncirculated, second uncirculated, both original and very
nice examples (2 notes)
TBB B110j, Pick 37a  £120-£160

1456

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $10, 2 January 1979, serial
number J/66 444444, a fresh and original uncirculated
example and a great serial number
TBB B110k, Pick 41  £100-£150

1457
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Rhodesia and Nyasaland

Bank of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, 10 Shillings (2), 27 May
1957 and 30 January 1961, serial numbers W/10 459767
and W/33 049331, both pressed very fine (2 notes)
TBB B101a10, B101b33, Pick 20a, 20b  £200-£260

1458

Bank of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, £1, 8 April 1960, serial
number X/41 349844, in PMG holder 67 EPQ, superb gem
uncirculated, scarce in this grade and one of the finest
known examples
TBB B102a41, Pick 21a  £1,500-£2,000

1459

Bank of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, £1, 5 December 1961,
serial number X/64 547942, in PMG holder number 35,
choice very fine
TBB B102b64, Pick 21b  £320-£400

x 1460
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Russia

Government Credit Notes, Russia, specimen 50 Rubles,
1919, red zero serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, two
punch holes, fold in lower and right margin, good extremely
fine to about uncirculated, scarce
Pick 39B  £1,000-£1,500

x 1461

Rwanda Burundi

Banque d’Emission du Rwanda et du Burundi, specimen
1000 Francs, 15 September 1960, serial number A000000,
in PMG holder 40, extremely fine, scarce
TBB B107as, Pick 7s  £750-£850

1462
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Saar

Saar Treasury , 2 Mark, 1947, serial number A.03222480, 5
Mark, 1947, serial number A.02532980, Zeus wearing
crown at centre, the 5 Mark has repaired tear at right, fine
and scarce, 2 Mark original very fine, much rarer
denomination (2 notes)
TBB B202a, Pick 4  £360-£460

1463x

St Thomas & Prince

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, St Thomas & Prince, colour
trial 20 Escudos, 1958, serial number B000000, green, red
SPECIMEN overprint, in PCGS holder number 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
Pick 36ct  £180-£220

1464

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, St Thomas & Prince, colour
trial 50 Escudos, 1958, serial number B000000, red print,
red SPECIMEN overprint, in PCGS holder number 66 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
Pick 37ct  £180-£220

1465

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, St Thomas & Prince, colour
trial 100 Escudos, 1958, serial number B000000, brown
print, red SPECIMEN overprint, in PCGS holder number 67 PPQ,
superb gem uncirculated
Pick 38ct  £200-£240

1466

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, St Thomas & Prince, colour
trial 500 Escudos, 1958, serial number B000000, purple
print, red SPECIMEN overprint, in PCGS holder number 68 PPQ,
superb gem uncirculated
Pick 39ct  £260-£300

1467

Banco Nacional de S.Tome e Principe, a group of
progressive proofs for 1,000 Dobras, 1977, comprising a
obverse die proof, blue print, and three obverse stage
underprints, reverse die proof, blue print, and three reverse
stage underprints, the two die proofs have glue stain along
top margin, all with staple hole at left, annotations in lower
margin, most about uncirculated, a nice group (8 notes)
TBB B211pp, Pick 55p  £300-£400

1468x
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Samoa

Central Bank of Samoa, specimen set from the 1958 Issue,
$2, $5, $10, $20, zero serial numbers, all with red SPECIMEN

overprint, red DE LA RUE seals, single cancellation hole, in
PCGS holders 65, 64PPQ, 63PPQ 64 respectively, very
choice uncirculated to gem uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B101s, Pick 25s  £150-£200

1469

Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, specimen 100 Riyals, ND
(1976), serial number 82/000000, red SPECIMEN overprints and
De La Rue ovals, and two cancelation holes, in PMG holder
63, choice uncirculated, very scarce
TBB B119as, Pick 20s  £3,000-£3,600

x 1470

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 10 Riyals, 1983, serial
number 100/000000, red SPECIMEN overprint in Arabic, in
PMG holder number, 65 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B122bs, Pick 23s  £2,200-£2,800

x 1471
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Banque du Senegal, remainder 5 Francs, 1874, serial
number W.1 401, in PCGS holder 40, extremely fine, tiny
tear in upper margin
TBB B101ar, Pick A1r  £300-£400

1472

Seychelles

Government of Seychelles, 5 Rupees, 1 January 1968, serial
number A/1 381879, in PMG holder number 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B121a, Pick 14a  £100-£150

1473x

Government of Seychelles, 5 Rupees, serial number A/1
182070 and 10 Rupees, serial number A/1 331307, both 1
January 1968, in PMG holders 65EPQ and 66EPQ, gem
uncirculated, scarce in this grade
TBB B121a, B122a, Pick 14a, 15a  £500-£600

1474x

Government of Seychelles, specimen 5 Rupees, ND (1968),
no serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, cancellation hole, in
PCGS holder number 67 PPQ, superb gem uncirculated
TBB B121s, Pick 14s  £360-£400

1475

Government of Seychelles, 10 Rupees, 1 January 1974,
serial number A/1 395809, a superb original uncirculated
example, thus quite scarce
TBB B122b, Pick 15b  £240-£300

1476

Government of Seychelles, 20 Rupees, 1 January 1968,
serial number A/1 054676, in PMG holder 30 NET, foreign
substance, entirely original and a scarce early date
TBB B123a, Pick 16a  £100-£150

1477

Government of Seychelles, 20 Rupees, 1 January 1971,
serial number A/1 247382, in PMG holder 40 NET,
extremely fine, scarce
TBB B123b, Pick 16b  £200-£260

1478

Government of Seychelles, partial proofs for 20 and 50
Rupees, ND (1971), obverses with underprints only, reverse
fully printed, ink and pencil annotations, mounting traces,
very fine and very rare (2 notes)
TBB B123p, Pick 16p  £300-£400

1479
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Government of Seychelles, colour trial 20 Rupees, ND
(1968), no signatures or serial numbers, black SPECIMEN

overprint and single cancellation hole, glue traces in left
margin, otherwise uncirculated and rare
TBB B123t, Pick 16ct  £200-£260

1480

Government of Seychelles, 50 Rupees (2), 1 January 1969, 1
October 1970, both with prefix A/1, fine (2 notes)
TBB B124b,c, Pick 17b,c  £220-£280

1481

Government of Seychelles, printers archival specimen 50
Rupees, 1 October 1970, serial number range A/1 060001 -
A/1 110000, mounting traces, ink annotations in margins,
original very fine and by far the rarest type of specimen with
only a single example produced for this print run
TBB B124cs, Pick 17cs  £500-£700

1482

Government of Seychelles, colour trial 50 Rupees, ND
(1968), no signatures or serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprint
and single cancellation hole, glue traces in left margin,
otherwise uncirculated and rare
TBB B124t, Pick 17ct  £300-£400

1483
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Government of Seychelles, 100 Rupees, 1 January 1972,
serial number A/1 048450, paper slightly toned, very fine, a
pretty note
TBB B125c, Pick 18  £550-£650

x 1484

Government of Seychelles, specimen 100 Rupees, 1 June
1975, serial number A/1 000000, perforated SPECIMEN,
archival annotations in top margin, glue residue in left
margin, several folds thus about extremely fine
TBB B125es, Pick 18s  £600-£700

x 1485

Government of Seychelles, colour trial 100 Rupees, ND
(1968), no signatures or serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprint
and single cancellation hole, glue traces in left margin,
otherwise about uncirculated to uncirculated and very rare
TBB B125t, Pick 18ct  £1,500-£2,000

1486
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Republic of Seychelles, 10 Rupees, ND (1976), serial
number A/1 358502, 20 Rupees, ND (1976), serial number
A/1 105031, first in PMG holder number 66 EPQ, second in
PCGS holder number 66PPQ, gem uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B201a, Pick 19  £280-£320

1487x

Republic of Seychelles, specimen set from the 1976 Issue,
10, 20, 50 and 100 rupees, all with serial number A/1
000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, single cancellation hole, in
PCGS holders 67PPQ, 64PPQ, 67PPQ, 55PPQ respectively,
choice about uncirculated to superb gem uncirculated (4
notes)
TBB B201s-203s, Pick 19-21s  £460-£500

1488

Seychelles Monetary Authority, specimen set from the 1980
Issue, 10, 25, 50, 100 Rupees, red SPECIMEN overprint, small
cancellation hole, uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B301-3s, 305s, Pick 23-25s, 27s  £280-£320

1489

Central Bank of Seychelles, specimen set from the 1983
Issue, 10, 25, 50 and 100 Rupees, red SPECIMEN overprint,
single cancellation hole, uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B401-3s, Pick 28-31s  £280-£320

1490

Singapore

Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, obverse
and revere die proof $1, ND (1967), blue print, in PCGS
holders 64 and 64 PPQ, very choice uncirculated, extremely
rare (2 notes)
TBB B101p, Pick 1p  £400-£500

1491

A Stunning Set of Proofs

Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, obverse
and reverse die proof $2, ND (1967), green print, in PCGS
holders 64 and 62, very choice uncirculated and
uncirculated, extremely rare and the reverse very attractive
(2 notes)
TBB B102p, Pick 2p  £500-£600

1492
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, obverse (2)
and reverse die proof $100, ND (1967), one obverse purple,
others blue, in PCGS holders 64, 58 and 55, uncirculated
and about uncirculated, extremely rare and the reverse a
particularly iconic design (3 notes)
TBB B107p, Pick 7p  £600-£800

1493
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, obverse
and reverse die proofs for $1, ND (1976), hand-written and
typed annotations, in PCGS holders 62 and 63, uncirculated,
mounting remnants on corners, and extremely rare (2 notes)
TBB B110p, Pick 9p  £500-£700

1494
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, obverse
and reverse die proofs for $5, ND (1976), hand-written
annotations, in PCGS holders 62, uncirculated, mounting
remnant on corners, and extremely rare (2 notes)
TBB B111p, Pick 10p  £600-£800

1495
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, obverse
and reverse die proofs for $20, ND (1979), hand-written and
typed annotations, in PCGS holders 61, uncirculated,
mounting remnants,  extremely rare (2 notes)
TBB B113p, Pick 12p  £600-£800

1496
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, obverse
and reverse die proofs for $100, ND (1977), hand-written
annotations, in PCGS holders 62 and 60, uncirculated,
mounting remnants, and extremely rare (2 notes)
TBB B115p, Pick 14p  £700-£900

1497

Solomon Islands

Central Bank of Solomon Islands, $20, ND (1984), serial
number A/1 250131, in PMG holder number 66EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B202a, Pick 12  £150-£200

1498x

Somalia

Banca Nazionale Somala, specimen 100 Scellini, 1966, zero
serial number, red SPECIMEN over print, red DLR seals, in PMG
holder number 66 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B109as1, Pick 8s  £220-£280

1499x

South Africa

De Beers Diamond Fields, good for 1 Shilling, ND (probably
circa 1900), serial number /, manuscript signature at right,
original about very fine, very rare and a fascinating item
not listed in any of the usual catalogues  £150-£200

1500

London and South African Bank, £5, 4 August 1871, serial
number 08668, portrait of a young Queen Victoria top left,
value in oval frame top right, value in black panel low left,
two manuscript signature low right, reverse black and white,
bank title and value at centre, manuscript Cancelled at left
and right on reverse, split and rejoined for safety in transit,
good fine and very rare
Pick S106, Hern 229  £600-£800

1501x

Montagu Bank, unissued £5, 1860, serial number 1819,
uncirculated, a nice example
Pick S231  £80-£100

1502x

National Bank of South Africa, 10 Shillings, 18 August 1919,
serial number N/2 092206, edge nicks, tiny holes in body
and a 10mm tear in top edge, otherwise very good, scarce
Pick S341a, Hern 119  £360-£460

1503x
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Government of New Griqualand, £1, 1 January 1868, no
serial number, printed by Saul Solomon & Co, paper
remnants and four spindle holes at top, otherwise good
extremely fine, scarce
Pick S361, Hern 320  £1,500-£2,000

1504x

Standard Bank of South Africa Limited, £1, 1 March 1889,
serial number F1668, tape residue from split at centre, not
rejoined, otherwise good fine, extremely rare
Pick S407s, Hern 403  £260-£360

1505x

Colonial Bank of Natal, £1, 1 May 1862, serial number
0900, very good to fine, very scarce and a nice looking
example
Pick S431  £240-£300

1506

Durban Bank, £5, 12 April 1864, serial number 02373,
second type with signature title for Accountant, pen-
cancelled, good extremely fine, scarce and a nice example
Pick S442b, Hern 143  £300-£400

1507x

Durban Bank, £5, 3 November 1862, serial number 00228,
first type with signature title for Chief Clerk, bankstamp on
left side, pen-cancelled, biro annotations on reverse added
later, good very fine and scarce
Pick S442a, Hern 143  £300-£400

1508x

Durban Bank, £25, 12 April 1864, serial number 00533, pen
cancelled, second type with signature title for accountant,
right side split and repaired with tape, grease stain, ink has
somewhat corroded the paper, very good, rare
Pick S444b, Hern 145  £200-£280

1509x
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London & Natal Bank Limited, South Africa, unissued 10
Shillings, 1864, serial number 1192, nick in lower margin,
foxing, about uncirculated
Pick S451, Hern 225  £300-£400

1510x

London & Natal Bank Limited, South Africa, unissued £1,
1864, serial number 04510, small tear in right margin,
foxing, otherwise good very fine
Pick S452, Hern 226  £300-£400

1511x

Natal Bank Limited, South Africa, a group of proofs for £1,
186-, obverse (2); first black print, text as issued, second
black print, partial print, no text, reverse (2); first brown,
Bank title on brown guilloche pattern, as issued, second
brown guilloche pattern, first two stamped CANCELLED, the
partial proofs with pencil date ‘January 1893’, another with
short tear in lower edge, some adhesive residue on backs,
otherwise good extremely fine or better (4 notes)
Pick S466p, Hern 260p  £400-£500

1512x

Natal Bank Limited, South Africa, a group of proofs for £5,
186-, obverse (2); first black print, text as issued, second
black print, partial print, no text, reverse (2); first brown,
Bank title on brown guilloche pattern, as issued, second
brown guilloche pattern, first two stamped CANCELLED, the
partial proofs with pencil date ‘11/1/93’, another with short
tear in lower edge, some adhesive residue on backs,
otherwise good extremely fine or better (4 notes)
Pick S467, Hern 261  £400-£500

1513x

Natal Bank Limited, South Africa, a group of proofs for £10,
186-, obverse (2); first black print, text as issued, second
black print, partial print, no text, reverse (2); first brown,
Bank title on brown guilloche pattern, as issued, second
brown guilloche pattern, first two stamped CANCELLED, the
partial proofs with pencil date, both reverses with a short
tear in lower edges, some adhesive residue on reverse,
otherwise good extremely fine or better (4 notes)
Pick S468, Hern 262  £500-£600

1514x

Natal Bank Limited, South Africa, a group of proofs for £20,
186-, obverse (2); first black print, text as issued, second
black print, partial print, no text, reverse (2); first black print,
Bank title on brown guilloche pattern, as issued, second
black print, guilloche pattern, first two stamped CANCELLED,
the partial proofs with pencil date, extremely fine or better (4
notes)
Pick S469, Hern 263  £500-£600

1515x
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African Banking Corporation Limited, South Africa, archival
specimen £10, Pretoria, 1900-20 Issue, serial number T/10
A11001-T/10 A14000, perforated SPECIMEN, ink date ‘Decr.
1910’ in top margin, very minor mounting traces, corner
fold, about uncirculated, scarce
Pick S555, Hern 4  £500-£600

1516x

Netherlands Bank of South-Africa, specimen 1 Pond, ND
(1920), zero serial number, star punch-hole at lower right,
uncirculated
Pick S631  £300-£400

1517x

Netherlands Bank of South-Africa, specimen 1 Pound, ND
(1920), zero serial number, star punch-hole at lower right,
uncirculated
Pick S632  £500-£600

1518x

Netherlands Bank of South-Africa, specimen 5 Pond, ND
(1920), serial number, two star cancellation holes in the
signature field, glue residue at top left, corner fold, one hard
central fold, about extremely fine
Pick S633  £400-£500

1519x

Siege of Mafeking, 3 Shillings, January 1900, serial number
A3430 altered to 3650, Bechuanaland Prectorate embossed
seal at centre, facsimile signature of Capt. H.Greener,
perforated left margin, variety with dot over i, spindle hole at
centre, good paper quality, original very fine, scarce variety
with altered serial number
Pick S653  £260-£300

1520

Siege of Mafeking, 10 Shillings, March 1900, serial number
500, a fresh and original good very fine and a great number
Pick S654b  £200-£260

1521

Rhodesian Postage Stamp Money, Marshall Hole, 6 Pence
(2), 1900, signatures of H. Marshall Hole, one with
mounting traces, foxing, about uncirculated
Pick S664d, 664f, Ineson 243-4  £150-£200

1522x
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Rhodesian Postage Stamp Money, Marshall Hole, 1 Shilling,
1900, signature of H. Marshall Hole, card damaged, stamp
worn on right side, otherwise good fine
Pick S665, Ineson 266  £60-£80

1523x

Rhodesian Postage Stamp Money, Marshall Hole, 10
Shillings, 1900, signature of H. Marshall Hole, about
uncirculated, a superb example
Pick S670b, Ineson 249  £300-£400

1524x

Upington Border Scouts, £2, 1 February 1902, serial number
F308, ‘ISSUED BY PAYMASTER B.S.UPINGTON´ at top,
arms at left, the hand written text in black ink has faded,
faint Major J. Birkbeck signature low left, very fine and
scarce
Ineson 153  £300-400

1525x

Gouvernements Noots, £10, serial number 8128, also £5,
serial number 5113 and £1 (2), serial numbers 4398 and
7327, all 28 May 1900, also Mafeking Siege Notes, 1
Shilling, 2 Shillings and 10 Shillings, 1900, first four all
orginal and fresh very fine, last three good to very good (7
notes)
Pick 54b, 55b, 56b, S651, S652, S654  £140-£180

1526x

Gouvernements Noots, £1, 1 May 1902, serial number
60792, Gouvernments Noots, £5, serial number 141, first
has two pinholes, no folds, good extremely fine to about
uncirculated, second slightly toned, some staining, otherwise
about uncirculated (2)
Pick 55, 66  £150-£200

1527x

Gouvernements Noots, £10, 28 May 1900, serial number
7491, completely original, no hard folds, left edge slightly
toned, about uncirculated to uncirculated, a nice example
Pick 56b  £150-£200

1528x

Gouvernements Noots, £20, 28 May 1900, Pretoria, serial
number 1197, £50, 28 May 1900, Pretoria, serial number
551, £100, Marais-Malherbe signatures, 28 May 1900,
Pretoria, serial number 224, the £20 and £100 have
pinholes, very fine to good very fine (3 notes)
Pick 57b, 58, 59, Hern 484, 486, 487  £240-300

1529
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Gouvernements Noots, £100, 28 May 1900, Pretoria, serial
number 689, Marais-Malherbe signatures, pinholes at top
left otherwise good very fine
Pick 59, Hern 48  £120-160

1530

Gouvernements Noots, £1, Ta Velde, 1 May 1902, serial
number 60595A, spindle holes at left, but otherwise a super
original good extremely fine, scarce in this grade
Pick 66  £100-150

1531x

South African Reserve Bank, 10 Shillings, 3 April 1945,
serial number E/72 752024, also £1 (4), 1932, 1939 (2) and
1945, first and last original good very fine, others solid fines
(5 notes)
TBB B710d, 712c, 712e, 712f, Pick 82d, 84c, 84e, 84f £150
-200

1532x

South African Reserve Bank, specimen 10 Shillings, 6 April
1937, no serial number, two diagonal SPECIMEN overprints,
perforated CANCELLED, signature of J. Postmus, uncirculated
TBB B710ds, Pick 82ds  £120-£180

1533x

South African Reserve Bank, archival specimen 10 Shillings,
2 November 1937, serial number E/30 000,001-E/30
1,000,000, signature of J. Postmus, perforated CANCELLED, ink
annotations and date ‘13.5.37’ in top margin, about
uncirculated
TBB B710ds, Pick 82ds  £150-£200

1534x

South African Reserve Bank, archival specimen £1, 8
November 1940, serial number A102 000001-100000,
perforated CANCELLED, signature of J. Postmus, ink annotations
and date in top ‘3.9.40’ in top margin, extremely fine
TBB B712es2, Pick 84s  £150-£200

1535x

South African Reserve Bank, archival specimen £1 (2), 9
November 1942, serial number run A/127 000001-100000,
12 April 1943, serial number run A/133 000001-100000,
perforated SPECIMEN, signature of J. Postmus, ink annotations
and date in top in top margin, first uncirculated, second
good extremely fine (2 notes)
TBB B712es3, Pick 84s  £260-£300

1536x
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South African Reserve Bank, £10, 19 April 1943, serial
number F/2 725865 and £5, 11 September 1947, serial
number B/30 700939, both fresh and original about very fine
(2 notes)
TBB B715a, B714c, Pick 87a, 86c  £150-£200

1537

South African Reserve Bank, £20, 3 September 1928, serial
number C/3 014053, Clegg signature, several edge splits, an
original very good, rare
TBB B716a, Pick 88a  £500-700

x 1538

South African Reserve Bank, £20, 3 September 1928, serial
number C/3 047440, Clegg signature, partially split at
centre, with glue on reverse from old tape repair, but a
completely original fine, rare
TBB B716a, Pick 88a  £500-700

x 1539

South African Reserve Bank, £20, 4 September 1933, serial
number C/3 070838, Postmus signature, original good fine,
rare
TBB B716b, Pick 88b  £600-800

x 1540
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South African Reserve Bank, a set comprising 10 Shillings,
1959, £1, 1957, £5, 1956, £10, 1958, £100, 29 January
1952, serial number E/1 013724, the £1 with rust stain,
£100 with two pinholes, otherwise original very fine to good
very fine, an attractive set (5 notes)
TBB B728, Pick 100a  £1,000-£1,500

x 1541

South African Reserve Bank, 2 Rand (2), ND (1961), serial
number run B/2 000001-100000, ND (1961), serial number
run B/29 000001-1000000, perforated SPECIMEN, ink
annotations and date in top in top margin, uncirculated (2
notes)
TBB B732as, 733as, Pick 104s, 105s  £300-£400

x 1542

South African Reserve Bank, a group of archival
photographs showing the final designs for several notes,
including obverse and reverse 1 and 5 Rand, 1966, reverse
for the 2 Rand, 1973, and obverse and reverse for 2, 5 and
10 Rand, 1978, in PCGS holders, first 58, others 61-64,
uncirculated (11 photos, several backing in pairs)
TBB B739, 742-743, 747-749, Pick 110-111, 117, 118-120

£300-£400

1543
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South African Reserve Bank, unissued/ progressive proof 5
Rand (2), ND (1966), no serial number, with signature, one
example with glue residue in margin, about uncirculated to
uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B7743p, 744p, Pick 111p,112p  £200-£260

1544x

South African Reserve Bank, specimen 10 Rand, ND (1966),
serial number C/2 000000, stamped EKSEMPLAAR SPECIMEN across
front, three punch-holes, uncirculated
TBB B745bs, Pick 113s  £80-£120

1545x

South African Reserve Bank, specimen 5 Rand (2), 1978,
serial number AA000000, B3/1 000000, specimen 20 Rand,
1978, serial number D6/1 000000, all with red EKSEMPLAAR

SPECIMEN overprint, 20 Rand, 1993, serial number
AA000000B, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B748as, 750s, 753s, Pick 119s, 121s, 124s £400-£500

1546x

Oranji Vrij Staat (Orange Free State), a group of postal
orders used as currency due to a shortage of regular notes
caused by the war, comprising 1 Shillings and sixpence, 2
Shillings and sixpence, 5 Shillings, 10 Shillings, £1, very fine
(5 notes)  £120-£180

1547x

A Group of South African notes and cheques, including
Reserve Bank, 10 Shillings (2), 1944 and 1951, £1, 1957,
£10, 1953, and 1, 2 and 5 Rand from later issues, as well as
assorted cheques and receipts (21) from The Standard Bank
and others, mixed grades but generally very fine (28 items)

£150-£200

1548x

South Korea

Bank of Korea, replacement 500 won, ND (1966), serial
number 90876221*, in PCGS holder number 67 PPQ,
superb gem uncirculated
TBB B237*, Pick 39a  £100-£150

1549

South Vietnam

National Bank of Vietnam, a set of obverse and reverse
proofs from the 1955 Issues, 1 Dong, black, 2 Dong, lilac, 5
Dong, bown-red, all with red zero serial numbers and
SPECIMEN overprint, all uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B101-3ap, Pick 11-13p  £400-£500

1550x

National Bank of Vietnam, specimen 50 Dong, ND (1956),
zero serial number, red specimen overprint, uncirculated
TBB B112as, Pick 7s  £100-£150

1551x

National Bank of Vietnam, obverse and reverse proof 50
Dong, ND (1956), red zero serial number, red SPECIMEN

overprint, single hole punch, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B112p, Pick 7p  £180-£220

1552x

National Bank of Vietnam, obverse and reverse proof from
the 1962 Issue, 10 Dong, red, 20 Dong, brown, blue zero
serial number and SPECIMEN overprint, single hole punch,
uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B114-5p, Pick 5-6p  £150-£200

1553x

National Bank of Vietnam, specimen 10 Dong, red, 20
Dong, brown, ND (1962), zero serial number, blue SPECIMEN

overprint, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B114s, Pick 5s  £150-£200

1554x
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National Bank of Vietnam, colour trial 50 Dong, ND (1969),
black serial number, black-brown on pink and blue, red
SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated and scarce colour trial type,
this variation not listed in the Banknote Book.
TBB B127at, Pick 25cts  £300-£400

1555x

Southern Rhodesia

Southern Rhodesia Currency Board, reverse archival
photographs showing designs for £1, 1963, black and white,
Devil’s Cataract at Victoria Falls which features on the 10
Shillings from the 1955 issue, £5, 1963, black and white,
Great Zimbabwe ruins at centre used on the £1 from the
1955 issue, in PCGS holder number 62, uncirculated,
unique and attractive designs (2 photos)
TBB B201/2 for type, Pick 16/17  £180-£220

1556

Southwest Africa

Barclays Bank, Dominion, Colonial and Overseas,
Southwest Africa, £1, 31 July 1954, serial number BB
536661, Merino sheep at left, original fine, scarce in any
grade
TBB B102, Pick 2  £300-£400

1557x

Barclays Bank, Dominion, Colonial and Overseas,
Southwest Africa, 10 Shillings, 30 November 1954, serial
number AJ 352187, merino sheep at left, multiple pin holes,
tear in the design at top right otherwise presentable fine to
very fine, scarce
TBB B104a, Pick 4a  £260-£360

1558x

Standard Bank of South Africa Limited, Southwest Africa,
10 Shillings, 15 June 1959, serial number SW/1/2 820007,
about very fine
TBB B202c, Pick 10  £200-£260

1559x

Standard Bank of South Africa Limited, Southwest Africa,
£1 (2), 5 August 1947, serial number SW/1 519123, 1 May
1958, serial number SW/1 1356003, tears in margins, very
good to fine (2 notes)
TBB B203g, Pick 8  £120-£180

1560x
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Standard Bank of British South Africa Limited, Southwest
Africa, £5, 15 October 1958, serial number SW/5 345576,
merino sheep at left, Ruacana Falls at right, a pinholes in
each corner, one single tear in right margin, otherwise
original very fine, very rare
TBB B204h3, Pick 12b  £1,000-£1,500

x 1561

Volskas Bank, Southwest Africa, 10 Shillings, 4 June 1952,
serial number K/2 78515, original about very fine to very
fine, rare in any grade
TBB B301d, Pick 13b   £300-£380

x 1562

Volskas Bank, Southwest Africa, £1, 1 June 1949, serial
number A/1 05644, original and presentable fine
TBB B302a, Pick 14a  £340-£440

x 1563
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Spain

Banco de Espana, 25 Pesetas, 1 January 1884, serial number
1978703, in PCGS holder 20, very fine, scarce
Pick 24  £750-£850

1564

Banco de Espana, 50 Pesetas, Madrid, 1884, serial number
395567, portrait Bartome Murillo at centre, in PMG holder
number 25, very fine, rare
Pick 30  £1,800-£2,200

1565

Banco de Espana, 25 Pesetas, 24 July 1893, serial number
7504597, staple holes in left margin, very fine scarce
Pick 42  £500-£600

1566
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Banco de Espana, 25 Pesetas, 17 May 1899, serial number
E255254, in PMG holder number 20, very fine, scarce
Pick 49  £500-£600

1567

Banco de Espana, 50 Pesetas, 25 November 1899, serial
number F429347, in PCGS holder number 58, choice
uncirculated, highest grade recorded on Track and Price, a
superb example of a rare note
Pick 50  £1,500-£2,000

1568

Banco de Espana, 100 Pesetas, 1 May 1900, serial number
C471854, Francisco de Quevedo at left, in PCGS holder
number 45, extremely fine, a nice example, rare
Pick 51  £1,500-£2,000

1569

Banco de Espana, 25 Pesetas, 24 September 1906, 50
Pesetas, 24 September 1906, 100 Pesetas, 30 June 1906,
very fine (3 notes)
Pick 57, 58, 59a  £150-£200

1570

Banco de Espana, 25 Pesetas, 15 July 1907, serial number
0,822,789, 100 Pesetas 15 July 1907, serial number
1,336,666, pressed very fine (2 notes)
Pick 62, 64  £180-£220

1571

Banco de Espana, 100 Pesetas, 15 July 1907, serial number
0,064,004, pinholes, very fine
Pick 65  £320-£380

1572

Banco de Espana, 1000 Pesetas, 15 July 1907, serial number
2,538,952, pinholes, on hard horizontal and vertical fold,
original paper, very fine
Pick 66  £500-£600

1573x

Banco de Espana, reverse proof for 25 Pesetas, ND (1908),
orange print, uncirculated, scarce
Pick 67p2  £220-£280

1574

Banco de Espana, 100 Pesetas, 1925, serial number
F8,338,098, 25 Pesetas, 1926, serial number B7,245,580,
500 Pesetas, 1927, serial number 1,873,677, 1000 Pesetas
1928, serial number 1,131,323, the 100 pesetas example in
PCGS holder number 65PPQ, 25 pesetas very good, the
remainder extremely fine (4 notes)
Pick 69c, 70, 71, 73c  £120-£180

1575
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Banco de Espana, 50 Pesetas, 17 May 1927, serial number
6,342,079, pressed extremely fine
Pick 72  £80-£120

1576

Banco de Espana, 25 Pesetas, 31 August 1936, serial number
A5673700, light corner bend otherwise uncirculated
Pick 87  £260-£300

1577

Banco de Espana, 50 Pesetas, 21 November 1936, serial
number Q931973, 2 Pesetas, 12 October 1937, serial
number A0539961, first original good very fine, second fine
(2 notes)
Pick 100, 105  £120-£180

1578

Banco de Espana, 1000 Pesetas, 21 November 1936, serial
number B782362, one hard central fold, tears and thinning
along each margin, very fine
Pick 103  £220-£280

1579

Banco de Espana, cancelled 5 Pesetas, 18 July 1937, serial
number 6,180,219, one large cancellation hole at centre,
staple hole otherwise uncirculated
Pick 106  £150-£200

1580

Banco de Espana, 1 Pesetas (3), 28 February 1938, serial
number A7516109, 20 April 1938, serial number
G1767993, 15 July 1945, serial number M052180,
extremely fine to uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick 107, 108, 126  £80-£120

1581

Banco de Espana, 50 Pesetas, 20 May 1938, serial number
D0754307, one central fold, about uncirculated
Pick 112  £120-£180

1582

Banco de Espana, 100 Pesetas, 20 May 1938, serial number
A6861728, one light centre bend, about uncirculated
Pick 113  £100-£150

1583

Banco de Espana, 500 Pesetas, 20 May 1938, serial number
A2513664, very fine
Pick 114  £150-£200

1584

Banco de Espana, 1000 Pesetas, 20 May 1938, serial number
A2855864, original very fine
Pick 115  £220-£280

1585

Banco de Espana, 50 Pesetas, 9 January 1940, serial number
E2980.701, one central fold, about uncirculated
Pick 117  £100-£150

1586

Banco de Espana, 500 Pesetas, 9 January 1940, serial
number A1/282331, one central fold, thus extremely fine
Pick 119  £500-£600

1587
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Banco de Espana, 1000 Pesetas, 9 January 1940, serial
number A1.885.695, very fine
Pick 120  £220-£280

1588

Banco de Espana, 500 Pesetas, 21 October 1940, serial
number 1384639, pressed very fine
Pick 124  £200-£280

1589

Banco de Espana, 1000 Pesetas, 21 October 1940, serial
number 1944293, one central fold, some handling, original
good very fine
Pick 125  £260-£300

1590

Banco de Espana, 25 Pesetas, 19 February 1946, serial
number C04828750, 100 Pesetas, 19 February 1946, about
uncirculated to uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 130, 131  £180-£220

1591

Banco de Espana, 500 Pesetas, 19 February 1946, serial
number 1861346, very fine
Pick 132  £200-£280

1592

Banco de Espana, 1000 Pesetas, 19 February 1946, serial
number 515164, very fine
Pick 133  £220-£280

1593

Banco de Espana, 100 Pesetas, 2 May 1948, serial number
B7103591, 1000 Pesetas, 4 November 1949, serial number
06627280, first about uncirculated, second extremely fine (2
notes)
Pick 137, 138  £240-£300

1594

Banco de Espana, 500 Pesetas, 15 November 1951, serial
number B7944204, 5000 Pesetas, 6 February 1976, serial
number C3698113, first note uncirculated, second pressed
extremely fine (2 notes)
Pick 142, 155  £200-£280

1595

Banco de Espana, specimen 500 Pesetas, 23 October 1979,
zero serial number, specimen number 344, about
uncirculated
Pick 157s  £360-£400

1596

Banco de Espana, specimen 1000 Pesetas, 23 October 1979,
zero serial number, specimen number 344, uncirculated
Pick 158s  £360-£400

1597

Banco de Espana, specimen 2000 Pesetas, 22 July 1979,
zero serial number, specimen number 344, uncirculated
Pick 159s  £360-£400

1598
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Banco de Espana, specimen 5000 Pesetas, 23 October 1979,
zero serial number, specimen number 344, red MUESTRA

overprint, about uncirculated
Pick 160s  £360-£400

1599

Banco de Espana, specimen 10,000 Pesetas, 24 September
1985, serial number 000304, red MUESTRA overprint, multiple
pinholes in top right margin, graffiti on reverse, about
uncirculated
Pick 161s  £320-£380

1600

A group of Spanish notes El Banco de Espana, 25 Pesetas,
1906, 1907, 500 Pesetas, 1927, 25, 50, 100, 500 and 1000
Pesetas 1928, 12, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 Pesetas from the
1931 issue, 5, 10, 50 Pesetas, 1935, 100 Peseta 1936, 1
peseta, 1937, 1, 2, 5 and 100 Pesetas 1938, 1 pesetas (3), 5
pesetas, 1940, very good to good very fine (35 notes)
Pick 57, 62, 64, 73-87, 101, 104, 108-110, 121, 122 £80-
£100

1601x

Straits Settlements

Government of the Straits Settlements, 10 Cents, 29 January
1919, serial number F/4 80707, light central bend that
doesn't break the paper, good embossing on serial number,
overall good extremely fine to about uncirculated and
becoming very difficult to find in this grade
TBB B115c, Pick 6c  £300-£400

1602

Government of the Straits Settlements, consecutive 10
Cents (2), 14 October 1919, serial numbers A/83 97288 and
97289, fresh and original, first good extremely fine, second
about uncirculated, scarce as a pair in relatively high grade
(2 notes)
TBB B117b, Pick 8b  £300-£400

1603

Government of the Straits Settlements, $1, 1 January 1935,
serial number I/22 75092, extremely fine
TBB B121e, Pick 16  £200-£240

1604x

Government of the Straits Settlements, $1 and $5, 1 January
1935, serial numbers L/57 71946 and B/83 79521, both
original paper, first good very fine, second fine (2 notes)
TBB B121e, B122e, Pick 16b, 17b  £200-£260

1605x
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Government of the Straits Settlements, $10, 1 January 1935,
serial number B/48 18357, original fine
TBB B123e, Pick 18b  £150-£200

1606x

Sudan

Siege of Khartoum, General Gordon, 1000 piastres, 1884,
manuscript signature, two hand stamps, backed on linen,
reverse purple handstamp, extremely fine, a nice example
scarce
Pick S107a  £260-£300

1607

Siege of Khartoum, General Gordon, 2500 piastres, 1884,
hectograph signature, blue handstamps, small nick in top
margin, very fine
Pick S109a  £160-£200

1608

Sudan Currency Board, 25 Piastres, 5 September 1956,
serial number A/J 658806, in PCGS holder 58 PPQ, choice
about uncirculated
TBB B201, Pick 1B  £200-£260

1609

Sudan Currency Board, 25 Piastres (2), 1956, serial numbers
A/C 008958, A/11 0993907, first very fine, second good
very fine (2 notes)
TBB B201, 206, Pick 1A, 1B  £100-£150

1610

Sudan Currency Board, specimen 25 Piastres, 1956, serial
number AA 000000, black SPECIMEN overprint, specimen 50
Piastres, 1956, serial number AA 000000, red SPECIMEN

overprint, both with cancellation holes, mounting traces,
about uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B201s, 202s, Pick 1Bs, 2Bs  £160-£200

1611

Sudan Currency Board, specimen 5 Sudanese Pounds, 1956
(1960), serial number D/1 000000, red CANCELLED overprint,
and four tiny cancellation holes, glue stains on reverse in
each corner, but about uncirculated and scarce
TBB B209as, Pick 4s  £150-£200

1612

Sudan Currency Board, specimen 10 Sudanese Pounds,
1956 (1960), serial number E/1 000000, red CANCELLED

overprint, and four tiny cancellation holes, glue stains on
reverse in each corner, with tape covering partial thinning,
but good extremely fine and scarce
TBB B210as, Pick 5s  £200-£260

1613

Bank of Sudan, 20 Sudanese Pounds (4), 1981, prefixes F/4
and F/16, two with commemorative overprints at right,
uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B311a, B317a, Pick 22a, 21a  £100-£150

1614

Bank of Sudan, specimen set from the 1981 Issue, 25
Piastres, 50 Piastres, £1, red SPECIMEN overprint in English and
Arabic, uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B312s, Pick 16  £100-£150

1615
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Bank of Sudan, a specimen set from the 1985-1990 Issue, 25
and 50 Piastres, £1, £5, £10 and £20, all with red SPECIMEN

overprint in Arabic and English, uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B322-327s, Pick 30s, 31s, 32s, 40bs, 42as, 46s 

£100-£150

1616

Bank of Sudan, specimen set from the 1994-2002 Issue,
1994-2002, 100, 200, 500, 1,0000, 2,000, 5,0000 Dinars,
all with hollow SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B336as, 342-4s, 346s, 347s, Pick 55s, 57as, 58as, 59bs,
60s, 63s  £100-£150

1617

Central Bank of Sudan, specimen set from the 2011 Issue,
£5 , £10 , £20, £50, all with zero serial numbers, SPECIMEN

overprint, uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B408-411s, Pick 72-5s  £100-£150

1618

Suriname

Suriname Muntbiljet, colour trial 2 1/2 Gulden, 1 September
1973, serial number A/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint and
single cancellation hole, ink annotations in margins, in PCGS
holder 63, choice uncirculated, scarce
Pick 118act  £340-£400

1619

Suriname Muntbiljet, specimen 2 1/2 Gulden, 1 August
1978, serial number G/2 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint and
single cancellation hole, ink annotations in margins, in PCGS
holder 64 PPQ, very choice uncirculated, scarce
Pick 118as  £340-£400

1620

Centrale Bank van Suriname, specimen 10, 25, 100, 250
and 500 Gulden, 1 July 1986, serial numbers AA000000,
red SPECIMEN overprint and De La Rue ovals, single
cancellation hole, uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B517as, Pick 131s  £260-£320

1621

Sweden

Christianstads Enskilda Bank, printers archival specimen 10
Kronor, 1875, serial number range M00001-100000, SPECIMEN

B.W. & CO. LONDON perforation, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
Pick S131s  £100-£150

1622

Sundsvalls Enskilda Bank, printers archival specimen 10
Kronor, 1901, serial number range N 000001-100000,
perforated SPECIMEN, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
Pick S593s  £100-£150

1623

Sveriges Riksbank, 1 Krona 1915, 5 Kronur (13), 1952-81,
10 Kronur (12), 1940-81, 20 Kronur (2), 1992, 1994, 50
Kronur (2), 1976, 1978, 100 Kronur, 1962, V 225295, most
very fine to uncirculated (31 notes)
Pick 32c, 33ai (2), 34w, 42a, 43c, g, 48d, 50a,b(2), 51a(2),
c(2), d(3), 52a, b, d(3), 53b, c, 56a(3), 61a, b  £70-100

1624
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Switzerland

Banque Nationale Suisse, specimen 5 Franken, 22 October
1936, no serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, three punch
holes, in PMG holder number 66 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B305hs, Pick 11s  £220-£280

1625x

Tahiti

Banque de l’Indochine, Tahiti, 20 Francs, Papeete, ND
(1928), serial number E.25 804, black handstamp at left, in
PCGS holder 35, good very fine, but with pinholes, and a
few tiny splits, very rare
Pick 12e  £260-£320

1626

Banque de l’Indochine, Tahiti, specimen 100 Francs,
Papeete, ND (c.1937), serial number O.00 000, vertical
SPECIMEN perforation, a superb original uncirculated example
of a classic design
Pick 14s  £260-£320

1627x

Tanzania

Bank of Tanzania, specimen 500, 2000 and 5000 Shillings,
ND (2011), serial numbers ZZ000000, red SPECIMEN

overprints, uncirculated, and interesting to note that these
specimens use the same prefix as the replacement notes (3
notes)
TBB B139s, B141s, B142s, Pick 40s, 42s, 43s  £180-£240

1628x

Thailand

Government of Siam, 100 Baht, 1 April 1925, serial number
S/1 43668, partially split along central fold, repaired with
tape, thus fine, scarce
Pick 20a  £100-£150

1629

Timor

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Timor, 100 Escudos, 2
January 1959, serial number 064184, in PCGS holder 63,
choice uncirculated, with a few foxing spots
TBB B126d, Pick 24a  £100-£150

1630

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Timor, a set of colour trials
20, 50 100, 500 and 1000 Escudos, 24 October 1967, pink,
burgundy, magenta, purple and brown respectively, red
SPECIMEN overprint, hole punched, uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B128-132t, Pick 26-30cts  £360-£460

1631x
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Tonga

Government of Tonga, 4 Shillings, 3 November 1966, serial
number E/1 14889, in PCGS holder 65 PPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B109x, Pick 9e  £80-£120

1632

Government of Tonga, £1, ND (1940), serial number D/1
00000, perforated cancelled, ink annotations in top margin,
minor mounting traces otherwise uncirculated, scarce
TBB B111s, Pick 11s  £400-£500

1633x

Trinidad & Tobago

Royal Bank of Canada, Trinidad, $5 or £1-0-10, Port of
Spain, 3 January 1938, serial number 322713, original but
quite limp, very good and extremely rare in any grade
Pick S161  £100-£150

1634x

The Government of Trinidad and Tobago, $1, 2 January
1939, serial number 9D 78748, in PCGS holder 63 PPQ,
choice uncirculated
TBB B107b, Pick 5b  £100-£150

1635

The Government of Trinidad and Tobago, $2, 1 January
1943, serial number 27D 96903, fresh and original good
very fine, quite scarce
TBB B108d, Pick 8  £150-£200

1636

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago , colour trial $1, 1964,
serial number M/3 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint and single
cancellation hole, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B201t, Pick 26ct  £180-£240

1637

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, printers archival
specimen $10, 14 December 1964 (c.1976), serial number
range U100001-V100000, also partial proof for the same
issue, fully printed on reverse, underprint only on obverse,
both with ink annotations in margins, one pinhole each, first
extremely fine, second very fine (2 notes)
TBB B203cs, Pick 28cs  £150-£200

1638

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, obverse and reverse
die proofs for $1 and $5, ND (1977), glue traces on reverse
(some still tacky), but overall about uncirculated and rare (4
notes)
TBB B205p, B206p, Pick 30p, 31p  £200-£260

1639
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Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, specimen $1, $5, $10
and $20, 1964 (1977), all serial number AA000000, SPECIMEN

overprints and single cancellation hole, in PCGS holder 64
PPQ, 65 PPQ, 66 PPQ and 67 PPQ, uncirculated and a
lovely group (4 notes)
TBB B205as-208as, Pick 30as-33as  £280-£340

1640

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, specimen $50, 1964
(1977), serial number AA000000, red SPECIMEN overprints and
single cancellation hole, in PCGS holder 69 PPQ, superb
gem uncirculated and a lovely example of the rarest
denomination in the series
TBB B209as, Pick 34as  £240-£320

1641

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, specimen $100, 1964
(1977), serial number AA000000, red SPECIMEN overprints and
single cancellation hole, in PCGS holder 66 PPQ, gem
uncirculated, scarce
TBB B210as, Pick 35as  £180-£240

1642

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, archival photograph
showing a reverse design for an unissued $5, ND (c.1973),
an amusing design featuring a group of steel-pan drummers
and a limbo dancer, backed on card and ink dated 13/7/73,
in PCGS holder 62, uncirculated, probably unique and
interesting as this bears no resemblance to any notes
produced
Pick unlisted  £80-£120

1643

Tunisia

Banque de l‘Algerie, Tunisia, 1000 Francs overprinted on
100 Francs, 1892 (1942-43), serial number S.4 462, in PCGS
holder 58 PPQ, choice about uncirculated
TBB B221a, Pick 31  £120-£160

1644

Regency of Tunis, 50 Centimes, 3 March 1920, serie 106,
serial number 46904, small stain at centre, one hard
horizontal and vertical fold, good very fine
TBB B406a, Pick 48a  £200-£260

1645x

Banque Centrale de Tunisie, specimen 1/2 Dinar, ND
(1958), serial number A/14 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint
and De La Rue ovals and two cancellation holes, in PCGS
holder 64 PPQ, very choice uncirculated
TBB B501as1, Pick 57s  £200-£260

1646
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Banque Centrale de Tunisie, cancelled 1 Dinar, ND (1958),
serial number B/8 593640, large red ANNULE handstamp at
centre, in PCGS holder 63, choice uncirculated
TBB B502a, Pick 58  £150-£200

1647

Banque Centrale de Tunisie, specimen 5 Dinars, 1 June
1965, serial number C/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint,
De La Rue ovals and two cancellation holes, in PMG holder
67 EPQ, superb gem uncirculated, exceptional grade for
type
TBB B508as2, Pick 64s  £100-£150

1648x

Turkey

Turkey, Ottoman Empire, 20 Kurush (2), ND (1855-57), one
trimmed and with minor edge repairs, very good, other
original good fine (2 notes)
Pick 26  £200-£260

1649x

Ministry of Finance, Turkey, 1 Livre Turque, 1926, serial
number 27 921926, fresh and original paper, in PCGS
holder 40, extremely fine and very scarce in this lovely
condition
TBB B101a, Pick 119a  £500-£700

1650

Central Bank of Turkey, 10 Kurus, 1930, serial number
000944, in PMG holder number 64, choice uncirculated
TBB B211a, Pick 133  £120-£180

1651x

Central Bank of Turkey, obverse and reverse archival
photographs showing some of the final designs for 50 Lirasi,
1951, virtually the same as issued but with some
discrepancies in borders and other minor details, in PCGS
holders 63, choice uncirculated, obverse with a very small
tear in top margin (2 photos)
TBB B245a, Pick 162 for type  £120-£160

1652

Central Bank of Turkey, specimen 50 Lira, 1930, zero serial
number, red GEÇMEZ overprint, in PMG holder number 66
EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B255s2, Pick 142As  £220-£280

1653x
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United Arab Emirates

United Arab Emirates Currency Board, 1 Dirham, 1973,
serial number 8A 051711, in PMG holder number 65 EPQ,
gem uncirculated
TBB B101a, Pick 1a  £150-£200

1654x

United Arab Emirates Currency Board, 10 Dirhams, 1973,
serial number 17J 482231, in PMG holder number 67 EPQ,
superb gem uncirculated
TBB B103a, Pick 3a  £200-£260

1655x

United Arab Emirates Currency Board, 10 Dirhams, 1973,
serial number 14J 774921, in PMG holder number 58 EPQ,
choice about uncirculated
TBB B103a, Pick 3a  £140-£200

1656x

United Arab Emirates Currency Board, 50 Dirhams, 1973,
serial number 2D824610, in PMG holder number 53, about
uncirculated
TBB B104a, Pick 4a  £420-£500

1657x

United Arab Emirates Currency Board, 100 Dirhams, 1973,
serial number 106608, Central Bank, 5, 10 and 100
Dirhams, 1982, 5, 10 and 25 Dirhams, 2009-2013, Pick 5a
about very fine to very fine, Pick 8a in PMG holder number
66 EPQ, the examples from the 1982 issue extremely fine to
about uncirculated, the remainder uncirculated (7 notes)
TBB B105a, 201-2, 204, 226-228, Pick 5a, 7-8, 10, 26-28

£150-£200

1658

United Arab Emirates Central Bank, specimen 20 Dirhams,
AH1418/1997, serial number 017000000, perforated
SPECIMEN, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B216as, Pick 21as  £300-£400

1659x

Confederate States of America

Confederate States of America, $50 (4), 1864, 3rd Series,
$100, 1864, serial number 66934, extremely fine to about
uncirculated (5 notes)
Pick 70, 71  £150-£200

1660x

United States of America

United States Legal tender Note, $20, 1880, red serial
number A2268796A, in PMG holder 25, very fine
Pick 180b, Friedberg 147  £200-£260

1661x

United States Gold Certificate, $20, 1922, serial number
K29211319, in PCGS holder 35, choice very fine
Pick 275, Friedberg 1187  £150-£200

1662x
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United States Silver Certificate, $1, 1899, serial number
V83870020A, a superb original uncirculated example
Pick 338c, Friedberg 236  £400-£500

1663

United States Legal Tender Note, $1, 1923, serial number
A54236894B, extremely fine
Pick 342, Friedberg 40  £200-£260

1664

Federal Reserve Note, $100, 2009, serial number
LL11111111I, in PMG holder 40 EPQ, extremely fine, and a
great solid number with similar prefix and suffix
Pick 535, Friedburg 2187-L  £120-£160

1665

Vanuatu

Central Bank of Vanuatu, specimen 500 and 1000 Vatu, ND
(1982), serial numbers AA000000, red SPECIMEN overprints
and two cancellation holes, in PCGS holders 63 and 64
PPQ, choice uncirculated, scarce (2 notes)
TBB B102as, B103as, Pick 2s, 3s  £200-£260

1666

West African States

Banque Centrale des etats de l’Afrique de l’Ouest, specimen
500 Francs, ND (1959), serial number O.00 00000, black
SPECIMEN overprint and perforation, in PCGS holder 64, very
choice uncirculated, pinholes at left
TBB B103as, Pick 3s  £400-£500

1667

Western Samoa

Bank of Western Samoa, obverse and reverse die proofs for
1 Tala, ND (1967), no signatures or serial numbers, black
printing with no underprint, signature title crossed out,
additional typed numeral at centre, obverse good extremely
fine, reverse about uncirculated, very rare and attractive (2
notes)
TBB B307p, Pick 16p  £200-£260

1668

Bank of Western Samoa, colour trial 2 Tala, ND (1967), zero
serial number, purple on multicolour, red SPECIMEN overprint,
single hole punch, mounting traces along left margin, about
uncirculated to uncirculated
TBB B308at, Pick 17cts  £180-£220

1669
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Bank of Western Samoa, obverse and reverse die proofs for
2 Tala, ND (1967), no signatures or serial numbers, dark
blue printing with no underprint, signature title crossed out,
additional typed numeral at low left, obverse good extremely
fine, reverse about uncirculated, very rare and attractive (2
notes)
TBB B308p, Pick 17p  £200-£260

1670

Bank of Western Samoa, obverse and reverse (2) die proofs
for 10 Tala, ND (1967), no signatures or serial numbers,
obverse dark green printing, reverses brown, no underprints,
signature title crossed out, additional typed/hand-written
numeral at centre, obverse good extremely fine, reverses
about uncirculated, very rare and attractive (3 notes)
TBB B309p, Pick 18p  £260-£320

1671

Monetary Board of Western Samoa, specimen $2, $5 and
$10, ND (1980), serial numbers A000000, red SPECIMEN

overprints and De La Rue ovals, single cancellation hole, in
PCGS holders 64, 65 PPQ and 63 PPQ, uncirculated (3
notes)
TBB B402as, Pick 20s  £150-£200

1672

Yemen Arab Republic

Arab Republic of Yemen, Yemen Currency Board, obverse
full colour die proof 1 Rial, ND (1969), no signatures or
serial numbers, ink annotations on face, about uncirculated
and rare
TBB B106p, Pick 6p  £100-£150

1673

Arab Republic of Yemen, specimen 5 Rials (3), ND (1969),
first; as issued, black SPECIMEN overprint in Arabic, one punch
hole, second; archival specimen, serial number range A/16
000,001-100,000, third; proof multicolour underprint, one
punch hole, first has small tear in top margin, the specimens
have ink annotations and date ‘23.2.68’ in top margin,
mounting traces, about uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B107s,p, Pick 7s,p                      £240-£300

1674
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Arab Republic of Yemen, Yemen Currency Board, obverse
black and white die proof for 10 rials, ND (1969), no
signatures or serial number, ink annotation on face, about
uncirculated to uncirculated and very rare
TBB B108p, Pick 8p  £120-£160

1675

Arab Republic of Yemen, proof 25 Rials, ND (1971), design
as issued, without serial number or signatures, proof 50
Rials, ND (1971), design as issued, without serial number or
signatures, about uncirculated to uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B109p, B110p, Pick 9p, 10p  £150-£200

1676

Arab Republic of Yemen, Yemen Currency Board, obverse
die proofs for 25 Rials (2), ND (1971), no signatures or serial
numbers, one stage with borders only in black, detailing on
second stage in orange-brown, ink annotations on face,
about uncirculated and very rare, not issued in these
colours, or even produced as a colour trial (2 notes)
TBB B109p, Pick 9p  £120-£160

1677

Arab Republic of Yemen, Yemen Currency Board, obverse
die proofs for 50 Rials (2), ND (1971), no signatures or serial
numbers, one stage with borders and values, black and
white, other stage with detailing, dark grey-green (as issued),
ink and pencil annotations on face, good extremely fine to
about uncirculated and very rare (2 notes)
TBB B110p, Pick 10p  £120-£160

1678

Yemen

South Arabian Currency Authority, 10 Dinars, ND (1967),
serial number Z1 97280, in PCGS holder 45, extremely fine,
very scarce
TBB B105a, Pick 5  £100-£150

1679

Central Bank of Yemen, obverse and reverse colour die
proof for 100 Rials, ND (1976), no signatures or serial
numbers, ink annoatons on face, traces of mounting on
reverse, slightly showing through to obverse, thus about
uncirculated and very rare (2 notes)
TBB B106p, Pick 16p  £150-£200

1680
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Yugoslavia

Ministry of Finance, Yugoslavia , 4000 Kronen on 1000
Dinara, ND (1919), serial number 00251420, blue and
violet, allegorical figures, watermark field at centre, large red
overprint showing new value, 0 few tears in margins, some
staining, very good to fine and incredibly rare in any grade
TBB B100a, Pick 20  £1,200-£1,800

1681

An Extremely Rare 4000 Kronen of 1919
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Advertising and Test Notes

Bradbury Wilkinson, a die proof for a test note for 100 units,
King Charles I at right, ink annotations, about uncirculated
and rare £50-£70

1682

Giori Test Notes, ca.1970, no serial number, Washington at
centre, green print, in PMG holder number 58 EPQ, choice
about uncirculated  £80-£100

1683

Miscellaneous

A Good Sized Group of World Banknotes, including
Reserve Bank of India, 5and 10 rupees, George VI,
Republica Argentina, 5, 10 and 20 centavos, 1884, Bahamas
Monetary Agency, specimen $1/2, and a whole range of
other notes, several quite nice with only a little duplication
(140 notes) £340-£440

1684

A group of notes from countries including Algeria, Central
Africa, Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Iran (2),
Iraq, Jordan (9), Kenya, Lebanon, Libya, Malawi, Military
Authority in Tripolitania, 2 Lire (2) (on example about
uncirculated), Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique, 10
Centavos, 1941, 1 Escudos, 1921, Nigeria, Oman (11),
Pakistan, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Turkey, Tunisia, Yemen, Qatar (4 ), UAE, Uganda,
Zimbabwe (approx 110 notes)  £260-£300

1685

A group of European notes comprising Austria, Belgium,
British Military notes, Bulgaria, Cyprus, 3 piastres, 1944, 1/-,
1942, England, France, Hungary, Germany, Gibraltar,
Greece, Ireland, Italy including Military issues, 50 lire (3),
100 lire (3) Macedonia, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Russia, Scotland, Slovenia, Spain, Suriname,
Switzerland, Yugoslavia, several military notes, mixed grades
(approx 240 notes)  £340-£400

1686

A group of notes from Brunei, Bhutan, Cambodia (12), China
(24), French Indo-China, Hong Kong (15), Indonesia (14)
Reserve Bank of India (20), including 5 Rupees, Taylor
signature, Japan (7), Japanese Government (20), Korea (10),
Malaya (2), Malaysia (2), Myanmar, Nepal (3), New Zealand,
North Korea, Philippines (3), Singapore (3), Sri Lanka, (4)
generally very fine or better (approx 160 notes) £160-£200

1687

A group of Central and South American notes comprising
Argentina (21), Bermuda, Barbados, Brazil (23), Bolivia (2),
Canada (8) including $1, 1937, Cayman Islands, Chile (5),
Ecuador, Jamaica (7), Mexico (2), MPC (3), Paraguay (5),
Peru (4), Trinidad and Tobago (3), Uruguay (3), 100 and 500
escudos 1939, USA (14), Confederate states (2) (approx 100
notes) £160-£200

1688

Specimen Banknotes from around the world, official
Franklin Mint presentation sets for Bahrain, Botswana,
Dominican Republic, Gibraltar, Ghana, Ireland, Jersey,
Malta, Mauritius, Paraguay, Philippines, Sierra Leone,
Solomon Island, Swaziland, Tonga, in original presentation
bow, as issued (70 notes)  £400-£500

1689

A Group of World Banknotes, including New Hebrides,
1000 francs, 1980, El Savador, Compania de Credito de
Puerto Plata, remainder 10 pesos, 188-, Pick S106r, West
African States, 100 Francs, 1959, Pick 2b, Qatar & Dubai, 1
Riyal, 1966, about fine, Bahamas, $100, 2000, good very
fine, HSBC, $1, 1941, Pick 178c, China, Hupeh Provincial
Bank, 1 Chiao, 1936, Pick S2110, Rhodesia, $1 and $5,
1970’s, USA Obseletes, Cochituate Bank, $2 and $5, very
good, as well as several other UK military issues and
additional world items, a very useful group (29 notes) £340-
£440

1690

A Small Group of Banknotes including, East African
Currency Board, 5 Shillings, 1941 prefix U/10, Libya,
Military Authority Tripolitania, 5 lire, Oman 1/2 Rial,
Republic of Biafra, 5/-, £1, 1968, 5/-, 10/-, £1, £5 and £10,
1969, Germany, 1000 mark, 1910, Commercial Bank of
Scotland, £1, 1947, East Africa very good, there remainder
balance very fine (12 notes) £50-£80

1691

A large group of mixed world banknotes, comprising Korea
(40), Japan (48), Japanese Military Issues (156), Philippines
(9) Emergency Currency (20), Government Fiji, 1 Penny,
1942, Malaya, 1,5,10, 20, 50 cents and $1, 1941,
Netherlands Indies (11), Approx 250 notes £120-£180

1692

A group of more modern issues including Afghanistan (12),
Lebanon (6), Yemen (6), Myamar (4), Iraq (4), Centrale Bank
van Suriname, a selection of the 200 Issues5,10, 25, 100,
500 and 1000 Gulden (21 notes), Israel (23), mized grades
(approx 56 notes) £180-£220

1693x

A large group of more modern banknotes, including notes
from Greece, Turkey Japanese Military China, Iraq, Portugal,
Zambia, France, Confederate state of America, England, very
little duplication (approx 900)  £500-£600

1694

A group of world notes; Biafra, Cambodia, Cameroon, China
(6), India (3), Indonesia (26) Korea (7), Luxembourg (3),
Macau, Morocco, Ruanda-Burundi, Russia (8), Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Uganda, Vietnam (2), Yugoslavia (10), (approx 70)

£60-£80

1695

A group of more modern world notes including a large
group of Italian, Yugoslavian, South American and modern
African notes (approx 330 notes) £180-£220

1696

A Small Group of Commonwealth Notes, comprising Fiji,
£1, 1965, pressed very fine, Mauritius, 5 Rupees, 1954, very
fine, Malaya, $1, 1 July 1941, original and fresh about
uncirculated, Trinidad and Tobago, $5, 1 May 1942, very
fine, Bermuda, $50, 1992 commemorative issue, serial
number C/C 000929, uncirculated in packaging, and
Solomon Islands, a maltese cross specimen set, $2, $5 and
$10, serial number 569, uncirculated (8 notes)
Pick 53g, 27, 11, 5B, 40, respectively  £400-£500

1697

A Group of World Banknotes, mostly modern or poorer
grade but a decent variety of countries (approx 400 notes)
£100-£150

1698x

A Group of World Banknotes, including Belgian Congo, 5
francs, 1943, 4th issue, South Africa, £1, 1943, £5, 1946, 10
Shillings, 1958, £1, 1959 and £5, 1952, and 1, 2 and 10
Rand, first issue, along with a small selection of mixed world
banknotes, mixed grades, mostly around very fine (36 notes)

£80-£120

1699

A large group world banknotes, a wide range of countries,
including some better notes from Egypt, East Africa, Hong
Kong, Belize, Thailand, Indian Haj 1 Rupee, China, mixed
grades, but an extremely useful and varied group with very
little duplication (approx 320 notes) £340-£440

1700

A Mixed Group of World Banknotes, including Bahamas, 4
Shillings, prefix A/6, about uncirculated, France, 5 Francs
(2), and 10 Francs (2), 1927, good extremely fine and
original, also a group of Yugoslavian 1000 dinara (25), 1963
and a few other assorted world notes, mixed grades (43
notes) £150-£200

1701
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A Group of Queen Elizabeth II/Commonwealth Banknotes,
including Gibraltar, Falklands, New Zealand, Fiji, Belize, St.
Helena, England and Jersey, mixed grades but generally
original and extremely fine or better, with a few graded
examples, some excellent notes and a seriously useful group
(45 notes)  £500-£700

x 1702

A Large Group of Miscellaneous World Banknotes,
including some really nice individual pieces such as
Seychelles, 1 Rupee, 1943 and 5 Rupees, 1954, both fine,
Rhodesia, replacement $2, 1979, about uncirculated, Faeroe
Islands, 50 Konur, 1967, PMG 66 EPQ,, and 100 Kronur,
1983, PMG 65 EPQ, with a wide range of other material and
very little duplication, a varied and interesting group with
very mixed grades (241 notes)  £500-£700

x 1703

A Large Group of World Banknotes, mostly modern
European with some duplication, but including a range of
slightly better graded material, mixed grades, but generally
extremely fine or better (30 graded, 394 ungraded) £600-
£800

1704

A Very Large Group of World Banknotes, including some
better notes such as France, Allied Military Currency, 1000
Francs, original good extremely fine, Egypt, 5 Piastres, 1 June
1918, fine, Italy, 5000 Lire, 1955, very good, India, 5
rupees, George VI, prefix M/96, good extremely fine to
about uncirculated, Belgian Congo, 5 Francs, 5th series
1944, fine, Guernsey, 6 Pence, 1943 and Jersey, 6 pence
and 1 Shilling, ND (1943), all about very fine, as well as a
vast array of other notes of different types with very little
duplication, and spanning the entire world, hugely mixed
grades (1000+ notes)  £1,200-£1,600

1705

A Interesting group of notes, including Dominion of
Canada, 25 cents, 1900, $1, 1917, 1923, Bank of Canada,
$1, 1935, Spain, South Africa, Hong Kong, British Armed
Forces, Italy, Ireland, Greece, Romania, Banque de France,
5000 francs, 1941 (51 notes)  £440-£500

1706

A small group including notes from Gibraltar, £10 (2), 1986,
French Antilles, New Hebrides, Italy, Portugal, Cyprus,
Falkland Islands, Germany (14 notes) £60-£80

1707

A large group of world notes, including Government of
India, Persian Gulf Issue, 1 Rupee (2), France, Thailand,
British Caribbean Territories, Malaya, Turkey Spain,
Portugal, Lebanon, England (approx 150) £200-£260

End of Sale
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pages on the our website. Prospective buyers are strongly advised to consult the site for updates.
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Conditions mainly concerning Buyers

1 The buyer

The highest bidder shall be the buyer at the ‘hammer price’ and any dispute

shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion. Every bidder shall be

deemed to act as principal unless there is in force a written

acknowledgement by Dix Noonan Webb that he acts as agent on behalf of a

named principal.

2 Minimum increment

The auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any bid which does not conform

to DixNoonan Webb’s published bidding increments whick may be found at

dnw.co.uk and in the bidding form included with the auction catalogue.

3 The premium

The buyer shall pay to Dix Noonan Webb a premium on the ‘hammer price’

in accordance with the percentages set out in paragraph 4 above and agrees

that Dix Noonan Webb, when acting as agent for the seller, may also receive

commission from the seller in accordance with Condition 15.

4 Value Added Tax (VAT)

The buyers’ premium is subject to the current rate of Value Added Tax if the

lot is delivered to the purchaser within the European Union.

Lots marked ‘x’ are subject to importation duty of 5% on the hammer price

unless re-exported outside the EU.

5 Payment

When a lot is sold the buyer shall:

(a) confirm to Dix Noonan Webb his or her name and address and, if so

requested, give proof of identity; and

(b) pay to Dix Noonan Webb the ‘total amount due’ in pounds sterling within

five working days of the end of the sale (unless credit terms have been agreed

with Dix Noonan Webb before the auction). Please note that, as stated

above, we will not accept cash payments in excess of £5,000 (five thousand

pounds) in settlement for purchases made at any one auction.

6 Dix Noonan Webb may, at its absolute discretion, agree credit terms with

the buyer before an auction under which the buyer will be entitled to take

possession of lots purchased up to an agreed amount in value in advance of

payment by a determined future date of the ‘total amount due’.

7 Any payments by a buyer to Dix Noonan Webb may be applied by Dix

Noonan Webb towards any sums owing from that buyer to Dix Noonan

Webb on any account whatever, without regard to any directions of the

buyer, his or her agent, whether expressed or implied.

8 Collection of purchases

The ownership of the lot(s) purchased shall not pass to the buyer until he or

she has made payment in full to Dix Noonan Webb of the ‘total amount due’

in pounds sterling.

COND IT IO N S O F BU S IN E S S

IM P O R T A N T IN F O RM A T IO N F O R BU Y E R S

Absentee Bids

It is recommended that absantee bids are placed using our online advance

bidding facility, which is available on our website at www.dnw.co.uk. Bids

placed in this way cannot be seen by others and do not go live until the

actual moment that the lot in question is being offered for sale. All bids can

be easily altered or cancelled by the bidder prior to this point. An automated

email will be sent confirming all bids and alterations

Anyone with a valid email address can easily register to bid online.

There is no additional charge for online bidding and it is not necessary to
pre-register a payment card in order to do so.

Whilst we are still happy to execute all bids submitted in writing or by

phone, fax, etc., it should be noted that bids left with us will be entered at

our offices using the same bidding facility to which all our clients have

access.  There is, therefore, no better way of ensuring the accuracy of your

bids than to execute them yourself online.

Whilst online bids can be placed up until the moment a lot is offered for sale,

all other bids made to the office must be confirmed in writing, by fax or e-

mail and should be received by 18:00 on the day before the auction.

Although we will endeavour to execute late bids, Dix Noonan Webb Ltd

cannot accept responsibility for any bids received on the day of the auction

itself. 

Commission Form

Further advice to bidders and purchasers may be found on the commission

form included with this catalogue. Please use this form when sending bids to

us by post or fax.

Buyers’ Premium

A buyers’ premium of 20% on the hammer price (plus VAT if resident in, or lots

are delivered within, the European Union) is payable by the buyer on all lots. 

Pre-sale Estimates

The pre-sale estimates are intended as a guide for prospective purchasers.

Any bid between the listed figures would, in our opinion, offer a fair chance

of success. However all lots, depending on the degree of competition, can

realise prices either above or below the listed estimates.

All lots are automatically reserved at the bid step which reflects 80% of the

lower estimate, unless otherwise instructed by the buyer.

Methods of Payment

All payments must be made in pounds sterling within five days of the end of

a sale unless credit terma have been made by prior arrangement.

The best way to make payment is by Visa, Mastercard or Amex credit or debit

cards via our website www.dnw.co.uk. Carriage and insurance is pre-

calculated for you so that you may pay immediately.

Payment may also be made by transfer direct to DNW’s account at:

Lloyds 

Piccadilly London Branch

39 Piccadilly

London W1J 0AA

Sort Code: 30-96-64 Account No: 00622865

Swift Code: LOYDGB2L

IBAN: GB70LOYD30966400622865 BIC: LOYDGB21085

Please include your surname, client code and auction date with the

instructions to the bank. Alternative methods of payment which may enable

immediate clearance of purchases include cash, recognised banker’s drafts,

credit cards (Master Card, Visa and Amex) and debit cards. Although

personal and company cheques are accepted, buyers are advised that

property will not be released until such cheques have fully cleared and

cannot be subject to recall, which may take two weeks. Third party payment

is not accepted except by prior arrangement. Please note that we reserve the

right to 

Please note that we will not accept cash payments in excess of £5,000 (five

thousand pounds) in settlement for purchases made at any one auction.

Purchases will be despatched as soon as possible upon full payment in

pounds sterling for the lots you have bought. Carriage will be at the buyer’s

expense. Estimates and advice on all methods of despatch can be provided

upon request. 

Insurance cover will be arranged unless otherwise specified and will be

added to the carriage charge for non-UK deliveries..



9 (a) The buyer shall at his or her own expense take away the lot(s) purchased

not later than 5 working days after the day of the auction but (unless credit

terms have been agreed in accordance with Condition 7) not before payment

to Dix Noonan Webb of the ‘total amount due’.

(b) The buyer shall be responsible for any removal, storage and insurance

charges on any lot not taken away within 5 working days after the day of the

auction.

(c) The packing and handling of purchased lots by Dix Noonan Webb staff is

undertaken solely as a courtesy to clients and, in the case of fragile articles,

will be undertaken only at Dix Noonan Webb’s discretion. In no event will

Dix Noonan Webb be liable for damage to glass or frames, regardless of the

cause.

10 Buyers’ responsibilities for lots purchased

The buyer will be responsible for loss or damage to lots purchased from the

time of collection or the expiry of 5 working days after the day of the auction,

whichever is the sooner. Neither Dix Noonan Webb nor its servants or agents

shall thereafter be responsible for any loss or damage of any kind, whether

caused by negligence or otherwise, while any lot is in its custody or under

its control.

11 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchase

If any lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with Conditions

6 and 10, or if there is any other breach of either of those Conditions, Dix

Noonan Webb as agent of the seller shall, at its absolute discretion and

without prejudice to any other rights it may have, be entitled to exercise one

or more of the following rights and remedies:

(a) to proceed against the buyer for damages for breach of contract.

(b) to rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to the defaulting buyer at

the same or any other auction.

(c) to re-sell the lot or cause it to be re-sold by public auction or private sale

and the defaulting buyer shall pay to Dix Noonan Webb any resulting

deficiency in the ‘total amount due’ (after deduction of any part payment and

addition of re-sale costs) and any surplus shall belong to the seller.

(d) to remove, store and insure the lot at the expense of the defaulting buyer

and, in the case of storage, either at Dix Noonan Webb premises or

elsewhere.

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 2 percent per month on the ‘total

amount due’ to the extent it remains unpaid for more than 5 working days

after the day of the auction.

(f) to retain that or any other lot sold to the same buyer at the sale or any other

auction and release it only after payment of the ‘total amount due’.

(g) to reject or ignore any bids made by or on behalf of the defaulting buyer

at any future auctions or obtaining a deposit before accepting any bids in

future.

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale then due or at any time thereafter becoming

due to the defaulting buyer towards settlement of the ‘total amount due’ and

to exercise a lien on any property of the defaulting buyer which is in Dix

Noonan Webb’s possession for any purpose.

12 Liability of Dix Noonan Webb and sellers

(a) Goods auctioned are usually of some age. All goods are sold with all

faults and imperfections and errors of description. Illustrations in catalogues

are for identification only. Buyers should satisfy themselves prior to the sale

as to the condition of each lot and should exercise and rely on their own

judgement as to whether the lot accords with its description. Subject to the

obligations accepted by Dix Noonan Webb under this Condition, none of the

seller, Dix Noonan Webb, its servants or agents is responsible for errors of

descriptions or for the genuineness or authenticity of any lot. No warranty

whatever is given by Dix Noonan Webb, its servants or agents, or any seller

to any buyer in respect of any lot and any express or implied conditions or

warranties are hereby excluded.

(b) Any lot which proves to be a ‘deliberate forgery’ may be returned by the

buyer to Dix Noonan Webb within 15 days of the date of the auction in the

same condition in which it was at the time of the auction, accompanied by

a statement of defects, the number of the lot, and the date of the auction at

which it was purchased. If Dix Noonan Webb is satisfied that the item is a

‘deliberate forgery’ and that the buyer has and is able to transfer a good and

marketable title to the lot free from any third party claims, the sale will be set

aside and any amount paid in respect of the lot will be refunded, provided

that the buyer shall have no rights under this Condition if:

(i) the description in the catalogue at the date of the sale was in accordance

with the then generally accepted opinion of scholars and experts or fairly

indicated that there was a conflict of such opinion; or

(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of publication of the catalogue

that the lot was a ‘deliberate forgery’ was by means of scientific processes not

generally accepted for use until after publication of the catalogue or a

process which was unreasonably expensive or impractical.

(c) A buyer’s claim under this Condition shall be limited to any amount paid

in respect of the lot and shall not extend to any loss or damage suffered or

expense incurred by him or her.

(d) The benefit of the Condition shall not be assignable and shall rest solely

and exclusively in the buyer who, for the purpose of this condition, shall be

and only be the person to whom the original invoice is made out by Dix

Noonan Webb in respect of the lot sold.

Conditions mainly concerning Sellers and Consignors

13 Warranty of title and availability

The seller warrants to Dix Noonan Webb and to the buyer that he or she is

the true owner of the property or is properly authorised to sell the property

by the true owner and is able to transfer good and marketable title to the

property free from any third party claims. The seller will indemnify Dix

Noonan Webb, its servants and agents and the buyer against any loss or

damage suffered by either in consequence of any breach on the part of the

seller.

14 Reserves

The seller shall be entitled to place, prior to the first day of the auction, a

reserve at or below the low estiamte on any lot provided that the low

estimate is more than £100. Such reserve being the minimum ‘hammer price’

at which that lot may be treated as sold. A reserve once placed by the seller

shall not be changed without thc consent of Dix Noonan Webb. Dix Noonan

Webb may at their option sell at a ‘hammer price’ below the reserve but in

any such cases the sale proceeds to which the seller is entitled shall be the

same as they would have been had the sale been at the reserve. Where a

reserve has been placed, only the auctioneer may bid on behalf of the seller.

15 Authority to deduct commission and expenses

The seller authorises Dix Noonan Webb to deduct commission at the ‘stated

rate’ and ‘expenses’ from the ‘hammer price’ and acknowledges Dix Noonan

Webb’s right to retain the premium payable by the buyer.

16 Rescission of sale

If before Dix Noonan Webb remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller, the buyer

makes a claim to rescind the sale that is appropriate and Dix Noonan Webb

is of the opinion that the claim is justified, Dix Noonan Webb is authorised

to rescind the sale and refund to the buyer any amount paid to Dix Noonan

Webb in respect of the lot.

17 Payment of sale proceeds

Dix Noonan Webb shall remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller not later than

35 days after the auction, but if by that date Dix Noonan Webb has not

received the ‘total amount due’ from the buyer then Dix Noonan Webb will

remit the sale proceeds within five working days after the date on which the

‘total amount due’ is received from the buyer. If credit terms have been

agreed between Dix Noonan Webb and the buyer, Dix Noonan Webb shall

remit to the seller the sale proceeds not later than 35 days after the auction

unless otherwise agreed by the seller.

18 If the buyer fails to pay to Dix Noonan Webb the ‘total amount due’

within 3 weeks after the auction, Dix Noonan Webb will endeavour to notify

the seller and take the seller’s instructions as to the appropriate course of

action and, so far as in Dix Noonan Webb’s opinion is practicable, will assist

the seller to recover the ‘total amount due’ from the buyer. If circumstances



do not permit Dix Noonan Webb to take instructions from the seller, the seller

authorises Dix Noonan Webb at the seller’s expense to agree special terms for

payment of the ‘total amount due’, to remove, store and insure the lot sold, to

settle claims made by or against the buyer on such terms as Dix Noonan

Webb shall in its absolute discretion think fit, to take such steps as are

necessary to collect monies due by the buyer to the seller and if necessary to

rescind the sale and refund money to the buyer if appropriate

19 If, notwithstanding that, the buyer fails to pay to Dix Noonan Webb the

‘total amount due’ within three weeks after the auction and Dix Noonan

Webb remits the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller, the ownership of the lot shall

pass to Dix Noonan Webb.

20 Charges for withdrawn lots

Where a seller cancels instructions for sale, Dix Noonan Webb reserve the

right to charge a fee of 15 per cent of Dix Noonan Webb’s then latest middle

estimate of the auction price of the property withdrawn, together with Value

Added Tax thereon if the seller is resident in the European Union, and

‘expenses’ incurred in relation to the property.

21 Rights to photographs and illustrations

The seller gives Dix Noonan Webb full and absolute right to photograph and

illustrate any lot placed in its hands for sale and to use such photographs and

illustrations and any photographs and illustrations provided by the seller at

any time at its absolute discretion (whether or not in connection with the

auction).

22 Unsold lots

Where any lot fails to sell, Dix Noonan Webb shall notify the seller

accordingly. The seller shall make arrangements either to re-offer the lot for

sale or to collect the lot.

23 Dix Noonan Webb reserve the right to charge commission up to one-half

of the ‘stated rates’ calculated on the ‘bought-in price’ and in addition

‘expenses’ in respect of any unsold lots.

General Conditions and Definitions

24 Dix Noonan Webb sells as agent for the seller (except where it is stated

wholly or partly to own any lot as principal) and as such is not responsible for

any default by seller or buyer.

25 Any representation or statement by Dix Noonan Webb, in any catalogue

as to authorship, attribution, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance,

condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion only. Every

person interested should exercise and rely on his or her own judgement as to

such matters and neither Dix Noonan Webb nor its servants or agents are

responsible for the correctness of such opinions.

 26 Whilst the interests of prospective buyers are best served by attendance at

the auction, Dix Noonan Webb will, if so instructed, execute bids on their

behalf. Neither Dix Noonan Webb nor its servants or agents are responsible

for any neglect or default in doing so or for failing to do so.

27 Dix Noonan Webb shall have the right, at its discretion, to refuse admission

to its premises or attendance at its auctions by any person.

28 Dix Noonan Webb has absolute discretion without giving any reason to

refuse any bid, to divide any lot, to combine any two or more lots, to withdraw

any lot from the auction and in case of dispute to put up any lot for auction

again.

29 (a) Any indemnity under these Conditions shall extend to all actions,

proceedings costs, expenses, claims and demands whatever incurred or

suffered by the person entitled to the benefit of the indemnity.

(b) Dix Noonan Webb declares itself to be a trustee for its relevant servants

and agents of the benefit of every indemnity under these Conditions to the

extent that such indemnity is expressed to be for the benefit of its servants and

agents.

30 Any notice by Dix Noonan Webb to a seller, consignor, prospective bidder

or buyer may be given by first class mail or airmail and if so given shall be

deemed to have been duly received by the addressee 48 hours after posting.

31 These Conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with

English law. All transactions to which these Conditions apply and all matters

connected therewith shall also be governed by English law. Dix Noonan

Webb hereby submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts and all

other parties concerned hereby submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the

English courts.

32 In these Conditions:

(a) ‘catalogue’ includes any advertisement, brochure, estimate, price list or

other publication;

(b) ‘hammer price’ means the price at which a lot is knocked down by the

auctioneer to the buyer;

(c) ‘total amount due’ means the ‘hammer price’ in respect of the lot sold

together with any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable and additional

charges and expenses due from a defaulting buyer in pounds sterling;

(d) ‘deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made with the intention of

deceiving as to authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source which

is not shown to be such in the description in the catalogue and which at the

date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had

been in accordance with that description;

(e) ‘sale proceeds’ means the net amount due to the seller being the ‘hammer

price’ of the lot sold less commission at the ‘stated rates’ and ‘expenses’ and

any other amounts due to Dix Noonan Webb by the seller in whatever

capacity and howsoever arising;

(f) ‘stated rate’ means Dix Noonan Webb published rates of commission for

the time and any Value Added Tax thereon;

(g) ‘expenses’ in relation to the sale of any lot means Dix Noonan Webb

charges and expenses for insurance, illustrations, special advertising, packing

and freight of that lot and any Value Added Tax thereon;

(h) ‘bought-in price’ means 5 per cent more than the highest bid received

below the reserve.

33 Vendors’ commission of sales

A commission of 15 per cent is payable by the vendor on the hammer price

on lots sold.

34 VAT

Commission, illustrations, insurance and advertising are subject to VAT if the

seller is resident in the European Union.



We were established in 1991 and are locat-
ed in a six-storey Georgian building in the
heart of London’s Mayfair, two minutes walk
from Green Park underground station. 

Our staff of experts collectively have over
300 years of unrivalled experience on all
aspects of numismatics, including coins of
all types, tokens, commemorative medals,
paper money, orders, decorations, war
medals, militaria and numismatic books. 

We hold numerous auctions each year, the
full contents of which are published on the
internet around one month before the sale
date, together with a unique preview facility
which is available as lots are catalogued and
photographed. Printed auction catalogues for
auctions are mailed to subscribers approxi-
mately three weeks prior to each sale.

In addition, we handle discreet private treaty
sales of fine orders, decorations and medals. 

Our offices, open from 9am to 5:30pm, Monday to Friday,
include a pre-auction viewing room, enabling us to offer this
facility to clients during the three weeks prior to an auction. 

Auctions are held in our building at 16 Bolton Street, Mayfair,
where sales may be attended in person. Free online bidding is
available using our own live bidding system or by placing 
commission bids, all of which and much more being available
via our website at www.dnw.co.uk.

We look forward to welcoming clients to Bolton Street and
assure you of a warm reception.

www.dnw.co.uk
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